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Summary
November 30th 2013 saw over 50 people
descend on sunny Cong Village in County
Mayo for the inaugural Congregation
Social Media gathering www.congregation.
ie. Over 45 people presented, debated,
ranted, analysed, and discussed the 57 blog
papers that were submitted in advance.
The blog papers acted as catalysts for indepth conversations that went beyond the
original topics. Small groups, social settings
and informal structures all led to honest
contributions and real world connections.
Social Media is still a relatively new discipline
or selection of channels and the only
consensus on the day was that no one person
has all the answers and people struggle on different aspects.
Each sector faces its own challenges and as with real life, rules o n what is appropriate evolves with experimentation,
which helps to push the boundaries.
This report documents the original submitted blog papers which stretch from education, business and not for profit to
cyber sociology.

Overview
Congregation was an ‘unconference’ event designed
to create a forum for peer to peer sharing and socially
orientated connecting. It was an ‘unconference’ in that

•
•
•
•
•
•

No tickets were for sale.
Attendees has to earn or ‘Blog Their Way In’.
Every attendee was a speaker.
Blog papers were published in advance on www.
congregation.ie
Presentations were made to ‘Huddles’ of less than
10 people.
Huddles took place in social venues from coffee
shops, bars to exhibitions spaces.

57 blog submissions were received and uploaded to
www.congregation.ie in advance of the day. Over 45
people presented on the day, along with 5 chairpersons,
on a wide variety of social media topics in 5 different
venues in the village.
The submitted blog papers reflected the diversity of
insight, opinion and interest areas from education,
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business and charity sectors through to consultancies and agencies.
Debate at each of the sessions reflected the reality that social media is ever growing and there can only be learnings rather
than certainties.
There were many tangible outputs in the form of published and visible content, clear indications of connections being
formed and plenty of follow on conversations about possible collaborative projects.
A side objective of Congregation was to prove that a rural location could host a leading edge conference by being creative
about how it uses it available venues.
The inaugural Congregation proved the concept, kick started many conversations and led the way for future congregations.

The day itself
Attendees started to gather from 9am in Cong village. On arrival each attendee was given a badge and allocated a number,
which corresponded with a timing and locations spreadsheet. Following registration, coffee and breakfast a
quick briefing was delivered before each huddle set out for its destination.

Destinations
A variety of locations in Cong Village were used including
Crowe’s Nest (bar), Jenny’s Coffee Shop, Rare and Recent
Books (exhibition space), Danagher’s Hotel and Lydon’s Bar.
The reason for this choice of location was deliberate – these
are social spaces and one of the things Congregation wanted
to achieve was a relaxed environment where conversation,
engagement and sharing were as natural as possible. Some
had background noise as the day wore on but this had little
impact on the focus and interest of each group.
Tea and coffee was on tap in each location to encourage
mingling during the breaks.

Huddles
Each huddle was chaired by an expert who guided the
conversation and ensured that self promotion was kept to
a bare minimum. Two attendees volunteered to present
at each huddle which acted as the catalyst for subsequent
conversations, questions and observations.
Each huddle lasted an hour after which the groups
were randomised so that no two huddles had the same
composition and attendees alternated venues.
Each venue had a video projector/screen but in general
people talked through their areas and conversations took them forward.
The ‘social media hack’ ice breaker proved to effective in getting people in the group talking and also increased the focus
on insights than self promotion.
The day finally finished as dusk began at 4.40pm with some groups taking the conversation late into the night.
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Attendees on the day were
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Oisin Browne
Mark
Whelan
Myles McHugh
Ailish Irvine
Sharon Boyle
Lisa
Jackson
Liam
Horan
Jenny Brennan
Eamon O’Brien
Eoghan O’Neill
Declan Clancy
Amanda Webb
Joan
Mulvihill
Joe
Smyth
Sarah O’Neill
Andrew Power
Elaine Larkin
Tim Kinsella
Barry Murphy
Roseanne Smith
Ivan Morrin
Billy McInnes

Chairs

•
•
•
•
•

Mike O’Rourke
Ronan Henderson
Donna Spellacy
Cyrilla Costello
Martin Murray

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

Caitriona Redmond
John Dineen
Bernie Goldbach
Paul O’Mahony
Pauline Sargent
James Corbett
Liam Ó Móráin
Johnny Beirne
Sabine McKenna
Evelyn O’Connor
Lorcan Kinsella
Sabina Bonnici
Brian Greene
Brendan Phelan.
Robert Purcell
Marta Miklinska
Sean Brady
Jason Roe
John Heffernan
Ruairi Kavanagh
Helena Deane
Julia Fitzgerald
Noreen Henry
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Content and social media.
As each attendee produced a blog paper this unconference was heavily content marketing led with posts being Tweeted,
posted and liked in Facebook, shared in Google+ and LinkedIn, along with plenty of AudioBoo and YouTube content
created. Within these platforms content was shared but also socialised with likes and favourites surfacing the content.
Twitter proved to be the main medium and the hashtag morphed from #congregation to #congregation13 to finally
#cong13. A number of podcasts were posted in advance, along with some video interviews and an animated video was
commissioned to help explain the concept. Congregation trended for a time on Twitter and a Google+ hangout was
organised at the end of the day to allow participation from Canada and the USA.
Outside of the sharing of each others blog entries, attendees also used Twitter to socialise and introduce themselves in
advance of Congregation. Attendees also used the comments section on the blog posts to begin the debate in advance of
the day. Video, blog, audio and photo content is still appearing and being shared post conference.

Congregation in numbers
57 blog paper submissions
1,319 tweets using #cong13
51+ authors using #cong13
272+ retweets using #cong13
300+ tweets using #congregation
19 tweets from home page
154 tweets using main page url
204 tweets using #congregation13
44 tweets using Congregation & Cong
1 animated video
3 technology.ie video interviews
4 podcast interviews
80+ Flickr photos #cong13
27 Audioboos Boos
50 Klout influence score
10+ external blog posts
5,000+ visits to www.congregation.ie
1 Google+ Hangout with USA & Canada
2 curated List.ly lists
1 Trended on Twitter
60:40% Male:Female ratio

Top 5 most read post posts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Twitter in the Classroom
Social Networking in your Pyjamas
F**k Facebook and Twitter. It’s Time to Reclaim Your Community.
Senior managers need to Wake Up and Smell the Social Media Coffee.
Social and Traditional: How these Descriptors are Becoming Obsolete.

Acknowledgements.
Congregation could not taken place without the generous financial support from MKC Communications (www.mkc.ie)
and the Irish Internet Association (www.iia.ie).
I would also like to thank The Public Relations Institute of Ireland www.prii.ie for their support of this initiative.
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Ideas and concepts like Congregation.ie morph and evolve with inputs from many people over many conversations. Each
of these interactions enhanced the original idea and thanks is due to: To all who attended Congregation – you were the
stars on the day.
John Breslin for the coining the term ‘Congregation’.
Joan Mulvihill for coining ‘Blog your way in’.
Oisin Browne for suggestions on the mechanics and entry.
Jenny Brennan for continued support and willingness to help.
Eoghan O’Neill for tirelessly spreading the word.
Cong Village and all the venues especially those who opened up specifically for us.
Gary Collins for local guidance and contacts.
All Five chairspersons whose traffic control, input and guidance ensured a smooth flow and interaction.
To all attended Congregation – you were the stars on the day.
Finally to all those who contributed posts but could not make it on the day.
Thank you one and all.
Looking forward to #cong14 and I hope you enjoy reading the contributions as much as I did.
Eoin Kennedy
eoin@congregation.ie
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Social Media Learning Needs Face to Face . #1
By Eoin Kennedy
I have had the privilege of delivering social media courses and attending multiple
conferencres over the last few years. One of the things that strikes me continually is
the static nature of these events - the expert speaker at at the top and a relatively mute
audience watching.
I have a problem with the idea that the only person with insight is the one with the
microphone and I am frequently taken back by the nuggets that sometimes emerge
from attendees. ‘One to many’ is an efficient way to industrial the passing of learnings
but I am not convinced that it’s the most effective. In fact being a speaker has forced
me learn more than I ever absorbed by attending a conference and at a deeper level.

Synopsis:

This is the inspiration behind Congregation - to create an event where people can really
learn from each other and not in an accidential way.

Social media can have a great impact
on a business but needs understanding, commitment and willingness to
engage.

By asking people to earn their way into this unconference by producing a blog post
they need to think through a topic area and write it down - a process I have found to be
extradinarily useful for digging deep into a subject.

4 Takeaways:
1. Do your thinking in advance.
2. Become the expert in your area by
sharing.
3. Connect with others in advance.
4. Forge new connections based on
respect.

About Eoin Kennedy:
Eoin Kennedy is the founder of Congregation.ie, a startup entrepreneur
and a freelance communications consultant living in the west of Ireland.

Contacting Eoin:
Eoin blogs on www.eoinkennedy.
ie and can be found on twitter at @
eoink.

By asking people to present their blog piece /paper at Congregation.ie they need to
reflect on different perspectives and also force themselves to synopnise and think
about the simplest way to communicate complex concepts in a logical manner. Being
cognisant of potential questions also drives people to round off their research on an
area.
By publishing the blog posts in advance we hope to facilate connections before
the event and also to allow people the time to distill the learnings. This means that
attendees can engage with each other on a higher level and focus on debate and
engagement than pure fact sharing. Congregation is attempting to enable people to
share in advance remotely so they can use the quality face to face time to unleash new
unlimited perspectives and insights.
This process means that attendees not only have a common calling card with the
participants but something they can be duely proud of and happy to share face to face
with others.
Congregartion is not for everyone - there is some work to be done in advance but
undertaking this exercise and sharing it means that on the day we can fast track into
receptive minds and at a different level in a collaborative social atmosphere.
Congregation is also designed to be fun and enjoyable - you have done your
homework in advance - on the day let curiosity guide you and take your mind on a
gallop.
Intimacy can help to produce deeper questioning and observations and the huddle
structure is designed to encourage new levels of interaction by its small size and social
setting. The breaks, lunch and the active social programme in the evening should
ensure that no one leaves without the opportunity to voice their opinion, doubts,
thoughts, insights and fears.
Congregation is not all about work. We hope that by participating you will forge new
links, connections and build friendships with like minded people.
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Making Social Media Work For Your Business. #2
By Oisin Browne
Social media is exactly what it says on the tin. It’s social and it’s media. It’s fun! The best
way to grow your business in this space is to be 100% in Social Media or don’t be there
at all. Take Facebook, too many business pages are
a) not business pages, but personal pages.
b) not updated
or c) non existent.

Synopsis:
Social media can have a great impact
on a business but needs understanding, commitment and willingness to
engage.
4 Takeaways:
1. Pick one or two social media platforms and get good at them
2. Create a content calendar
Put your words into pictures and
videos
3. Answer all posts in real time
About Oisin Browne:

Oisín Browne is the author of ‘The Binman’s Guide To Selling’, an internationally
acclaimed business book published in May
2013. The book has received international
acclaim from Libby Gill (Business Coach
and branding brain behind the Dr Phil
Show in the US), and Marshall Goldsmith
(million-selling author of the New York
Times bestsellers MOJO and What Got You
Here Won’t Get You There). Most recently,
renowned entrepreneur and business
author, Verne Harnish said Browne’s book
“provides the precise language and approaches to ramp-up your sales effectiveness – one bite-sized piece at a time.” Last
month seen Oisin’s book climb to No.3
in the Amazon Kindle’s Bestseller List in
the ‘Sales & Marketing’ category. Oisin’s
business learning’s come from his time
and experience in his sales and marketing
role where he works for one of the most
exciting and fastest growing companies in
Ireland, The City Bin Co., an award winning
utility company based in Ireland. The binman’s guide to Selling is being translated
into Spanish, Catalan, French and German

Social media brings ample opportunities to connect andcommunicate with existing
and future customers. There are a lot of different social media channels out there and
more and more coming on stream. You don’t have to be on them all. If it all seems like
too much pick one or two of them and do them well. There are two different types of
social media sites: 1) The fast moving ones where you post content & communicate
with followers in real time such as Facebook and Twitter and the media sites where
you create and store content such as YouTube or a blog. which act like and online
newsletter
Many years ago, before the time of the world wide web a lot of business people would
have paid a lot of money to be a fly on the wall and know exactly what customers and
potential customers were thinking and saying about their business and products. They
would have loved to know if the words spoken were negative or positive and how
many people were talking about them or the goods that they were selling. That day has
arrived and it’s called social media. Its cost of use is between minimum and free but its
value is only redeemable if used correctly and creatively by the user.
Don’t just have one foot in and the other out. Be committed to building these social
channels with rich connect so that when your clients arrive on your social channels
they are met with engaging content. Create a yearly content calendar that will guide
you to post regularly. When you are thinking about what to talk about think social. If
you met these people out and about you wouldn’t just talk about your products all the
time. Talk about the community, the weather or the next hallmark day. Put your words
in to picture or video where it’s possible. It’s much easier for somebody response to a
picture or click play as appose to read a body of text. Invite them to post their thoughts
about all these topics and your business on your page and interact with them.
No matter what kind of comment you receive in your social media space, always take
action to answer it as soon as possible. Never ignore a comment. If the comment is
positive, thank them for their kind words. Repost it on your other social media platform.
It’s a testimonial! If a comment is negative towards your product answer it. Stand up for
what you believe in.
SociaI media is just another channel to talk to your clients and for them to talk to you.
a phone was ringing in your office you wouldn’t just stare at it and think ‘I’ll answer it
next week’ and if somebody was to call with a complaint you would do your best to
resolve any issues as soon as humanly possible. With the availability of smart phones
and apps to support these social media sites I believe most comments can be answered
in real time. That’s what makes it social. That’s why it works well when it’s used well. If
comments and post are largely left unanswered this can leave an impression that this is
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& Oisin has already begun writing his
second book ‘The Binman’s guide to
Marketing’.

Contacting Oisin:

You can find the many links to Oisin from
his website and by following him on
Twitter.

how you do business. How people see you online will build an impression of how they
believe you are offline.
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The Scenic Route to Selling: Bonkers.ie’s Social Media Strategy #3
By Mark Whelan, Bonkers.ie

Synopsis:
With an online community of over
18,000 people, we at bonkers.ie must
find ways to engage with our followers in a manner which is relevant to
their daily needs as individuals with
an interest in making smart, simple
savings. We must be informative,
friendly, interesting and always right
with our facts!
We must also keep our community
engaged and interested even after
they have become bonkers.ie customers so that our Facebook and Twitter
followers actually become a genuine
community.
For the purpose of this blog, I will
outline how we implement a social
media strategy which involves striking
a delicate balance between sharing
third-party and original content, all
while having to maintain objectivity,
keep service providers happy and
nurture an interest in making smart,
simple saving among our community.

In 2006, ‘the consumer’ was named as Time Magazine’s Person of the Year. Since then,
the power of the consumer has only grown stronger. Interruptive advertising is a thing
of the past and businesses must now take a new approach to selling, no longer able
to simply bang their customers over the head with their value proposition whenever
they please! Now we must take what I call ‘the scenic route’ towards conversions. It can
be unpredictable, challenging and daunting, but isn’t the scenic route always worth
it? Sure, there may be bumps along the road and you make take a few wrong turns,
but if you see it through, you’ll almost always be glad you took it. By taking the time
and having the patience to build your community and engage in conversation with its
members on a regular basis, you will get to learn what makes them tick and what they
really expect from your business. Then the selling part becomes all the more easy and
fruitful.
At bonkers.ie, we’re still learning every day. That’s the speed at which things move in
the social media world, where we are all just one clumsy tweet away from an avalanche
of unfollows. I would go as far to say that any community manager worth their salt
must learn every day, because consumers change every day. So get to know them! I
mean really get to know them! Not in an “A-B-C1, 20-35 year old male” demographic
sense, but in a personal, day-to-day sense. How are they likely to be feeling on a rainy
Monday afternoon? It’ll be different to how they feel on a sunny Friday, won’t it? What
is the conversation on the internet that day? Is it about a general election, an All-Ireland
Final, another austerity Budget or what Nidge got up to on last night’s Love/Hate? Get
to grips with what your community is likely to be chatting about over coffee that day
and see how your business can join the conversation. The great news is that social
media is your friend in figuring out what the conversation is, and also your door to
joining it. Use it!
So, how to I, as bonkers.ie’s community manager, go about actually implementing this
approach? Well, I first seek to identify the single thread that links all of our followers to
one another by asking myself what they were hoping for when they first clicked ‘like’ on
our Facebook page. Once I’ve got my head around what this thread might be, I build,
borrow or beg for content that fits upon this foundation.

1. Your community’s members are
bombarded with distractions and offers all day every day. Be relevant!

In the morning, I will begin to get a feel for the conversation of the day – what’s making
the broadsheet headlines? What’s trending on Twitter? What am I reading about when
I’m supposed to be working? I monitor our pages and the day’s news as the hours go by
and carefully choose a story which fits neatly upon our core message of smart, simple
saving. Searching far and wide for content on a daily basis can lead to a broad range of
stories and topics appearing on bonkers.ie’s social media pages, but it’s all underpinned
by my golden rule:

2. Seek to join the conversation of the
day – social media is your friend!

Core message + daily relevance = engaging content

4 Takeaways:

3. Never lose sight of what it is that
binds all members of your community
together.
4. Be patient when it comes to conversions; engage in conversation and
nurture your community – once you
achieve this, they will listen when you
have something to say.

For example, in the last week, I posted about how interest-first deposit accounts could
help minimise the impact of deposit interest retention tax hikes…days later I posted
about how to avoid letting your apples go rotten! Surprise, surprise, no one person
liked, shared or commented on both pieces. At first glance, you might wonder why
I would post two such seemingly disjointed pieces side by side. Well the thread that
links the two is that they both involve information on how to be smart and save money
in a simple manner. Smart. Simple. Savings. This is what makes them both subtly, but
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About Mark Whelan:
Mark Whelan originally developed an
interest in community management
during his time in music management.
Following this, he worked as Community Manager for depression charity,
Aware, before completing a Master’s
in Business Management, in which he
received a First Class Honours.
Mark now runs the Dubstarts jobs
fair, alongside his work as bonkers.ie’s
Community Manager.

Contacting Mark:
You can email Mark here
Mark.whelan@bonkers.ie or like
Bonkers on Facebook, follow them
on Twitter, Google+ or visit their
website.

inextricably linked to the
core message of bonkers.
ie: that you can be smart
and save, in a simple way.
And this is the key:
understanding what it
is that would attract a
customer to using your
services and working out
ways to feed, nourish
and grow this appeal on
a daily basis. I don’t post
links back to bonkers.ie
every day – sometimes
I will go a week without
doing so – but I work on
highlighting the fact that
there are simple, smart
ways to save money…on anything from apples to interest-first deposit accounts. By
taking this approach, we are slowly building community confidence in the fact that
there are simple ways to be smart and to save and then, when the time is right; or when
something directly relevant to our service occurs in the market or in the news, we take
action to capitalise on the slow, steady growth among the community that we have
been developing over time. This is when we seek to convert facebook likes and Twitter
followers into bonkers.ie customers by communicating directly with our community
through original content.
I cannot overstate the importance of regularly updated original content – it’s becoming
increasingly important for your site’s SEO, but it’s also an opportunity for you to use
your own voice to speak to your community, not just using the voices of others to
engage with them. Your community likes this!
Take bonkers.ie follower, @curtainqueen as an example. After posting a link to
an interview with our MD, David Kerr, about saving on energy bills in winter, @
curtainqueen overcame her self-confessed “prevarication” and took action! It took her
all of five minutes to switch and save €180 per year.
By taking the time to develop the community, keeping the conversation about smart,
simple ways to save going, users such as @curtainqueen are kept interested and
engaged and then, when we push out original content or receive media coverage, the
conversions follow.
It’s the scenic route to selling, but, as we stick to the core message of our business and
communicate this to our community in a way which is relevant and interesting to them,
I am confident that we will always be glad we took that path.
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You don’t need to be Ryanair to improve your Customer Service #4
By Myles McHugh
It’s amazing to see the amount of media space taken up in recent weeks by Michael
O’Leary and Ryanair in their very public admission that customer service at the airline
was not what it should be. The fact that the quest to be more “customer focussed” has
come from the shareholders and board rather than the management tells its own story.
Management have had for many years had a very focussed agenda to drive down
costs so as to deliver a stronger bottom line. In doing so they grew the company at a
phenomenal rate. To put it in perspective, Ryanair at 79.3 million passenger journeys in
2012 carries over twice the numbers carried by British Airways at 37.5 million while Aer
Lingus carried 9.7m passengers last year. Ryanair is the largest airline in Europe and the
8th largest in the world.

Synopsis:
The recent furore about the change
of tack by Ryanair on its customer
service or lack thereof has set me
thinking. Why has the change happened? The fact that it has been
led by the board and shareholders
is interesting. Management appear
happy to continue with the low cost
model and let the customer “take it or
leave it”. But times have changed and
the power has moved to the customer.
The new landscape of Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and Blogging has
left nowhere to hide for the already
successful airline. This blog suggests
that every business needs to hear the
wake up call and make the provision
of excellent customer experiences at
the top of their agenda.

4 Takeaways:
1. The power in the customer interaction has shifted to the customer
through the use of Social Media.

Why then has the perception of Ryanair been so poor among the travelling public. We
all understand that we were very often getting what we paid for. Low cost with “no
frills”. The company’s conversion to the need to address its poor service record is indeed
a very interesting signal to everyone in business about the new power of the consumer
in demanding excellence in service delivery. Make no mistake about it, these changes
have been “forced” on the airlines management by the power of the consumer.
What are the lessons for the rest of us? How can we take heed of what is happening
here? My own view is that the ability of businesses to meet and exceed the customer
expectations will become the key differentiator in all businesses. Power in consumer
markets has shifted to the consumer and the advent of social networks means that
there is nowhere to hide anymore. In the past companies especially the larger ones
were able to stonewall the customer. They ignored complaints, failed to act on service
fall-downs – it was often easier to take the hit by losing a few customers rather than
address the issues that were leading to the poor service.
Take for example the hotel sector. In the past, if you had a bad experience you may
have told your immediate circle. This may have meant that you were influencing
between ten and twenty potential customers for that hotel not to do business with
them. In most cases, it was possible for the hotel to generate some extra guests and so
ameliorate the worst of the poor service.

3. Companies should design their
processes to meet customer needs
and not their own.

But today the power is with the dissatisfied guest. The first thing that happens in
our family now when we are planning a stay in a hotel is to check Tripadvisor. Here
we can see the views of people just like ourselves and we form a judgement on the
establishment. We also take note of the hotels who engage with the social network
and those who choose, not unlike Ryanair in the past, to ignore positive and negative
comments.

4. Employees should be empowered
to be the best at exceeding customer
needs.

What then should organisations do? For me there are three crucial steps and these
steps need to be embedded into every service business.

2. Companies should make the customer experience their top priority

About Myles McHugh:
I provide training and advice to
companies in the areas of Customer
Service, Media Relations and Strategy.
I am an experienced management
professional. I have over 38 years of

1. Make the customer experience your top priority in your business.
Of course there are plenty of priorities to be taken care of. We need to operate a safe,
clean, cost effective enjoyable and profitable service. However if we concentrate on
making the experience the best it can be, we will of course take care of all of the other
priorities.
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management experience and was a
senior manager in Iarnród Éireann
prior to my retirement in 2012. I held
senior positions in strategic management, customer relations, media communications and marketing strategy.

Contacting Myles:
You can find Myles’ blog here or his
website and you can follow him on
Twitter or connect via email
mylesmchugh@gmail.com.

2. Design your service delivery process to meet the customers’ needs, not yours.
Business and the delivery of business is changing at a phenomenal pace. The processes
that delivered exceptional service in the past may not be fit for purpose today.
Examine all of your service delivery systems constantly. Map all of your processes
and ask yourself if they are contributing to the service offering. If the activity is not
delivering added value to the customer experience, then just stop doing it or redesign
it so that it is fit for purpose.
3. Empower your employees to be the best at exceeding customer needs. Employees
will be a key differentiator between you and your competitor if you get this part of
service delivery right. Ritz-Carlton Hotels call their employees “Ladies and Gentlemen”.
Disney sees their employees as “cast members” who operate “on-stage”. Mc Donalds
refer to their employees as “crew”. How do you see your service delivery staff? Indeed,
how do they see themselves? These are questions worth asking. Be honest in your
answers, it may change everything. Support your staff and create a happy atmosphere.
Happy staff make happy customers.
The movement at Ryanair will be important for the customers of the airline and I have
no doubt if they are sincere in their efforts they will climb the world league tables of
airlines. After all they modelled themselves on South West Airlines in the U.S. and they
offer low cost with a strong service ethos. The rest of us should hear the wakeup call
and act promptly. The power has moved but we can respond and everyone will be a
winner.
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Act fast - The art of Social selling, or ‘He who hesitates is lost’ #5
By Larry Taylor
In the time-poor world of buyers looking for advice, knowledge and support, a Tweet,
LinkedIn status update or forum post are all opportunities to connect with customers.
Customer posts are the beginning of speed-dates with the world, waiting for a
response with the best advice.
It’s a level playing field where the best answers may not be from the biggest players
and the opportunity is open for all to compete for attention.
@MrCustomer tweets:

Synopsis:
78% of people buy from the first
person that contacts them. You have
only a small window of opportunity to
make contact, establish credibility and
trust. And this credibility begins long
before you even connect.
Here is a quick guide on ‘why’ and
‘how’ to make an immediate connection.

4 Takeaways:
1. Be ready to strike. Be prepared
(persona, content and history)
2. Recognise an opportunity - Listening for leads
3. Act fast - You have 1 hour to respond to social lead
4. Act faster – You have 5min to respond to an email

About Larry Taylor:
Formally a research scientist, I started
my career as Operations Manager with
an educational multimedia, start-up in
1996. I also devised and managed the
BT Young Scientist Business Bootcamp. http://youtu.be/cT4ikqNERbo

Contacting Larry:
Follow Larry on Twitter or connect to
him via LinkedIn.

“What’s the best way to manage my posts across 3 social platforms, in 3 regions? #social
#facebook”
Let’s say you see this tweet, by following a #social tag, using a social listening tool such
as ‘Social mention’, or through your communities.
You have about 30min to respond. What do you do?
In order to help and win this person’s trust, the work started long ago.
~flashback~
In November 2012 you reviewed your LinkedIn Profile and realised your expertise was
not really visible. So you started regular profile updates, sharing useful and relevant
data, report, news stories and personal experiences. You uploaded your personal
Slides to Slideshare.net and connected them to your profile. You joined groups and
started listening for opportunities to comment and add value to conversations. You
may have joined Quora.com and asked, or answered questions. You actively managed
your Twitter account using tools like Manageflitter.com. You also made sure that
you balanced your material, to ensure that your own business was not aggressively
promoted. You tried to apply a 70:20:10 rule to your content sharing. 70% was
independent & valuable, ‘thought leadership’ material.
10% was self-promotion and 20% was technical and factual support for your business.
~flashforward~
You ‘follow’ the customer, reply to their tweet, with a link to material you own, or like.
And offer to help them in their search for answers.
They read your Tweet, open the link and view your profile. All the hard work is done
now and your new contact will almost always ask to talk or meet.
First movers
Research carried out by Velocify.com suggests that up to 78% companies buy from the
first person that contacts them. This makes sense in a time-poor, pressured business
environment. The customer sees a hungry, well attuned vendor who made contact
first. First-contact, together with a great profile and your willingness to help is a perfect
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storm for social selling.
DMZ
Your relationship is now reciprocal, as you are both sharing and telling stories on
neutral ground. The Demilitarised Zones of social networks are perfect platforms to
exchange ideas, without the pressure of ‘sales’ intimidating the buyer.
People
Social Networks are people, not corporate networks. People are more likely to buy from
people and Social networks empower you to position yourself in the best possible way
and to meet more people than ever before.
Visibility
Try ‘Googling’ your name and add a keyword that describes your area of expertise. You
should find that the top results will invariably link to your social profiles.
Without any profiles, or with poor profiles, you may never be found. The ultimate
objective for your social ‘footprint’ is to be identified, even without your name. For
example if you search for ‘Social Media experts, Ireland’ - Paul O’Mahony and Krisna
De come back strongly in the results. In your own area of expertise and geography, it
should be your ambition to become recognised in the top tier of experts.
Putting it all together 1. Be ready to strike. Be prepared (persona, content and history)
2. Recognise an opportunity - Listening for leads
3. Act fast - You have 1 hour to respond to social lead
4. Act faster – You have 5min to respond to an email
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Has anyone asked the WHY of Social Media? #6
By Irene H Gahan
Traditional marketing is about solving a problem. Social media is generally considered
a subset of marketing, then filtered into another subset of digital marketing and within
that it is its own discipline with its own channels, methods and metrics. We all know
what the 4 P’s of marketing are and why organisations use them but WHY do they need
‘social media’? Is it because their competitors use it? Is it to keep shareholders, senior
management or customers happy or is it just because well everyone else is doing it?

Synopsis:
Being crystal clear on why you are investing in social media can save time,
money and is essential for success in
social media.

4 Takeaways:
1. Ask yourself why you are in social
media.
2. Work out how it fits in with the
overall picture of the organisation.
3. Be ready to handle 24/7.
4. Hiring talent is not the full answer.

About Irene Gahan:
Irene Gahan has been in the ‘digital’
industry since 1993. She currently
heads up an international digital
marketing agency based in Dublin.
She has spoken, lectured and written
on the subject of digital marketing in
5 countries over the last 10 years and
lives all things digital. She was previously Chief Executive Officer of the IIA
and is currently starting her Msc thesis
on Digital Consumer Behavior.

Contacting Irene:
You can contact Irene by email
irenehgahan@gmail.com.

What value does using social media bring to the bottom line? Many organisations are
still under the misguided assumption that ‘social media’ is free! It doesn’t cost to set
up a Twitter or Facebook account. True, the costs are getting good graphic creative,
strategy and content updates along with a marketer who knows how to understand
and measure metrics and insights. It’s the time and resource cost that need to be
factored in.
There are still lots of unanswered questions around ‘social media’ but it is no accident
that companies that use social media as part of their marketing strategies are among
the top global brands in the world. If the purpose of business is to generate revenue,
grow profit and satisfy the needs of their customers then where does social media fit
in?
Does it sit with the marketing department or with sales or with customer service? Can
it fulfil a need in each of these departments or solve a problem that other activities
can’t. Until an organisation works out the WHY of social media as part of their business
strategy they should not push the ‘Social’ button.
What many organisations don’t understand is that social media is ‘open all hours’ and
it is a one to many and many to many communication that they really don’t have any
control over. Its 24/7 availability creates an element of urgency for consumers when
things go wrong or if they want to interact. If I have a problem or question or issue that
I want a response to, then the next closest thing to contacting a company is email or
social media because it is not dependent on working hours for me to feel like I have
started the process.
I may have to wait to get a response but I have communicated the concern or problem
I have at a time that suited me and maybe other members of the social media network
can answer the question or solve my problem before 9am tomorrow.
Social media suffers from the same malaise that digital marketing is currently suffering
from. Very few organisations know how to do it properly or how to invest in it. They
think they need ‘a social media person’ but are not sure why so they hire interns and
graduates to advise them on their strategy and get them up and running. Social media
like marketing has its foundations across many departments in an organisation. Hiring
someone to come in and ‘do social media’ without understanding the WHY or the
implications can damage rather than enhance a brand and isolate a valuable channel.
Many of the ways that social media can ‘go wrong’ has been documented but social
media is here to stay and in some ways for many organisations it has already become
a runaway train that they can’t stop or change direction on once the momentum has
started.
Sometimes stopping to ask the question WHY is the most valuable ‘social media’ activity
an organisation can do.
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Social Networking in your Pyjamas #7
By Ailish Irvine
As a wife and mother passionate about education and opportunities for women and
people living in rural locations, I would like to share the way that I see new means of
education being opened up to the world. How technology is bridging the gap and
offering affordable, accessible educational opportunities to many more people who
were isolated from returning to learning. If you can’t afford to return to education, live
too far from a college, are raising toddlers, don’t have any connections, How can social
media connect you to the world of learning?

Synopsis:
As a wife and mother passionate
about education and opportunities
for women and people living in rural
locations, I would like to share the
way that I see new means of education being opened up to the world.
How technology is bridging the gap
and offering affordable, accessible
educational opportunities to many
more people who were isolated from
returning to learning. If you can’t
afford to return to education, live too
far from a college, are raising toddlers,
don’t have any connections, How can
social media connect you to the world
of learning?

4 Takeaways:
1. To survive in this climate we need to
encourage innovation and creativity.
We need to applaud the people with
new ideas.
2. MOOC’s give us access to free online
learning from the comfort of home.
3. We need to embrace new ideas like
the flipped classroom.
4. It is so easy to reach out to the
people who have the knowledge that
you want. You can even do it in your
pyjamas.

About Ailish Irvine:
Ailish Irvine owner of Irvine Training is
a freelance workshop facilitator based
in Kiltimagh, Co-Mayo. Passionate
about encouraging others to get the
courage to return to education and
employment, she facilitates workshops in personal development, com-

Once upon a time a student sat at the back of the class. They did what they were
told and they spoke when they were spoken to. There was an unwritten rule that the
students knew less than the teacher and they knew that if they knew more, they should
probably keep it to themselves. Know -it -alls were encouraged not to tell anyone what
they knew as nobody liked a know it all. I had the pleasure of attending a workshop a
year or two ago where Professor
Dean McCraith president of DCU spoke about the nature of educational institutions
and how they are changing. He said that originally universities were places where
knowledge was dispersed. All of the information originated in the university and
students were able to access it and hold the key to all the new found knowledge. Now
we can access whatever information that we like through the internet. Universities now
have to change their focus and encourage and facilitate innovation and new thinking.
Knowledge must be shared, be collaborative, entertaining and dare I say it enjoyable
and interactive. Traditional learning wasn’t always perceived this way. He is quite
the inspirational speaker and very active in influencing how the academic world is
changing in Ireland.
I discovered in my 30’s that I’m a visual learner, i.e I learn faster by watching visually
stimulating materials, be they video, infographics or cartoons. They grip me, they
appeal to my extremely low boredom threshold and they make me want to keep
learning. Discovering that I was capable of learning a lot more courtesy of the internet
has changed me completely.
Learning through social media has reengaged me with education and opened up an
interesting world of learning.
In 2012 as my mid life crisis was starting to kick in I enrolled in an online diploma in
Italian with NUIG. Social media means that from the comfort of my home in Mayo I
can attend lectures online, discuss via Skype, Facebook, Edmodo all the latest content
from my course. I have access to tutors in Florence, Galway and Palermo and through
European Collaboration Projects, the results of shared research has meant I can access
cutting edge technologies to enhance my learning experience. Part of our course work
is to create content in Italian through revoicing through new packages like Clipflair
and Praat. After lectures we interact a lot more with one another as the social aspect of
sharing our knowledge with one another is very much encouraged and an integral part
of the learning process.
The recent emergence of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) where the top
universities in the world now allow students to enroll for free to certain online courses
has revolutionized education. The argument here however is that these courses are not
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munity development and language
learning. She is a member of Social
Entrepreneurs Ireland alumni network
and when not acting as taxi driver
to three kids, she loves to learn new
skills.

Contacting Ailish:
You can find Ailish on Twitter and
LinkedIn or directly by email
ailieirvine@gmail.com.

accredited. I would argue that being able to access material from some of the leading
world universities, understanding it and enjoying it, only boosts student’s confidence
and propels them back to education.
One of the latest trends in education (I found out on Twitter) is the concept of the
flipped classroom. The idea that you do your learning at home and your homework
in school. Who knew? Quite revolutionary. Social media allows you to connect to those
people who have the knowledge that you would like. They are also happy to share
it. You can network with influential knowledgeable people, all from the comfort of
your couch. You can network in your pyjamas and when you get bored, you can yawn
openly.
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“A world divided - education, technology and creativity” #8
By Sharon Boyle and Noreen Henry
“Our strategy is to be where all the best innovation and design is coming from”.... “I
think it’s obvious that Dublin is becoming one of the major centres of the universe for
entrepreneurship, so we need to be here.” Evernote’s Phil Libin at the Web Summit,
October 2013
Silicon Valley and tech leaders from all over the world are definitely sitting up and
taking notice of Ireland and its potential for tech investment, but higher education
needs to rise to these demands. The latest report from Forfás (Nov. 2013) claims that
there will be 44,500 potential job openings between 2013 and 2018 in ICT.

Synopsis:
Skills requirements for technology
graduates are evolving rapidly. Can
higher education meet these demands? Business ‘smarts’, Creativity,
Entrepreneurship, Technological and
Agility are all key industry needs.

4 Takeaways:

The traditional technologist has come from a system and process driven environment.
Often specialising in a few systems and, for programmers, a limited few programming
languages.
However, we have witnessed an accelerated pace in technology in the last few years,
the main disrupters being Mobile, Cloud, Big Data and Social Media Technologies.
The demands from technologists have shifted. While some sectors will continue to
need the deep skillset characterised by traditional technologists, industry now needs
more technologists to develop into the creative sphere.

1. New breed of Technology graduates
needed.

Traditional techie titles include, Web Designer & Developer, System Analyst/Architect
are still very much in high demand, and new complementing roles are becoming more
common place:

2. Entrepreneurship, technological
agility, communication, and creativity
a must.

•

Search Engine Optimisation Copywriter

•

Community Manager

•

Web Quality Auditor

•

Online Marketers

•

UX designer

•

Digital Strategist

3. Ability to identify the potential in
various technologies to build new
digital solutions.
4. Massive employment potential
world-wide for new breed of technologists, but education must evolve.

About Sharon Boyle and
Noreen Henry:

Titles to watch out for include;
Sharon and Noreen are lecturers in
GMIT, Mayo Campus. They were part
of the development team for the
campus’ new degree, BSc. Honours in
Digital Media & Society. This degree
commenced in September 2013.
The aim of the degree is to progress
students through higher education,
while developing their skills in new
technologies and their context in society, building an electronic portfolio
of experiences throughout their time
in college and engaging with industry
throughout their journey. The degree
was carefully designed to help the stu-

•

Digital Lifestyles Experts

•

Digital Archaeologist

•

Information Anthropologist

•

Digital Identity Planner

Digital media initiatives for today’s society and into the future must be designed and
built to meet the needs and activities of the individual. Big
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dent to appreciate how technologies
impact on society and new and inventive ways to use existing technologies.

Contacting Noreen and Sharon:
You can follow Noreen on Twitter
or email here. Sharon can also be
followed on Twitter and by email
Noreen.henry@gmit.ie. You can also
like BSc. Honours in Digital Media &
Society on Facebook.

Data and Analytics allows for a more satisfying and personal experience.
Therefore, digital initiatives must be contextualised appropriately and this is where the
technologist needs to get creative.
Social digital media must be genuine, authentic and provide value to the community
and organisation in order for them to be successful. Not only that, it must be funny,
emotional, tell a story in a way that connects with the audience.
For this reason communication and collaboration skills are essential for new
technologists, as they will be the point of intersection between the technology, the
community, the organisation and its stakeholders.
Graduates require an enhanced understanding of the influence of digital media on
change in society.
According to the recent ICT Skills report by Forfás (Nov. 2013):
The development of ‘soft’ skills and competences are also important including business
acumen, communications, team working and entrepreneurship. These T-shaped
skillsets are needed for innovation and the application of technology to changing
business models.
The new technologist must have the ICT discipline knowledge of the theory, concepts,
protocols, methods, syntax etc. They must also have the specialised technical, creative
and conceptual ability, skills and mastery of tools in order to design, built and verify the
ICT implementation. In addition, they must exercise ethical judgement, be a confident
communicator, show an ability to learn, be a team player and have the ability to work
independently. Industrial experience and fluency in another language would give them
the edge they need to succeed.
Perhaps, we are expecting too much!
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How to: Social Media Guidelines #9
By Lisa Jackson, Leman Solicitors
With only so many hours in the day, most companies need to trust a variety of workers
to keep their social media going – from experienced social media practitioners
to employees or interns moonlighting across a number of roles. The potential for
something to go horribly wrong is enormous. What then?

Synopsis:
Often overlooked, social media
guidelines are an important tool in
ensuring your staff are aware of their
obligations to your company when
using social media platforms, both internally and externally. The guidelines
should be friendly and promote the
use of social media but it is essential
they set out clearly what behaviour is
unacceptable. Without guidelines it is
very difficult to discipline or dismiss
staff who have used social media
incorrectly and caused damage to
your company’s reputation and brand.
Ignore them at your peril!

4 Takeaways:
1. Put guidelines in place!
2. Keep it friendly but clearly state
what social media behaviour is unacceptable and the consequences of
engaging in such behaviour
3. The guidelines should supplement
staff training, not replace it
4. Ensure anyone using social media
confirms in writing they’ve read and
understood the guidelines

About Lisa Jackson:
Lisa is a commercial solicitor and Data
Protection Practitioner with Leman
Solicitors with a particular expertise in
data protection, intellectual property
and commercial contracts. Lisa trained
and qualified in Matheson before
taking 2 years out from law to obtain
an MA in Journalism at NUIG. During
that time she was published in various

Under law, where workers do something wrong while acting in the course of their
job, their company is generally responsible for that action. This is known as vicarious
liability. In the context of a worker having an uh-oh moment on a company’s social
media platform, the potential exposure for a company includes actions for: copyright
infringement; defamation; bullying and harassment; breaches of data protection law;
or divulging confidential information. Aside from the legal consequences, the negative
impact on a company’s brand is potentially enormous.
While any of the above situations would be less than ideal, even worse is a situation
where a company that has suffered as a result of inappropriate social media use cannot
take proper internal action against that employee because of a lack of one document:
company social media guidelines.
These guidelines set out what is expected of a worker when using the company’s
social media. The kinds of prohibited actions that should be listed in the guidelines
are the obvious: do not defame, bully, harass, mislead, breach confidentiality, infringe
copyright or take any other action likely to damage the company’s brand or reputation.
The guidelines should also set out general instructions for personal social media
use in situations where a worker connects himself or herself to the company. Some
organisations welcome positive linking to their company by workers. Others prefer
to set out that the company must never be mentioned on personal social media
platforms without advance permission from a trained practitioner. While that’s a matter
of internal preference, all guidelines should also cross-refer to other existing internal
employee policies including those on data protection, bullying and harassment and
disciplinary actions.
A good example of a company who encourages positive social media use by staff is
Walmart. Certain parts of its public guidelines are directed at staff and instructs them
not to “speak for the company” without written permission. As Walmart is a large
company, this public policy is supplemented by additional internal private policies for
staff which no doubt contain more stringent directions. This positive approach in the
guidelines is to be welcomed as it promotes good social media use and explains how to
positively engage with the brand.
Above all, a disaster response mechanism should be included. This should set out
clearly what the employee should do if the worst happens. This should include the
response time to escalate the matter to a senior person, who that senior contact should
be and what actions (if any) the employee can take immediately.
The guidelines should be sent to every staff member, especially where guidelines for
personal use of social media is included. All workers should be asked to sign it or, at
the very least, email acknowledging they have received, read and understood the
guidelines. Without this, the employee can always claim they never received it or else it
was buried within an employee handbook.
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national publications including The
Sunday Business Post, Silicon Republic, Technology Voice and Parchment
Magazine.

Contacting Lisa:

You can follow Lisa on Twitter, connect with her on LinkedIn or email
ljackson@leman.ie her. She works for
Leman Solicitors.

The above may all seem very obvious, but without guidelines, it is very difficult for a
company to dismiss a staff member who misuses social media and causes damage to
the company. Where an employee is dismissed for incorrect use of social media, unless
the misuse has caused major damage, the employee will be more likely to succeed
in any legal action taken against the company where no social media guidelines are
effectively implemented within the company.
Of course, the importance of training for employees working on social media cannot
be overlooked, especially if the employee is not an expert in the area. Where untrained
interns or employees work with social media practitioners within a company, or are
themselves the social media ‘department’, proper training is vital. Just because a person
operates his or her own personal Twitter or Facebook does not make him or her the
best choice to operate the social media platforms on behalf of a company. Adequate
training should be provided on the standards of professionalism and confidentiality
required. The guidelines should supplement this training, not replace it.
The above can be boiled down to one paragraph: Simple but effective social media
guidelines coupled with staff training will help ensure that proper social media
behaviour is promoted within a company. It will also crucially help in protecting the
company where a staff member causes damage to its brand and/or business through
misuse of social media.
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Buried in Social Media but Nothing Interesting to Say ;) #10
By Liam Horan.
Hi, I’m Liam, and I’m a Business Technology Geek.
I’ll have my head down when I bump into you walking down the street, literally bump
into you, for I treat all personal locomotory movement – walking, running, driving,
swimming, horse-riding, foot golf, bungee jumping – as an opportunity to check my
emails.

Synopsis:
Social media can be all consuming
and drive the way we work, play
and relax - all without us realising
it. Sometimes you just need to leave
it behind - for a while. Oh and did I
mention IFTTT.com

4 Takeaways:
1. Supermac’s in Ballinrobe is the
big one around these parts. Can be
electric on a Saturday night – it has accounted for more successful matches
than Knock Marriage Bureau. Plenty
of room to sit down. And, yes, it has its
own wi-fi zone.
2. Growing up around here, it was all
about the Tommy Burger. You could
get it at midnight in Kilmaine or
Ballinrobe, and Sunday afternoon at
Ballyglass Sports or the World Sheep
Shearing championships in Hollymount. Anywhere, almost. You see
Tommy Munroe’s takeaway was a portable affair, the white van rolling along
behind his blue estate car. If there was
a crowd, Munroe’s were there. There’s
no Tommy Burger anymore, alas. Like
Bebo, it’s gone. Unlike Bebo, its devotees retain warm memories.
3. You absolutely must take a stroll
through the woods in Cong while
you’re around. Just do it. Yikes, I think
I might have strayed onto a serious
slogan there.
4. Right, I better meet Mr Congregation’s remit in some shape or form.
Check out IFTTT.com, if you haven’t
already done so. If This Then That.
It automates all sort of improbable
actions. One more, kind sir: I’m new to
Animoto.com and am weak in its pres-

If I do stop to talk, it’s to tell you that SugarSync now gives you the chance to share
direct to Facebook, a single-click movement, genius. But, gotta run, I’ve got to Vox a
font change to my graphic designer who’s from Montenegro and who I met on elance.
com – well, we haven’t actually met at all, because one of the great joys of the modern
world for a Business Technology Geek is that you don’t need to meet anyone at all
anymore, but you get my drift.
He’s a great graphic designer, by the way, though you have to keep an eye on the
English.
I still grimace when I recall that epic YouTube fail that saw ‘window’ mixed up with
‘widow’ and which circulated viciously through countless platforms in a matter of
minutes: as our wise old grandmothers used to say, bad news will be tweeted and
re-tweeted around the world before the truth gets out of bed, or gets home, or
something.
I have nothing interesting to say about social media. Nothing that hasn’t been said a
million times already, and nothing that the other 99 at Congregation won’t already
know. I’m just one more helpless addict, far too deeply enmeshed in the snare to offer
any sort of insightful perspective.
I live and work in Ballinrobe, just six miles from Cong. For me, Cong is home to the
majestic woods, the breathtaking Ashford Castle and the spectacular Lough Corrib –
the playground where I walk, run or cycle at the weekend. It’s where I sometimes bump
into Mr Congregation also walking, running or cycling around this rural idyll.
Cong is where we go to escape the tyranny of the iPhone.
And now, thanks to Mr Congregation, this last bastion is set to crumble. The place
where once we cavorted with nature will now fall under the spell of an alternative
beauty – it’s almost too much to contemplate.
Come, IFTTT.com, and flirt with me. Oh, HootSuite, you coy little devil. Dropbox, don’t
tease me so, you know you hold my heart in your hands. For you, darling ToutApp.com,
I would do anything. Why is it always the quiet ones you have to watch?
So, anyway, welcome to Cong, ye congregationers. I think this could be the start of
something big. Leave nothing but footprints, infographics, Wordles and Vines.
And when you’re gone, we will wonder if we dreamt it all, and curse the emptiness until
our eyes meet again across a crowded webinar.
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ence. That’s it. See you in Cong. And
Supermac’s.

About Liam Horan:
Liam Horan is owner of career training
company SliNuaCareers.com, and he
works closely with clients in helping
them to create career paths in which
they will flourish. Founded in 2010, Sli
Nua Careers now has outlets in Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo; Galway, Limerick and
Dublin, and is just about to open a
fifth outlet in Athlone, Co. Westmeath.
He a former Gaelic games correspondent of the Irish Independent, and the
creator of RTE Radio One’s Championship Man series (Drivetime Sport). He
also dabbles in theatre and co-writer
and co-actor of the popular play The
Pull (by Half Solid Productions) which
enjoyed an excellent run at 25 nationwide venues during winter 2012/2013.

Contacting NLiam:
Liam tweets in many places but you
can follow him on Twitter for Sli Nua
Careers or check out his website.
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5 Tips to Run an Engaging Photo Contest on Facebook #11
By Jenny Brennan
Marketers have been using competitions to raise brand awareness and attract potential
customers for a while and now Facebook has given us a new channel to interact with
our target market.
Below is an example of how a small business with a limited budget made a positive
impact with their fans, re-engaged and attracted relevant fans and some new
customers!
I was recently asked to recommend a contest app to my client Alice, owner of Maow
Care (Cat Sitting & Behaviourists). Alice’s goal was to thank her current fans for their
loyalty and give them a chance to win something very special for 2014.

Synopsis:
Facebook competitions can be a great
way for a small business to really connect with its audience but it needs to
be planned and well thought through.

4 Takeaways:
1. Choose the right app.
2. Make it simple to enter.
3. Give away a relevant prize.
4. Budget for resources to promote it.

Below are some tips I shared with Alice and the outcome of her competition.
1) Choose the Right App
Choosing the right app for your contest is really important. It needs to deliver the right
outcomes of YOUR goals and if like Alice you want to design and install it yourself it
needs to be simple to use.
One of my recommendations was Agora Pulse. The app is used by page owners,
community managers and big brands right across Facebook. I have used it several
times myself and love the simple dashboard and integration of analytics to measure
progress. You don’t need to be a coding genius but it does help to invest in some nice
graphics to drop into the app template.

About Jenny Brennan:
You can try it for FREE HERE
Jenny is a native of Dublin now living
and working in Co Mayo in the West of
Ireland. She established Virtual Office
Worx in March 2011 to provide business owners at home and abroad with
outsourced solutions that they need
when and how they need them.

Contacting Jenny:
You can follow Jenny on Twitter, like
her on Facebook, connect on
LinkedIn or check out out her website
here.

2) Simple To Enter
As a Facebook user our time is often
limited and if you want users to enter
the contest then you need to make it
really simple to enter.
In this case Alice had requested her fans to send in
photos of their cats and titled the weekly post “Maow of
the Week” this went down a storm with fans and soon
Alice was receiving regular submissions.
So simple, all you had to do was email a submission and
Alice featured your feline friend every week. With all
these great photos coming in Alice and I came up with
the idea for the photo contest. All we had to do was
upload all the great images we had received and ask fans
to vote in the Maow of the Year general election!
Another cool feature of the Agora Pulse app is this
progress report that we used as updates to remind
people to vote and the app includes frictionless sharing.
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3) Relevant Prize
Relevancy is the key. No point giving a
year’s free supply of dog food to these
fans!
What we did learn over the course of
Maow of the Week campaign was how
much people adore their cats so what
could be better than a 2014 calendar
featuring the winning cats!
The catch is there are only 12 months in the year and we received a lot more than 12
entries. Hence the need for a general election!
4) Mobile Friendly URLS
This is a small but essential detail! Please make sure you share a
mobile friendly URL on all of your contest updates. Over 70% of
Facebook users access the social network using mobile and there
is really nothing worse than clicking on a link that does not work
VOTE NOW https://apps.agorapulse.com/go/15258
5) Promotion
Depending on your own goals, promotion is essential. In this case Alice had a goal
to engage and interact with her community who have been great supporters and
customers of her business and give them the opportunity to share their cat’s stories.
Regular updates on the page worked well in this case. However if you are trying to
reach a bigger audience and want to attract new fans and capture email addresses you
need to consider setting an ad budget and think about the type of contest you will run.
Alice was very excited to tell me
that she has been receiving regular
updates, comments, shares, new fans
and even attracted new enquiries all
with no ads budget!

There are of course other aspects to running a successful photo contest including
ensuring you follow Facebook’s Terms of Service and analysing your date (topics for a
separate posts) but I hope these tips will help you focus on what type of contest you
might run and don’t forget if you want to try Agora Pulse for free just CLICK HERE
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Senior Managers Need To Wake Up And Smell The (Social Media)
Coffee #12
By Niall Devitt
Over the last year I had started to become frustrated by a lack of realisation (and
resistance) from senior managers as to the power of social media as a transformational
tool for business.
Make no mistake; customers now expect brands to engage with them in a meaningful
way on social media. The opportunity for brands is a real win win relationship with
customers but requires a social engagement strategy that MUST include opportunities
for customers to become active stakeholders within the organisation. If a business is
not using (or not prepared to) social media in this way, then, they are not using social
media.

Synopsis:
Social media continued to grow
but has the industry really earned
the trust, budget and focus that it
deserves.

4 Takeaways:
1. The social business opportunity for
brands is a new win win relationship
with customers - It’s transformational.
2. However, the words “Social Business” have not struck the right chord
with leaders despite a legion of
analysts and advocates promoting
the movement - the deeper meaning
and richer context is being lost on
executives.
3. The old model of organizational
design and profit making is obsolete
but it hasn’t yet completely or visibly
failed for the people in charge.

I read this post with great interest: “Social Business is Dead! Long Live What’s Next!”:
It was written by Chris Heuer and published on the blog of Brian Solis. It’s a brilliant and
honest synopsis of what has happened with the social business model and movement
over the last while.
He correctly points out that “the words Social Business have not struck the right chord
with leaders” Despite “a legion of analysts and advocates” including IBM promoting
the Social Business movement - it has “failed to earn their faith, trust and budgets in a
significant way”:
•  While Social Business was meant be transformation Chris points out that “the deeper
meaning and richer context is being lost on executives who still think the word “social”
indicates a frivolous time-wasting pursuit”.
•  They are yet to see the much bigger opportunity to gain competitive advantage or
grasp the risk to their business and while “The old model of organizational design and
profit making is obsolete but it hasn’t yet completely or visibly failed for the people in
charge”
•  Another significant problem is that there is currently no real poster child (company)
for social business. Yes “Ford and IBM are getting close “but the reality is that even the
best Social Business organisations are currently only experiencing “spiky success, great
in one area and lacking in others.”

4. “Social Business” may have failed
as a movement but the idea is too big
and need too great to be held back by A real social business is prepared to “increase the flow of information inside and across
the failure of two words.
the organization”. It’s “more than putting in some new social technology, and it’s much

About Niall Devitt:
Niall Devitt is a doer, not a talker
when it comes to social media. Niall
advises organisations how to plan,
design and implement social media
strategies that generate real business
returns. Niall is Chief Digital Strategist & Founder at the Ahain Group,
an independent, ideas-led social
business consultancy with experience
of working with all types of clients

harder to ‘fix’ – it involves people!” However:
•  “Most managers don’t trust their employees and don’t even want them speaking
publicly about the company”.
•  The challenge is even greater again in that it includes “fundamental flaws in the
system burdened by the very real nature of the power laws that direct our leader’s
decisions and behaviours”
Social business as a movement may have failed - as two words have “failed to win the
attention and budgets of corporate leaders”. But as Chris concludes “the idea is too big,
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and sectors– from large blue-chip
multinationals to the 1 SMEs. In 2009,
Niall co-founded TweakYourBiz.com
(formally Bloggertone.com) an international, business community and
online publication.

Contacting Niall:
You can follow Niall thoughts on
Twitter, connect with him on
LinkedIn and Facebook or check out
the Ahain Group.

the pull too strong and the need too great to be held back by the failure of two words”
and I absolutely agree.
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How to win influence through social media. #13
By Eamon O’Brien
The idea of networking and creating communities – where people can learn from each
other, collaborate and even find new forms of inspiration – is hardly new.
However, the methods of how, why, and where people come together for business
reasons have expanded and changed in recent years. Business networking

Synopsis:
At a time when there has never been
more business forums where likeminded souls can assemble to share
knowledge, experience and ideas
offline and online… …How do you
decide which groups you’ll heed
and which ones you’ll ignore? And
how can you set your engagement
strategies up for greater success in the
communities you choose? Here are 4
strategies that can add extra oomph
to your social engagement presence.

4 Takeaways:

opportunities now abound in myriad online, offline and hybrid, meet-up forums.
So, there are more forums. Is that a good thing?

1. Think selective
2. Think participation
3. Think value
4. Think stories

About Eamon O’Brien:
Eamonn O’Brien: Founder of The
Reluctant Speakers Club, international
marketer, broadcaster, speaker, and
author of the nationally recognised
The Reluctant Speakers Club Blog.
Eamonn works with business leaders
and owners to conquer their fears of
speaking in public with confidence.
Members learn how to hone their
communication skills and speak with
an unprecedented degree of clarity, persuasiveness, and authority.
Eamonn holds an MBA from Manchester Business School and a BSc
(Management) from Trinity College
Dublin. He is also a long time member
of ESOMAR, the world association of
market research professionals.

Well, yes and no.
The truth is we all suffer from having to work within and around limitations – people,
resources and time. We’re all feeling more time poor and know we simply can’t be
everywhere; we have to make choices about the forums in which we’ll function. And
our target audiences find and feel the same.
On top of this, we’re in an era of unprecedented information overload, where our
attention spans have dwindled to just a few seconds versus moments.
And the upshot is… it’s getting harder to win the attention, engagement, and trust we
need to cultivate interest in the messages we’d like to share with others.
So what are you to do?
How do you decide which groups you’ll heed and which ones you’ll ignore?
And how can you set your engagement strategies up for greater success in the
communities you choose?
How to break through the clutter and get your ideas noticed
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Contacting Eamon:
You can connect with Eamon on
Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook and
Google + or visit The Reluctant
Speakers Club, email eobrien@thersc.ie or call him at +353.1.5311196.

#1 Think Selective
“Find your game” was the strap line used by leading golf equipment manufacturer
Taylor Made when advertising their golf clubs many years ago.
I quite like this idea when it comes to social engagement and finding groups you’ll
choose to embrace.
In the same vein that a wise farmer will seek to be well informed when making
decisions about which crops to sow – taking into account market demands (audience
needs) versus the soil, conditions, resources, technology, knowledge/ experience, etc.
at his/her disposal – to prosper…
…It’s vital that you pay a deal of attention to who’s in any group in which you might
choose to network and how and why you can help each other before you decide where
you’ll spend time and effort.
Investing a little time upfront to learn more whom a group is for, why it was formed, the
extent to which your direct and indirect target audiences participate in this community,
and how the groups functions will really pay off.
If there’s a mutual fit – great, you’re off to get a good start.
#2 Think Participation
My grandmother used to have a sign on her desk with a quote that I still use today. It
said:
“The world is full of two kinds of people: Those who are willing to do things and those
who are willing to let them!”
Here’s a universal rule that applies online and offline, if you take the former tack you’ll
earn greater influence…but if you adopt the latter, don’t expect others to want to share
with you or further your causes.
As my pal Bill McCartney of Net 4 Wise Owls likes to say “Givers get”.
Quite right. Networks prosper most when participants are more generous and selflessly
willing to help others. And the more others follow suit, the more everyone in the group
is better off.
# 3 Think Value
Following on from the last point…
Online or offline, you need to give your audiences reasons to pay attention to you. But
never take the tack of selling your wares as you do this.
Remember, people don’t join networking groups to buy – they join them to sell.
Here’s the thing – While we all have our altruistic moments, the fact is that we care
much more about ourselves than we do others. So before looking to others to help
you, start by bearing in mind the old adage of WIIFM (‘what’s in it for me?’) when
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networking.
Successful networkers find the following to be true:
The more selfless you are, the more you share knowledge that is of real value to
participants – where they can do something with the information or ideas you’ve
shared…
…The more they’ll reciprocate and trust you.
And it’s that reciprocation and adding of trusted value that makes the investment
of time, energy and effort worth everyone’s while – creating a virtuous circle, where
everyone wins.
# 4 Think Stories
Last and absolutely not least, if you want people to remember what you say – shy away
from detail, it’s boring and it’s forgettable.
Rather, lean towards sharing stories to make it easier for your audiences to get, be
excited about, remember and do something about the messages you share.
Stories are your ticket to making any ideas or content you share more interesting,
engaging, and even inspiring. They can literally breath life into almost any idea, even
where the topic at hand may at first seem dull.
Used wisely, they will help you to create greater emotional connection with those you
wish to influence and greatly increase the chances they will share your ideas again and
again.
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Finding the silver lining in a crisis. #14
A wise woman once said, “In the midst of a crisis, when everyone about you is losing
their cool yet you remain calm, then maybe, just maybe, you have no idea how bad it
really is.” Wise words and particularly relevant given the many crises we seen already in
2013.
While a crisis is invariably complex, the management of it can be quite simple. With
the right attitude and little planning all companies - big and small - can find a silver
lining in the crisis. So here are a few simple steps and models that will help you find the
opportunity in the crisis?

Synopsis:
A social media crisis can be very difficult
to manage but with advance planning
and solid methodology you can minimise the fall out.
4 Takeaways:

Step 1: Best practice preparation and measurement

Crisis Management 101 involves building a measurement model that allows you to see
when something is actually a crisis, the scale of the crisis and the escalation path.
Without the measurements in place the danger is that you end up making a mountain
out of a molehill. It’s best to use just three quantifiable measurements although each
one can have a number of components as follows:

1. Prepare and measure before the crisis
2. Respond fast when the crisis happens
3. Anticipate how the crisis will be
reported
4. Don’t forget to plan for the recovery

•  Physical impact e.g. human loss, asset damage
•  Financial impact e.g. lost revenue, reparation costs
•  Reputation impact e.g. brand damage, drop in NPS, drop in employee engagement

About Alan Tyrrell:

Alan Tyrrell is Deputy Managing Director
of Pembroke Communications and leads
the firm’s Corporate Division. Alan has supported clients through crises across many
sectors including manufacturing, professional services, technology, financial services
and transport.

Contacting Alan:
You can email Alan or visit Pembroke
Communications website.

Step 2: Respond with clarity, speed and accuracy

At the risk of stating the obvious, there is one thing people want in a crisis and that’s
information. They also want it fast and frequently and in general they will take it from
whatever source is providing it. In our TraDigital world that means information (or
misinformation) can be in the hands of our customers within minutes of an incident
occurring.

Steep 2A: the media reporting cycle for another fine MESS

The reporting cycle of that mess in a TraDigital media world is like a meal with four
courses:
• Starter course is Mayhem – this is the chaos at the start of any crisis.  It will be fast
paced and based on news bulletins. Media will report the mayhem as quickly as
possible.
• Main course is the Epicenter – and this is where the media will go after the mayhem.
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This means getting to see what’s at the core of the problem and it usually covers the
aftermath too.
• Dessert course involve the Searchlights – this where the hunt is on for the person or
people who caused the problem. This is often the point in time when the guillotine
first appears and heads may roll.
• After Eights or Stoplight – the crisis reporting stops and is superseded by the next big
story or somebody else’s crisis.
Step 3: Recovery (aka when will it end?)
Everyone who has been through the white heat of a crisis knows that it seems to go
on and on and on and on. But it does end and research shows that crises typically last
about 50 days. These will be days of unrelenting pain but it does come to an end.
Listed companies can expect a share price drop of between 7% and 10% in the first few
days. This will be accompanied by a lot of volatility and a drop in trading volume. But
after about 50 days the share price should have recovered.
Things do return to normal. And if you are lucky or if you plan for it, the new normal
may even be better than before so never waste a good crisis by failing to plan.
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Make Facebook Your Sales and Marketing Department. #15
By Eoghan O’Neill
Small businesses have several advantages over larger businesses – Lower overheads,
rapid manoeuvrability and the ability to be profitable in a niche market.
The disadvantages of small businesses is that they have smaller budgets and limited
time. A feature of Pat Divilliy’s business is that he does not have a website. He has a
domain that redirects to Facebook, but Facebook and twitter are his platforms. With
limited time and budget, diversification is no longer a smart move. With a single focus,
Pat was able to build his business much quicker than if he tried to update and operate
on several platforms.

Synopsis:
With some creativity, imagination and
planning small businesses can utilise
Facebook as a sales and lead generation tool. See how
4 Takeaways:

Like all marketing tools, they only work as part of a well thought out and well executed
strategy.
By combining Lead Generation, Sales and Retention into one platform, Pat was able to
effectively and efficiently run the marketing and sales departments of his business on
his own. This gave him time to develop his business and marketing strategy.
1) Lead Generation
The Fun Run

1. Facebook must be used as part of
an overall strategy.
2. Automation is critical to a small
business as time is your smallest
resource.
3. Quickest organic growth for fitness
businessess is through tagging before
and after photos

Pat has hosted several fun run events. It’s a BYOB atmosphere that costs him nothing
but his time. Although having met Pat I can say he genuinely cares about his clients
and wants to thank them, it’s also an excellent lead generation opportunity. Advertising
it on his Facebook page, any Facebook fan can come and meet him in a low risk
environment. This process is an excellent way to turn a cold lead into a warm one.
Giveaways

4. Facebook can be used as an all in
one platform for lead generation,
sales, marketing and retention.

Pat has periodic giveaways. They are usually something that would be of value to
anyone interested in health,

About Eoghan O’Neill:

The Free Information Product

Eoghan is a freelance online marketing
manager and website developer.

The classic lead generation technique. In exchange for the mighty email address, you
can get a free (whatever). Pat selects his offering very carefully. He never offers a free
hour long exercise programme - no-one would want that, and even if they did they
would never use it. Pat tends to offer simple to try programmes, like a 7-day Liver
Detox. It’s simple to get involved and it’s easier than actually exercising.

Contacting Eoghan:
You can get in touch with Eoghan via
email helloghan@hotmail.com.

The Free Ticket
To generate a specific type of lead, Pat holds paid masterclasses on a specific topic.
For example, his Female Fat Loss Workshop. By holding the event and giving away a
free ticket, hundreds of his female Facebook fans will enter the competition. This gives
the event huge exposure to his target market. When the winner is announced, he
can then offer the other entrants a ticket at full price or at a discount. By holding the
competition, it sells far easier than if he tried to advertise through traditional methods.
It also gives him exposure to hundreds of new Facebook fans.
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The Tagged Before and After Photo
Someone who has successfully lost weight is going to be happy to share that fact with
the world. Pat gets a fantastic result for his client, then shares the before and after
pictures on Facebook, then he tags the client in the photo so all the clients friends get
to see it.
By branding the before and after pictures Pat beats home the message of his brand
- I can get you into the shape of your life. The organic growth of this can be very
impressive. When Pat first opened his Facebook page, he only had a few likes. By
tagging a clients before and after picture, that post grew to 243 likes. Although I don’t
have the data, it is highly likely that several of those liked his page afterwards.
2) Sales
Offers
Pat is not afraid to ask for the money. When he is looking for new clients,
Pat does not simply say he is open for business. He launches a new programme, such as
‘The Warrior Blueprint’ or ‘Strong Is The New Skinny’. By specifically targeting his offers
to different segments of his audience, his courses sell much better than a generic call
for clients.
Because he has such a massive list to promote to, he sells his classes with relative ease
and has since expanded to a second location.
Paypal and Scarcity
Pat doesn’t do cash. If you’d like to purchase one of his courses you can buy them on his
Facebook page through a Paypal link.
One of the most common ways to increase demand is to give the illusion of scarcity.
By only occasionally posting that there are openings on Facebook, there is usually a
(perceived) scramble to buy your place. It’s also a very powerful conversion tactic - “Buy
now, there are only two places left
3) Retention
Friends vs. Likes - A Blurred Line Through The Use of Groups
One of the key features of Pat Divillys programmes is the use of Facebook groups for all
his clients. If you join a programme, you are invited to join a special Facebook group.
Groups are only possible if you are friends with the person, so all clients become Pats
Facebook friends.
The main idea behind this is added value to the client, but it also helps with retention.
Pats personal and business page are almost identical, so being friends with Pat is the
same as being a Facebook fan of Pat. This helps eliminate the awkward moment of
asking a paying client to ‘like your page - why would they when they already pay for
access? Rather than ask them to like the page or run some sort of reward programme
for liking the page, he simply friends them as an essential part of the programme.
Instant added value and retention booster, as well as being a great way to further his
brand.
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Sales Route
Below is a typical like to sale route for Pats Business. Let’s use an example and call him
David.
•   David becomes aware of Pat through his friends liking several of Pats updates.
•   David Likes Pat’s page to receive tips himself.
•   David sees an update for a fun run. It’s to early for David, but he thinks about it before
declining.
•   David sees Pat is offering a free seven day detox and signs up for it. David is now a
qualified lead.
•   David Sees several photos of past clients who have achieved their fitness goals
through pat. David notices that these
clients are very similar to him, and begins seriously considering singing up for a ourse.
•    David sees that Pat is holding another fun run. It’s an easy way to meet
•   Pat in a low pressure situation.
•   David meets 20 of Pats clients and Pat himself. He gets a tour of the office and free
food. He leaves the fun run full inspiration. Pats clients all love him and have nothing
but good things to say.
•   David sees that Pat is offering a warrior blueprint programme. He decides that he
wants to lose fat and build muscle, and after meeting several clients and seeing the
results in person, he signs up for the ‘Warrior Blueprint’ course through Paypal.
When you use Facebook the right way it can be the ultimate lead generation, marketing
and sales tool for small businesses. Pat’s success proves that even with limited time and
budget, you can grow your audience quickly and efficiently.
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How to Harness the Power of LinkedIn and Start Making Leads for
Free #16
By Declan Clancy
Many people think of LinkedIn as a library of online CV’s and a Rolodex of connections
or the uncool cousin of Facebook and Twitter. While LinkedIn may not be the optimal
marketing channel for every business if your company is in the IT sector in particular
then you are sitting on a goldmine!
I’m going to assume you have a basic personal profile already and get straight to
making you leads.
1. Sharing a status update

Synopsis:
Everybody is talking about Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest and the latest trendy
new Social Media site but what about
old fuddy duddy LinkedIn? Linkedin
may not be the coolest website for Social Marketers but it may be one of the
most powerful if leveraged correctly.

When you log-in to LinkedIn you are directed to the home page. At the top of the
screen you will see your picture and a box to share your message to everyone you are
connected with on LinkedIn. (Picture below) In here enter the text of your message. For
example “Great blog by Declan Clancy on Generating Leads on LinkedIn. Read it here:
insert weblink here” If you are mentioning someone’s name that you are connected
with put the “@” symbol before their name so they see it. This also works for any
company that has a company page. This might increase the likelihood of them sharing

4 Takeaways:
1. Share Your Marketing message in
Status Updates
2. How to promote your message to
groups of likeminded people
3. Why you should create your own
LinkedIn Group
4. Learn what a company page is.

About Declan Clancy:
Declan is Online Community Manager
at the European SharePoint Conference. Declan joined this start up just
over 2 years ago and has helped build
the conference and online community from humble beginnings to the
biggest SharePoint event in Europe
boasting 1,400+ attendees. Prior to
this Declan studied Commerce in UCC
receiving a First Class Honours Degree
despite getting sidetracked for a year
studying marketing in Cincinnati,
Ohio! If you are looking to speak with
Declan he will be the person with the
dodgy moustache. Don’t worry he
won’t bite!

the content. When you include a link to your website use the URL shortening site bit.ly
as this will also track the amount of times the link was clicked. For best practice I share
useful content like eBooks, webcasts moreso than salesy messages as they generate far
greater interest.

2. Promote to groups
Once you have shared your status update with your network its then time to share with
the people who will most likely appreciate it. The groups functionality in LinkedIn are
user run discussion groups on pretty much every topic imaginable and their members
join these groups to keep informed on the topics they are passionate about. I want to
promote a marketing eBook so I will join marketing groups. You can only join a limit of
50 groups so choose wisely.
Process of posting to groups is as follows:
o Find the status update you posted. Under the update click the word “share”. The box
pictured below will pop up.
o Click post to groups and unclick the other boxes. Enter a title for the content you are
sharing, you can also enter a description but it’s not necessary.
o Click post to groups and unclick the other boxes. Enter a title for the content you are
sharing, you can also enter a description but it’s not necessary.
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Contacting Declan:

o Type in the names of the groups you are a member of and click “Share”

You can connect with Declan on
Twitter, LinkedIn or by email
declan.clancy@outlook.com. I also
have my own Digital Marketing
blog.

3. Create your own LinkedIn Group
People search on LinkedIn for groups of interest to them in their field. A catchy named
group can attract a large audience with a minimal amount of effort. For example I am
a manager of a group that was set up for a major product release and people flocked
to join it without me doing any real promotion. My group’s success involved good
timing and a bit of luck so this may not be imitable for everyone. In any case setting
up a group for your company is a good idea because it allows you to tailor a “Welcome
Message” to anyone who joins the group and you also can send one announcement a
week that will arrive into the email inbox of everyone signed up to your group. These
features are available in the “Manage” tab of your group.
4. Create your own Company Page
The company page feature of LinkedIn is essentially a profile for you business. This is a
relatively new feature that LinkedIn are really pushing since it was launched last year.
You can list the products and services your company provides, to improve credibility
request recommendations from your best customers. You can also post updates that
your followers will see on their homepage feed. I normally use the same status I use on
my personal profile.
I hope you enjoyed this blog and if you have any more tips, tricks or comments then let
me know in the comments section.
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Is Advertising Stuck in the 20th Century? #17
by Amanda Webb
There’s a scene in the Stephen Spielberg adaptation on Minority Report where Tom
Cruise enters a shopping centre. The shopping centre, knowing who he is beams
adverts right into his eyes, they appear as 3D holograms.

Synopsis:
Social media and technology means
we know more about people than
ever but are we using that when we
advertise to them.

4 Takeaways:
1. Technology gives us huge insight
we are not using.
2. Advertising can become experience.
3. Delight not punish captive audiences.

There’s something wrong with this picture. Yes the adverts are targeted to him but
advertising in the far future can be far more intuitive than that, the adverts should
know that he’s stressed, he’s in a hurry and they should be offering him value to help
him with that.
As I stare at yet another slimming add sitting in my Facebook newsfeed and hit the
spam button I wonder have too many advertisers been watching Minority report.

4. Customise, target and think.

About Amanda Webb:
Amanda Webb is the founder of Spiderworking.com working with SME’s
to help them develop social media
strategies, offering them training and
support. She learnt her skills whilst
promoting her first business, Feelgood
Organic Hampers. Prior to this she
worked as an Assistant Director in the
Irish Film Business working on productions such as Adam & Paul, Angela’s
Ashes and various commercials for
brands such as Heineken, River rock &
Guinness.
In 2010 she co-founded the KLCK
bloggers Network in order to encourage and support both business and
personal bloggers as they learnt how

It’s rarely I watch an ad on the Television so they tend not to annoy me much. As much
as I dislike the schmaltzy John Lewis Christmas ads I have to say they have something
going. The ad’s have become an annual event, they aren’t advertising the products that
they sell, they are making John Lewis part of the Christmas experience. Where the shop
window used to be the height of Christmas excitement now the advert is.
In the way that we in Ireland don’t know it’s Christmas until we hear the Barry’s Tea ad,
the UK soon won’t know it’s Christmas until they have seen the latest John Lewis ad.
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In 2012 she founded Blog Awards Ireland along with her KLCK colleagues
and head up the online marketing and
project management of the event.

Unfortunately it seems that most advertisers are still getting it wrong. I went to the
cinema yesterday, it’s a space where I am forced to watch adverts and every single one
I watched annoyed me. There was a Vodafone one with a cute kid, a football and some
punk music. The story didn’t make sense and I heard myself groan when the Vodafone
logo came up at the end. There was another for 4G broadband from Meteor that looked
so cheap it made me wonder if 4G was worth having at all. My brain switched off after
that, I was supposed to be there to in enjoy the cinema.

Her blog reached the final of Social
Media Examiners International top 10
Social Media Blogs of 2011 and 2012,
The Social Media Awards 2012 and her
Video Blog reached the finals of the
Irish Web Awards 2010

Finally, there are those pre-roll ads on YouTube, does anyone not sit there counting
down the seconds until they can skip the ad and watch what they came there for in
the first place. Surely creating a short vine ad that would entertain at the beginning of
a YouTube video would not only be less annoying but would capture the audience. No
need to skip, the ad is over in six seconds.

to use both blogging and social media
tools. In 2011 she took this one step
further with Bloggers International comanaging their inaugural event.

Contacting Amanda:
You can follow Amanda’s updates on
Twitter and Facebook or visit her
blog.

How do we fix it?
•   Customise
•   Target
•   Think
Lets talk about it at Congregation.
An updated version of this article can be found on http://www.spiderworking.com/
blog/2014/01/09/social-advertising/
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Digital Colonialism - Citizen, Subject, Slave? #18
By Joan Mulvihill

Synopsis:
Joan Mulvihill is the CEO of the Irish
Internet Association. For all the wearable technology, where are the “other
people’s shoes”? The Digital Colonialism analogy comes from trying to see
ourselves as others might, from standing in other peoples shoes. We crush
on the virtues of our virtual world, we
are agog at the pace of change and
mind-blown by the internet of things.
As we march on for change, are we
marching over others?

About Joan Mulvihill:
Joan Mulvihill is the CEO of the Irish
Internet Association.

Contacting Joan:
You can contact her on Twitter, on
LinkedIn and via email mailto:joan@
iia.ie.

Technology has the ability to disrupt the very essence of how we define ourselves
as people, our identity and sense of place in the world. How relevant are national
boundaries anymore? When you think about it they are just arbitrary lines in the
sand that say that everyone within these lines are like this and bound by these rules
and everyone within those lines are like that and bound by those rules. People are
connecting and aligning across national boundaries and the concept of citizenship has
less to do with where you are born and more to do with who you are connected with.
Technology allows people of shared interests and ideologies to assemble and mobilise
to effect change across the planet irrespective of those lines. The Arab Spring. That
works out pretty nicely when we agree with the ideology of the mobilised and we
disagree with the ideology of those they seek to overthrow. But what happens when it
doesn’t work out so nicely? What happens when it’s the London Riots? Technology is
indeed a wonderful thing but is digital democracy still just an aspirational slogan based
on a misguided idealism?
Prior to working for the IIA, I spent most of my career working on one kind of change
management project or another and fundamentally people don’t like change. They
especially don’t like change when it is thrust upon them - by people that they don’t
know or trust. As an industry we have been generous to ourselves in the use of
terminology like digital natives and digital immigrants. Their usage infers that that if
you are not one or the other then we are leaving you behind in the comfort of your old
surroundings with your old way of life. But is that really the case? Have we really built
a utopian world of digital democracy just for those who want it? Or in truth have we
not in fact been invading and colonising those who have not applied for their digital
citizenship?
How different are we to the powerful colonising nations of the past? We have our own
‘language’, culture, belief systems, societal structures, physical infrastructure, we have
even got our own viruses. And we are bringing all of these to bear on every citizen,
business, country in the world saying that this is a better way to live.
Colonialism was motivated by a need for control of trade routes and economic gain.
The colonising powers arrived bearing gifts of modernity and development for the
poor natives and when the natives didn’t buy into it, they took what they wanted
anyway and left the indigenous populations disenfranchised and isolated, living in
cordoned off reservations without a voice much less a vote. Colonialism has never
ended terribly well. And most countries have spent years regretting, apologising and
making up for their colonialist past.
Of course we believe that the benefits we bring to these people are greater than the
price they may pay for losing their old way of life. And for the most part, we’re probably
right. But when we threaten culture, sense of identity, means of making a living, needs
and desires for privacy and independence we cannot be surprised by resistance. Drugs
and fast cars… It is no wonder that parents are concerned. Their children when forced
to choose, said they would opt for a shorter life with access to the internet than a
longer one without it. When did access to the internet become worth more than life?
Old world legislation and structures are struggling to keep up with a new world where
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rules are considered archaic and regulation is the kryptonite to creativity. We have an
industry where some people believe that everyone should have access to everything
and openness is our king. Anonymity and privacy is increasingly impossible to
safeguard. Six degrees of separation is likely to be halved by the time we join all the
data dots and in fact where anyone can connect with everyone then you could argue
that there is no separation at all!
Remember when Dorothy landed in Oz. She went from sleepy sepia tones to a
technicolour explosion. At the end of her journey was the all-seeing, all-knowing Oz.
Ask him a question, anything at all and he will provide the answer – sound like anyone
you know? It wasn’t until Toto yanked on the curtain that we realised it was just one
crazy dude making it all up and telling Dorothy what he wanted her to hear. I’m not
suggesting for a second that when you type a word into the little box in the middle of
your search engine screen that someone is making it all up but when a few oligarchic
entities have the power and ability to answer all the questions in the world or connect
you with anyone in the world then you have to ask the question, to whom are they
accountable?
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Social Media: Transforming Web Interactions with Context. #19
By Joe Smyth
It’s only 10 years since Skype ushered in a new era in consumer communications – free
VoIP with high quality video for anyone with a PC and a webcam. Skype has driven the
acceptance of consumer VoIP, while Google Hangouts and Apple FaceTime are bringing
“free” conferencing and mobile video to the party.

Synopsis:
Real-time communications is now
essentially free on the internet. This is
going to drive huge disruption in the
Unified Communications space but
with the advent of WebRTC also open
up a huge new area of innovation for
Web Developers. Social Media will be
a big part of this by allowing Real-time
Communications have Context. Context will transform how we interact
with not only our friends but also the
enterprises we buy from and do business with. This will have upsides and
downsides but managed correctly can
have great benefits for customers and
businesses alike.

4 Takeaways:
1. Web Developers leveraging
WebRTC will revolutionize our Web
Interactions.
2. Context is key to enabling richness
in those interactions.
3. As with Search, Customer Care
providers need to walk carefully with
consumer data.
4. Watch this space – it will evolve in
interesting and unpredictable ways.

About Joe Smyth:
Joe Smyth has been building VoIP
products since its inception in the
mid-90’s. He spent the noughties
building multi-media contact centres
and unified communications products (and knows a bit about SIP).
He’s about to spend the teens of this
century building SaaS based products

And now Real-time media (aka Voice, Video & IM) is coming to the Web with the
introduction of WebRTC (Web Real-time Communications) in HTML5 via the W3C.
WebRTC builds the key codec and session negotiation software into the Browser and
exposes it via JavaScript. What was once the domain of SIP experts is now available to
every Web Developer via a simple API that is already supported on Chrome and Firefox
for Mac and Windows while on the mobile front it’s available in Android natively and via
SDKs for iOS apps.
This is going to change the way people interact across the Web, Social Media and
Customer Care. Building voice & video into your web apps will be as easy as embedding
YouTube. And the actual Voice, Video and IM will be free and services built on top of this
commodity are going to flourish – there are 1000 x Web Developers vs SIP Developers
so we’re going to see Voice and Video popping up in applications that we’d never have
even thought of prior to this.
WebRTC not only brings ease-of-implementation but also enables Meta-Data to be
passed along with Interactions, in other words Context...
With a Web initiated call the context of the call - what the caller was doing just before
the call began, what pages they browsed, what searches they did or what they were
doing on the Mobile App - can be delivered to the person they are calling. WebRTC
easily supports Desktop Share allowing real-time context to be shared during the call.
And this can be done without any hardware – it’s all peer-to-peer leveraging WebRTC in
the browser or App.
Social media can start to have personal meet-me/call-me URLs embedded in tweets,
posted to Facebook or just delivered via plain old email. Marketing can target
individuals who show interest in particular items (travel destinations, financial
products, even handbags) with a personalised call presented via social media and
specifically for them.
Which of course brings the down-side – We are understandably afraid that our private
lives are being made public more and more and our choices are being used by Google,
Amazon et al to narrow the further choices they present to us as we navigate the web
via search and ecommerce sites. This has been examined in books such as Eli Pariser’s
“The Filter Bubble” and it paints a stark picture of the groomed view of the world that
the curators of our searches and purchases can paint us into. However social media,
if shared wisely should allow us to expand our horizons on our terms rather than the
limited view that Google or Amazon have of us.
Embracing Social Media should allow consumers to drive their true likes and interests
with those enterprises that seek to engage them. Those same enterprises need to
carefully walk the line between delight and annoy and there is much to be worked out
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that bring together the Web World,
Real-time Communications and Customer Care.

on the ethics and mechanics of walking this line – people need to be able navigate this
world on their own terms.

Contacting Joe:

Context can help them do that. WebRTC will bring context to our Voice, Video and IMs
with those companies that we wish to engage. The voyage of discovery on context
driven web interaction is just beginning.

You can follow Joe on Twitter or Connect with him on LinkedIn.
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Is small business being priced out of social media? #20
By Sarah O’Neill

Synopsis:
Social media is an increible tool but
has the pressure to be on platforms
lead to small businesses losing their
way.

4 Takeaways:
1. The cost of pay-to-display posts can
price some businesses out of using
them.
2. Feeling obliged to use social media
just to ‘show face’ for your business
can drive you insane and take far too
much time.
3. How can we make sure our social
media use is effective and engaging?
4. Social media nearly drove me crazy.

About Sarah O’Neill:
Sarah O’Neill is a DJ, Promoter, Fashion Designer and Radio Presenter,
currently living in Dublin, by way of
Canada, where she grew up.

Contacting Sarah:
You can follow Sarah on Twitter, like
her on Facebook, write via email or
by phone.
She can also be found on
SoundCloud, Tumblr, Instagram,
RTE Pulse, YouTube, Folieadeux,
MixCloud or her website.

I am a DJ, and (accidental) promoter, I am also a fashion designer and so use Facebook
& Twitter for both these functions, as well as Tumblr, Soundcloud, Instagram and
Youtube as means of promotion - but to be honest - at times it can be difficult to
discern what is actually having any impact on heightening awareness of the brands
and to who. I had been in a cycle where I dealt an immense pressure to ‘show face’ on
these various social media sites - but given that I was running multiple accounts per
venture, it very quickly became a something that I ‘had’ to do as opposed to something
I was happy to do - it was effort and stress and annoying and I feel that because of
this - there was a lack of personality or excitement behind the posts - on reflection, I
don’t think that the volume of posts had any impact on peoples interactions with the
businesses - that is to say - that if I was posting for postings sake - people could feel
that and would generally not interact with the post. At one point, my family (ha) staged
a bit of an intervention to raise the point of the amount of labour I was putting into
promotion and asked the (valid) question of - to what end? What return are you seeing
from the work?
So I suppose my post is more of a question - how can businesses harness what is
good about social media to engage with their customer / audience, and spark an
engagement with them. Is social media a good way of promoting products and
services or has it become too saturated and tiresome to people?
Especially in this world where pages like ‘Sexy Actresses’ has stats of 1,309, 282 likes and
67, 970 talking about, in comparison to some really innovative and amazing start ups
or services trying desperately to break the 1000 like barrier, how do we harness social
media to allow valid and amazing people and businesses gain popularity in an ever the
more shallow bottom line society?
Social Media is a great tool - there is no denying that - you can reach a market of
people in a matter of moments and tell them about all the things that you are doing,
events you would like them to attend, and show them the progress of yourself and
your business. But the saturation of social media marketing has reached an all time
high - for example, the last 10 ‘friend requests’ that I have had have been club nights in
Dublin, not actual people. It has gotten to a point where it can feel like the saturation
of businesses / events on these sites is diminishing the value of their use - that is to
say, I don’t even check the notifications that i receive as soon as I see they are not from
a legitimate ‘friend’ and so the same must be true for a lot of other people. The new
measures of ‘pay to show’ information on Facebook means that many small businesses
are resorting to ‘friend’ pages to get their message out. Intrinsically, this creates a new
and strange lack of delineation between ‘business’ and ‘friend’ - but is wholly necessary,
as the large fees required to ‘show’ news from a business page can make it impossible
for small businesses and entrepreneurs to operate within the new structures of
Facebook (for example, if a gig pays me €100 that I have to pay one other person out
of, even a single ‘pay to show’ post on FB would cost over the amount I would expect
to receive from the gig) . Simultaneously, Facebook can be for many businesses and
entrepreneurs, a chore that must be endured - keeping up a presence just for the
sake of it to becomes tiresome and dilutes the content of a page to a point where the
message can become unrecognizable, and the effort of this drip feed drives the page
owner to near despair. Or it did to me.
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Feck the natives, I’m digitally enabled! #21
By Andrew Power
So in terms of the four suggested streams this definitely comes under the heading of
“Social Media Rant”. For more considered contributions do look at or read the many
other excellent blogs!!

Synopsis:
We are spending more time online
and abandoning the idea that we can
have different personas on different
platforms. Isn’t it time we just accepted that we are increasingly digitally
enabled and our online activities are
just part of our human experience not
some alternate existence that we can
put on like a new set of clothes. Do
we need to classify ourselves as baby
boomers, millennials, generation X, or
digital natives?

4 Takeaways:
1. Online and offline activities or personas are no long a useful distinction
2. Assume all digital information is
public and permanent
3. Every time we interact with our
smartphone we exchange privacy for
convenience
4. Don’t fear the change, there are lots
of positives but there is no going back

About Andrew Power:
Andrew is Head of the Faculty of
Film, Art and Creative Technology at
IADT. Andrew holds a doctorate in
Governance from the School of Law
at QUB and has written a extensively
on cybercrime and cyberpsychology.
Andrews most recent research is on
the impact of social media on active
citizenship. Previously Andrew worked
for many years in the private sector;
initially working for large multinationals such as Digital Equipment Corporation and Intel Ireland, later for the
Irish elearning company SmartForce,
aka Skillsoft.

Am I the only one sick of the expression Digital Natives? Marc Prensky (2001) came up
with this distinction between Digital Natives and Digital Immigrants. He proposed that
younger users of technology had grown up speaking its language and that older users,
who might learn the skills, would always have an accent and not be natural users. But
what has age got to do with it? As I head for 50 I’m officially an old fella but I’ve been
emailing for 25 years and on the internet since the days of Mosaic in the early 1990s.
Prensky’s typology of natives and immigrants was developed before the arrival of social
networks (MySpace was launched in 2003, Facebook in 2004, Bebo and YouTube in
2005 and Twitter in 2006). Yet we are still banging on about Digital Natives!
White and Le Cornu (2011) drew a distinction between Visitors and Residents. They
described Residents as seeing themselves as living a life online and whose persona in
pictures, messages, blogs, and profiles remained behind as an online presence even
when they are not online. Visitors on the other hand just went online to do a task and
then saw themselves as leaving that space and going back to the “real” world. They still
sought to distinguish the user into different categories, and emphasised the difference
between an online and offline world. Is this valid?
I’m even going off the word cyber. I accept this is a bit rich coming from a guy
whose twitter tag is @cyberandrew and who has written books on cybercrime and
cyberpsychology! But as our technology is becoming more present, as we spend more
time online, this distinction is disappearing. There is no cybercrime, there is just crime.
Some of it happens online some of it does not. I do not assume a different persona
online as cyberandrew, we are all too interconnected to sustain such distinctions.
Cyberpsychology began as a phrase to describe the study of online behaviour, but
what self-respecting undergraduate degree in psychology does not address issues of
online behaviour.
We are all becoming more digitally enabled. The advances in user design and HCI have
made technology simpler and more intuitive to use. The mobile phone has taken the
internet off the desktop and into our pocket. The costs of connection are falling and
so the “Digital Divide” (another phrase I’m sick of ) is disappearing. Young and old, male
and female, rich and poor we are all increasingly connected.
So our world is changing, faster than we realise, and certainly faster than most of us can
keep up with. We are learning that concepts like privacy and secrecy are old fashioned
and outdated. Digital content is public and permanent and increasingly everything
about our lives is digital. Our movements are tracked, recorded and published. Our
messages, conversations and thoughts are part of public discourse. Through the magic
combination of smartphones and social networks we have signed up to this remarkable
social experiment where we are all on a worldwide version of reality TV all the time.
Is this bad? I don’t think so but I’m a technology fan. However it is important that
we understand all of this; that we teach our children that we are living in a new
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Contacting Andrew:
You can connect with Andrew on
LinkedIn and follow him on Twitter.

interconnected and public world. George Orwell got it wrong in 1984, there is no one
big brother, but we are all watching each other.
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Work backwards and choose your sources carefully to move forward. #22
By Elaine Larkin
Somehow, whether it is through trial and error, plucking numbers from obscurity, or
dedicated research and planning, somehow, you will have put together a plan of what
content you are going to share and when on social media.
Because none of us has a crystal ball, we don’t know what will be trending or
newsworthy on any given date in the future. Therefore even if we have a social media
plan to share X amount of social media posts or content created by others on a Tuesday
in December, we have no control about what these will be about.

Synopsis:
One area of social media dialogue we
have control of is the text in the posts
linking to our articles and content
marketing pieces. We can enhance
this by choosing resources from reputable organisations and interviewing
experts with a social media presence
and ensuring they are @mentioned
in a tweet for example. By mentioning their accounts we are showing
off who we’ve talked to and hope
they will show off that they’ve been
interesting enough to be featured by
sharing or RTing our post. My advice:
think about who will talk about you
before you choose who to talk to.

4 Takeaways:
1. You do not have control [over
future RTs and replies]
2. You do have control [of future
social media posts linking to your
content marketing efforts]
3. You can control what you have control over [ie you can execute beautifully crafted tweets]
4. You are in control [you choose what
information and therefore influential
social media accounts you can mention in your social media post]

About Elaine Larkin:
Elaine Larkin is a journalist by trade
who started her career writing for
national newspapers and currently
runs a copywriting business called
Web Content Partners. After a stint as

We also have no control over other people’s thoughts or emotions. So we don’t know
what customer care issues we will be responding to via social media. And we don’t
know what rambling random thoughts we’ll share some Wednesday in the future. And
we certainly don’t know what we will see in someone else’s social media post that will
inspire us to reply or comment.
There is very little we can control. The little that we can control, we can make the most
of and craft carefully in advance.
So where do you start? One place to start is at the end. The end of a content plan for
many is the output or actual text of the social media post linking to an internal page.
We’re going to use a hypothetical situation where a company is using a brand
journalism/content marketing mix and is sharing the piece out on Twitter.
What I mean by this is that they’re publishing articles or blog posts on their website to
inform, educate, attract, entertain existing or potential customers. The piece in question
features stats from an official source of information eg a press release from a recognised
and respected organization and an interview/quotes from an expert (perhaps internal,
perhaps an external well regarded professional).
The first place to start is – once you’ve identified the organization whose info you’re
going to include – getting Twitter handles (or Facebook pages or LinkedIn company
pages). If you’re looking at people to interview, look at those who have a Twitter
presence (and use Twitter). These are two key ingredients that could help raise
awareness of your piece of content marketing once you share it out.
By @mentioning or name checking an organisation or individual, they are made aware
of it and they can choose to show off. They can RT, they can choose to share in their
own way, they can write a fresh tweet @mentioning you back.
By banking on their interest in self promotion you are increasing visibility for your
account.
Fail to consider the organisation’s Twitter handle or choose an expert not on social
media and you are losing exposure and shareability.
Say you mention two accounts (an organisation and an individual), chances are you’ve
now lost about 60 of your 140 characters for your tweet.
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an in-house journalist for a financial
institution in 2008 and a return from
Dublin to New Ross, Co
Wexford she decided to apply her
journalistic skills to developing
written content for the web. Elaine
and her team of journalists produce
journalistic-style content for corporate
clients to share on social media.
She has been using Twitter since 2009,
Facebook since 2007, LinkedIn since
2006, Flickr since 2005 and the internet since 1995.

Contacting Elaine:
You can chat to Elaine on Twitter or
find more traditional contact details
on her website. Elaine blogs here.

So what? Afraid of a challenge? That’s where the tight headline writing skills come
in, your choice of accompanying image for your article and your knowledge of your
audience.
Of course you can write a tightly-written tweet that will draw them in.
(And not to forget how you manipulate your meta data and choose a relevant picture
so that the Twitter card that pops up so that the people who see it choose to view in
app or view on web because you’ve written an interesting enough headline and intro
to pull them in).
Picking reliable sources of information and influential (in a social media way) topic
experts is no different to picking the right venue and headline act to draw a crowd.
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Digital, the Media and Society - where to next? #23
By Tim Kinsella
In 1992, as a PR newbie, myself and a colleague stood watching as I faxed our latest
and greatest press release from Dublin to the far off West (now the location for
Congregation.ie). At the time, my colleague remarked “isn’t this amazing; right now
that sheet of paper is going in here, and coming out there.. with all the writing on it!”
And yes, I did actually stop to think just how amazing that was.
At the time, newspapers still had copy boys (possibly close to retirement age), we
issued black and white pictures to news desks (in envelopes on motorbikes), we hand
typed captions, we faxed, posted and biked releases all over the place. It was fast
paced and frenetic, deadlines mattered, newspapers and the national broadcaster ruled
the roost in media terms.

Synopsis:
The media world has changed incredibly in little under a decade and
society is changing fast too, impacted
directly by the digital age. At Congregation, I’d like to share some insights
about the practice of public relations
and listen to people’s insights and
perspectives on how the digital age
is impacting on media, people and
society.

4 Takeaways:
1. Conventional media businesses are
being challenged head-on by new
technology and changing consumption of media.
2. Communications practitioners are
challenged to keep pace with digital
developments.
3. Could society, while benefiting
greatly from digital, also be enslaved
by it?
4. Does being present online mean
being absent from reality?
Discuss!

About Tim Kinsella:
Tim is a co-founder and director of
MKC Communications. He has managed long term public relations and
media relations programmes since
1992 for a range of multinational and
Irish clients. His communications experience ranges across the corporate,
financial, information technology,
energy, media, research, transport,
education and agri-business sectors.

Times were changing though. The agency I worked for was one of the first to adopt
email. We would dial out on the modem, listen to the screeching noise, followed by a
quieter, more reassuring warbling then silence and watch the progress bar gradually
sending our missives to a waiting world. Using email then was so novel that the Irish
Times wrote an article on this new age of media and communications. Little did they,
or any of us, know where our then reasonably secure and predictable media world was
headed.
I also remember our incredulity when it was reported that in the future, you would be
able to get mobile phones for about £50 and that they would be the size of your hand
(not the bricks and blocks of ‘transportable’ phones that we were occasionally renting
out for big jobs down the country). Smart phones they were not.
But enough of this. Fast forward to the here and now and the incredibly fast paced
digital age of information and media. Like the media themselves, communications
practitioners like me are challenged to keep pace with digital developments, and
by and large we’re using new media effectively and beneficially. Citizen journalism,
social media and self-publishing online have also added richly to the intensity of the
communications environment.
At Congregation, I’d like to provide some insight into how professional PR consultants
now operate in this digital age and also to explore people’s thoughts into what the
digital future might hold (for the media, for ‘communicators’ and also for society
generally).
As regards ‘society’, I’d also like to hear from people at Congregation on the following
strand:
Technology has empowered people to share ideas and solve problems in ways that
seemed unfathomable just two decades ago. Our use of modern technology today
is fantastic. Its contribution and positive effects are undeniable. It has benefited our
economy and society greatly.
But paradoxically, while technology has brought the entire world so much closer
together, it now also seems to be creating a sense of distance between people. This is
not deliberate on anyone’s part; instead it is a creeping phenomenon which you can
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The MKC team provide full strategic advice and communications
programmes for clients. Tim also
provides strategic communications
advice to companies around issues
ranging from corporate restructuring,
industrial relations, insolvency, acquisitions and market repositioning to
expansion programmes and ongoing
reputation management advising top
level management in each instance.
He is skilled and experienced in crisis
management techniques and also
provides communications training in
this area.

see in an almost habitual reduction of day-to-day human interaction.

Tim is a member of the Public
Relations Institute, the Emergency
Planning Society of Ireland and the
National Union of Journalists. He
studied Political Science and Philosophy at UCD, and then went on
to get a Business Masters Degree in
Management and Organisation. He is
a former chairman of the PRCA (Public
Relations Consultants Association).

A constant restlessness rules online. Attention spans have shortened and information
anxiety has become a characteristic of our online age. The rapidity of information
transfer makes people increasingly time poor (human brains and bodies can only move
so fast but ICT moves faster).

Contacting Tim:
You can follow Tim on Twitter, connect with him on LinkedIn, by
tim@mkc.ie or the MKC website.

Who needs to stay in the present when you can be omnipresent everywhere else?
Through multiple screens, our eyes, ears and fingertips are increasingly focused
on occurrences that are actually remote from us, rather than being focused on the
immediate here and now.
From texting to emails to smartphones to tablets, the technology of work,
entertainment, media and consumerism is everywhere on a non-stop basis. The same
is true of ‘communities’ online where everyone must be constantly engaged in sharing
or identifying the next best topic or thing. If you enjoyed your cheese sandwich for
lunch then people really need to know about it and fast (…and don’t forget to tweet
that picture!).

While you can now stay in contact with the whole world at the touch of a button,
increasingly you may be missing much of what’s going on immediately around you.
Listen, text, view, share! Don’t look up. The screen will tell you all, but only as long as
you keep watching it.
A friend of mine suggested that, in years to come, today’s children could turn around to
damn us for exposing them so inescapably to technology in all its guises, including an
end to privacy. The possibility that future generations could blame this current society
for any ills of technology is an interesting perspective, albeit far too negative I know.
Nevertheless, while the overall outcomes of our technologically enabled lifestyle may
be immensely positive, it is worth considerable analysis to identify what specific long
term human impacts are emerging, for good or for bad.
In recent years, new fields of science have emerged including Cyborg Anthropology
and Digital Anthropology. These study the relationship between humanity and the
digital and technological systems we have built. It’s early days yet to identify the
anthropological impact of information and communication technologies on humanity,
particularly given the relative infancy of our now hyper connected world. In the
meantime, I think people should raise their heads occasionally from their screens,
experience the ‘present’ and ask someone else… how they actually are?
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Social Media is child’s play! #24
By Calvin Jones
Social media: it’s a small, seemingly innocuous term that’s changing the face of
business as we know it. That sounds like a bit of a grandiose, sweeping statement -- and
indeed it is, but in this case it also happens to be true.
I think the fact that social platforms are having such a fundamental impact on
traditional business paradigms is one of the reasons it still makes business owners and
managers across Ireland and around the world more than a little bit anxious. Decision
makers are afraid to let go of the illusion of control (and make no mistake, it was only
ever an illusion). Casting their precious, hard-earned “brand reputation” adrift on the
seething ebb and flow of online social chatter fills them with dread.

Synopsis:
Social media is still something that
strikes terror into the hearts of many
businesses in Ireland… from small
local enterprises right up to large
national and international brands…
but why do they find it so hard?

4 Takeaways:
1. Stop worrying about social media
and start engaging
2. Social media is just people talking
to other people
3. You’ve been learning to interact
with other people since before you
could talk

It’s a bizarre situation when you think about it. I’ve seen intelligent, articulate and
knowledgeable business people turn into gibbering wrecks at the prospect of “doing
social media”. Either that or they fall back on the familiar defence of dismissing it out of
hand as an irrelevant fad that “has nothing to do with my business”. There’s little doubt
that social media pushes a lot of managers and business owners outside their comfort
zone… but the real question is why?
This is the part I find hard to understand, because when you boil it right down social
media is just people, talking to and sharing things with other people. We’ve all been
learning how to do that since we uttered our first words. The rules of human to human
social interaction are EXACTLY THE SAME online as they are at work, down the pub, at
the gym (perish the thought) or wherever else you meet other human beings. And yet
somehow it’s perceived as “risky”.
In a business context ask yourself, is talking to your customers (not just talking at
them… but actually listening to what they have to say and responding) really a scary
a prospect? If it is then perhaps you have bigger issues than your social media strategy
you need to address.

4. Apply the same lessons you learnt
in the school playground to your
social media interaction

The school playground… your social media training arena

About Calvin Jones:

Some people build social media up to be something tricky and complicated… when at
its core it really isn’t.

Calvin Jones is a writer and online content
specialist based in West Cork. He is coauthor (with Damian Ryan) of “Understanding Digital Marketing” and “The
Best Digital Marketing Campaigns in the
World”. In his “spare time” runs Ireland’s
leading wildlife and nature website.

http://www.irelandswildlife.com/

Contacting Calvin:
You can follow Calvin on Twitter here
(writing / digital) and here (wildlife).
For business stuff you’ll find him
on Linkedin, and of course he’s on
Facebook here, but mostly on the
Ireland’s Wildlife page here, and on
Google Plus.

Well, all right, it CAN BE tricky and complicated, but only because we’re dealing
with human interactions and relationships, and humans are intrinsically tricky and
complicated beasts. But that’s not new… we’ve been learning to navigated the
complex landscape of human social interaction since our first foray into the schoolyard
and all the joys, trials and tribulations that entails.
Think about some of the lessons you learned early in life about how to “play nicely” with
others… to treat your peers with respect, to be inclusive and avoid dominating the
conversation, to share, to listen, to express your opinion but also to acknowledge the
opinions of others… is any of this sounding familiar?
There are all sorts of lessons from your childhood you can apply to your business foray
into social media. I could provide a “top seven” bullet point list of them -- but that’s
another blog post… and anyway I think you get the idea.
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You can also check out his websites
at www.cjwriting.com and www.
digitalmarketingsuccess.com.

Bottom line… social media is nothing to be afraid of… you’ve been training for it your
entire life!
1. Social media is… not social media are -- this is an argument I had (and won) with our
publishers with Understanding Digital Marketing -- proofreaders and editors insisted
on changing social media is to social media are throughout the manuscript. It was
infuriating! While strictly speaking “social media are” is the grammatically correct term,
when we’re referring to “Social Media” as a discrete concept or discipline, as opposed
to a collection of platforms and tools, it makes much more sense to refer to it in the
singular… so I’m going to keep doing that, English pedants be damned!
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Can you Succeed through Social Media if you weren’t going to
anyway? #25
By Barry Murphy
The way some people carry on nowadays, you’d nearly believe that social media is the
one and only show in town; the panacea for all business woes. Of course, this simply is
not true. While it may be the sexiest side of digital marketing, which in turn is today’s
seductive stream of marketing, it should by no means be the only essential element of
a business’s marketing strategy.
Let’s look at The Marketing Process – the four essential steps through which one should
systematically work, in order to give focus to a Marketing Plan. Only after having carried
out the fundamentals of Situation Analysis (where you are at right now), Marketing
Research (what you need to find out) and Target Marketing, should you move on to the
Marketing Mix.

Synopsis:
This blog post suggests that social
media should be looked at in the context of an overall marketing strategy
that works through the four steps of
the Marketing Process. It contends
that a business cannot succeed
through social media if it would not
have succeeded without it.
All too often, businesses that do not
fully understand or engage with social
media do not fully understand marketing as a whole and do not grow.
This paper demonstrates the context
within which a business should enter
the world of social media, as one of
several pro-active marketing strategies.

4 Takeaways:
1. The Marketing Mix should be understood in the context of the overall
Marketing Process.
2. Social media is just one part of promotional activity within the Marketing
Mix.
3. What is unique about social media
is its ability to grow a quality audience
through interaction.
4. He who understands business
understands social media.

About Barry Murphy:
Barry Murphy is a sales and marketing
mentor and trainer based in Mayo. During
the summer months, he also leads guided
walking tours in Mayo and Connemara.

Within step four, the Marketing Mix, you make informed decisions regarding product,
price, place (distribution), processes, physical evidence, people and promotion. Each
of these seven (sometimes simplified to four) elements demands attention. Decisions
made should be based upon the solid foundational work that has gone before.
Have you built a great product, but got the pricing wrong? Oops. Have you designed
a beautiful service, but went with the wrong distributor? D’oh! Have you inviting
premises, but poor staff? Crap. But wait, doesn’t this suggest that social media is just
one part of promotion, which in turn is just one part of the whole Marketing Mix?
Precisely.
While social media is, in one guise or another, now an essential part of one’s Marketing
Mix, it is by no means the only one. Indeed, depending on the business, it might
not even be a particularly important part. Show me an industrial hydraulic cylinder
manufacturer that needs to be on Facebook or Twitter.
I meet lots of micro- and small enterprises. I’d suggest that nobody succeeds through
social media if they weren’t going to anyway. Why? Because those who are going to
succeed grasp the entire Marketing Process. They understand the spider’s web that
is promotion. One line of thread simply isn’t going to cut it on today’s marketplace.
Several strands must be woven together to build a coordinated promotional campaign.
They understand too that the old-fashioned custom of shaking hands with prospects
over a coffee is every bit as important as the trendy tagged tweet or funky Facebook
photo. They have the killer product; the super service. They have the USP that outdoes
others. They’re keenly priced. They have the optimised website, the sound sales
technique, the nice networking manner, the quality videos, the great sales letter. Heck,
they may even have the much-maligned ad in the paper or on radio.
I find that the business that doesn’t really get marketing also doesn’t get social media.
Rarely posting; posting poorly; scatter-gun approach; no approach. No questioning, no
conversation, no interaction, no fun. Quite simply, building an ‘All-Star’ profile on Linked
In and pinning a few pics on Pinterest isn’t going to drive any business to the next level.
All too often, the businessperson who doesn’t get business doesn’t get social media.
Full stop.
In conclusion, social media is indeed a wonderful addition to the traditional marketing
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Contacting Barry:
You can follow Barry on Twitter for
marketing and for walking holidays
is here.
On Linked In, his marketing profile is
here and his walking profile is here.
On Facebook, find him here.
You can email barry barry@murphymarketing or by phone
Mobile 086-8318748
Landline 094-9027797

tools at one’s disposal. Like the old adage that nuclear bombs can destroy the planet
if used correctly, social media platforms afford the business the opportunity to build
a truly quality audience that can lead to sales conversions or quality PR. The ceding of
control to third-parties that is part and parcel of social media is a major step forward in
marketing. But it will not make your business what it isn’t. Get all your ducks in line, not
just the one with the smiley face or trendy address.
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The Age of A La Carte Advertising. #26
By Roseanne Smith
With the announcement of LinkedIn Promoted Posts in August it is clear that there
must be value in paying to have your content pushed to a relevant audience. But value
for whom? Your product or service or the social networks’ coffers? In this post I examine
the evidence available that teases out this question in relation to the big three:
LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

Synopsis:
With the announcement of LinkedIn
Promoted Posts in August it is clear
that there must be value in paying to
have your content pushed to a relevant audience. But value for whom?
Your product or service or the social
networks’ coffers? In this post I examine the evidence available that teases
out this question in relation to the big
three: LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.

Pinterest and other web applications also have contextual content based promotion
tools for business (See my recent post about Publishing platforms for example) but I
am choosing to focus on the big three for the purposes of this post. Please feel free to
comment about your own experience or other sites that might offer an alternative to
marketers. Throughout this article promoted Facebook posts, promoted tweets and
LinkedIn promoted posts will all be referred to as promoted posts.
The phenomenon of paying to get posts pushed before the right eyeballs is one very
significant result in the growth of mobile and tablet use. As CEO of LinkedIn, Jeff
Weiner, said in a recent interview there is “limited real estate” on a mobile device. In
order for social networks to balance the monetisation of their platforms against actual
use, it is essential that rent is paid on that real estate. Traditional display and pay per
click advertising is too intrusive for the smaller screens.
Target for cost-effectiveness

4 Takeaways:
1. Key features of the sponsored post
phenomenon on the big three:

Like many digital advertising platforms promoted posts allow advertisers to manage
and target their advertisements to ensure the most cost-effective use of their budgets.
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn have the following features in common:

LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter
2. A brief review of which platform
is best for which purpose and what
needs to be in place for a business to
make the most of them
3. How are these new advertising
models being embraced thus far?
4. Consider also the long tail life of
your post beyond the initial promotion: some platforms are better for this
than others.

About Roseanne Smith:
Working with online media since 1999, I
started blogging in 2003.
Since then I have been developing content
and innovative solutions to content delivery for a range of organisations in both
Irish and English, most notably Comhdháil
Náisiúnta na Gaeilge and the Irish Internet
Association. You may also know me from
my work as a Digital Recruiter with Prosperity! Currently I am working with Pixel

Targeting - advertisers can choose across a range of demographics (gender, age,
geography etc.) to focus their efforts on those most likely to respond.
Reach an audience beyond your following - all of these platforms will expose your
brand beyond your current followers. This will help you build your following on the
social network as well as promote specific events, products, services or offers.
Bidding and daily budgets allow planning - the advertiser chooses how much a click or
a thousand impressions is worth and bids accordingly. At the same time the advertiser
can set a daily limit to the budget for the promoted post therefore keeping cost within
budget.
“Tweets can be targeted based on interests, location, device or keywords” Needless
to say these demographics are only as good as they information users are willing to
share with the network. We all know people who choose not to share every detail with
Facebook or Twitter. LinkedIn will ultimately have the edge here: trust, open-ness and
honesty are essential in business relationships so the more complete your LinkedIn
profile, the better for making business connections. And, as Goldilocks’ Nemesis might
say “All the better to target you with, my dear!”
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Design where I am responsible for advising our clients on Online Marketing.
Pixel Design is an award winning design
agency and I help our clients take the next
step in their online journey once their site
is live. I am also responsible for writing
content for Pixel Design’s quarterly newsletter which covers a range of topics of interest to online marketers including search
engine optimisation, social media, online
advertising, email marketing and mobile
marketing. I also contribute on a monthly
basis to Beo.ie and Splanc, Newstalk’s
weekly Irish Language Magazine show.

Contacting Roseanne:
You can find Roseanne blogging on
One of those days...or folllow her on
Twitter.
You can also connect with her on
LinkedIn or Facebook.

Which platform should we use?
LinkedIn promoted posts are ideal if your business is B2B or your customers fall within
distinct professions. Facebook and Twitter can straddle both. Whichever platform you
choose it is essential that you have a defined business objective with a strategy in
place to achieve it. A promoted posts campaign is a tool within a larger framework that
involves developing customer persona, mapping customer journeys, creating unique
landing pages, managing data collection and analysis and all of it must be repeatable
and measurable.
Keep in mind how you will measure the success of your campaign as you create your
promoted posts. On Twitter you are paying for cost per engagement (CPE) and on
Facebook and LinkedIn you choose whether it is cost per click (CPC) or per thousand
impressions (CPM). This means that you are paying when a user reacts to your
promoted post: when you gain a follower, a retweet, a share, a clickthrough. (Note:
LinkedIn only charges for clicks on “content, company name, or logo. This doesn’t
include social actions (shares, likes, and comments).”
These charging models have implications for your objectives. For example: - Are you
trying to increase your audience and why? Or - Are you trying to draw consumers to
purchase? Or - Are you trying to generate leads?
Your response to these questions has implications for your campaign strategy and
execution of your business strategy overall: - Have you created a unique landing page
that will allow you to measure the results? - Have you created funnels and goals that
will allow you to track user journeys once they click through to your site? - Have you the
resources to manage the traffic and new custom, on- and off-line?
Bear in mind that none of the platforms can confirm actual conversion or acquisition
of their users by their clients. It all seems very positive but it is all about “awareness
and purchase consideration” not actual purchases. It is essential therefore that your
organisation have your own systems in place to measure the cost per acquisition.
Promoted posts are a way to promote a well planned and executed content strategy:
your content will not prove any more effective if it is not already helping you acquire
customers or leads.
As these systems are relatively new on all three platforms it is worth considering
whether to jump in. On the plus side users are not yet jaded by promoted posts. You
can also maintain complete control of your spend on the platforms, adjusting or
cancelling your campaign depending on the results. On the minus side it is difficult
to gauge how successful this form of advertising is with so few relevant case studies
available. As one writer puts it: > “Is it worth paying for placement on a site that gives
away its core currency -- the 140-character tweet -- for free? The summary response
from some early adopters is: Yes, most definitely -- but it helps if you know what you’re
doing.”
(With this in mind we shared some best practice tips on the Pixel Design website
to help you prepare and decide whether your organisation is ready to promote your
content and your business to a wider audience.)
The consensus so far
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While ad formats are constantly evolving it is sometimes difficult for advertisers to
gauge whether they are getting real value for money. In the scramble to maintain
an understanding of these ad platforms (and indeed their older CPC counterpart on
Google for example) it is sometimes easy to lose sight of the return on investment. For
example Facebook consolidated their 27 ad products (yes twenty seven, you read that
right) last June to offer about half that many. That’s still quite a lot of ways to promote
your product or service, especially if you are a small business who can’t employ either
agencies or staff to manage your marketing budget.
Of course, all of this choice within and among the networks offers an a la carte menu
as well and, unlike a restaurant, if your choice proves a little rich for your blood, you can
send it back to the kitchen by ditching your campaign. Or just sending back the cream.
Or the apple. Okay this metaphor has run its course. Excuse the pun.
While each platform shares numerous case studies on their own sites, they rarely share
the actual budget or cost per engagement, click or impression. In the case of Twitter
this is particularly hard to come by. (Check out their own promoted tweet case studies
[here] (http://bit.ly/1hLcPK3) divided by business type and size. All fabulous results
needless to say.) While this is also the case with LinkedIn I’m willing to forgive them
because their offering is newest to the market. It could be argued, of course, that all of
this is commercially sensitive but I know that, a number of years ago now, many Irish
business owners were very interested in Puddleducks’ Aedan Ryan’s posts about his
experience using Facebook’s advertising platform.
I did manage to root out this [LinkedIn case study by Christopher Penn] (http://bit.
ly/1eUNziq) which includes budget. While this case is an early adopter’s example of an
experiment comparing a promoted post with a standard LinkedIn CPC ad, the results
are very revealing:
“For the same time period, the click through rates (CTR) on standard pay per click ads
on LinkedIn achieved a 3% CTR. The sponsored posts landed a 53% rate for the same
offer, just in a sponsored post format.” He goes on to reveal the comparative costs of
the two formats for his target market: “For the same time period, the cost per click (CPC)
on standard pay per click ads on LinkedIn was $18.69 per click, while the sponsored
post was a mere $5.01 per click, a savings of 73% for every dollar spent on advertising.”
I would imagine that many B2C business owners would baulk at those costs! However
this could be a considerable return on investment for a B2B professional as long as
the line from click to contract was clear. The onus for that falls upon the advertiser, not
on LinkedIn. Again the early adoption could be hugely significant in this case as the
competition in the keyword bidding has yet to reach the levels that highly competitive
markets experience on Google AdWords.
Finally another aspect to consider is the lifespan of your content once you’ve posted.
According to Small and Medium Business Magazine SMBNow.com Pinterest would
seem to be the way to go, if your business marketing model is a match for the platform:
“Perhaps due to the news feeds cluttered with irrelevant information, the lifespan of
content onTwitter is only 5-25 minutes and Facebook content only lasts 80 minutes.
The lifespan of content on Pinterest? More than one week. To see an example of this
phenomenon, check out our Family Tree of a Viral Pin graphic, which shows a pin
that took 32 weeks to finally go viral.”
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In conclusion promoted posts are a tool to assist you in your overall business goals.
This tool must be assessed like any other to ensure it will help you achieve those goals
sooner, more efficiently and more effectively. Ultimately, they are as good as useless
if you do not have a well designed site with a solid content and marketing strategy in
place to make the most of any increased traffic to the site.
A version of this post originally appeared in Pixel Post, Pixel Design’s Client
Newsletter in November 2013.
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Social and Traditional: how these descriptors are becoming obsolete #27
By Ivan Morrin
Out with the Old, in with the New
Social media crept up on a lot of us. Just under a decade ago I recall discovering with
a vague sense of fascination and disgust that Google had a product called Orkut that
allowed people to network and share aspects of their lives with that network and the
wider world. At the time I didn’t think that sharing was all it was cracked up to be, and
as for networking, I had the email addresses of anybody who mattered?! I discounted
the notion of even setting up an account to explore its possibilities, confident that it
would amount to little if anything…

Synopsis:
Social media emerged while many
of us were paying little to no attention to it. While there are aspects
of it that I along with many others
find distasteful, it is certainly here
to stay. Traditional media was slow
to recognise the impact of this new
form of communication but is now
embracing it to such an extent that
the lines between traditional and
social media are blurred and complete
convergence appears to be where
we are headed. Effective social media
embraces the best in traditional sharing and conversation, while effective
traditional media harnesses the best
of the social Web.

4 Takeaways:
1. Recognise that social media is here
to stay and will continue to influence
how we receive and communicate
information.
2. Though slow to recognise its use
and potential, traditional media is
now embracing social to such an
extent that the lines between them
are blurred and convergence is where
we are headed. Position your online
entity to become a star of the new
media that’s emerging
3. As it stands, effective social media
embraces the best in traditional sharing and conversation, while successful
traditional media will harness the best
of the social Web more and more as
time goes by.
4. While McDonagh’s rightly gets
great press, any fan of a great
fish’n’chip also needs to try Salthill and
Forster Street Traditional Fish & Chips!

Orkut may not have amounted to much in these parts (although tell that to 30 million
Brazilians and quite a few folks in India and Japan!), but those of us who live at least
some of our lives online are now saturated with the concept of sharing via multiple
Web-based channels and tools. I’ve gotten over my vague sense of disgust, apart from
when it comes to the more blatant attempts to deify certain brands and organisations
with at best dubious ethics or positive influence on human health and society through
sponsored content and targeted ads. But hey, such is the modern world unfortunately,
and social media certainly can’t take all the blame for that.
So, social networks and their currency - social media – are here to stay, that much is
clear, but just as it took me a while to realise what was happening, traditional media
was slow enough to recognise the movement as well. Social media properly executed,
involves information sharing and dialog as opposed to the one-way broadcast and
reception model of traditional media. This, quite obviously, is not news to you or
anybody else we will meet at congregation 13. What you may not have considered
however is the huge importance of both media ‘types’ to one another, and that the
symbiosis between them is strengthening with each passing day.
How social is assimilating traditional
Broadcast media of all types continues to ‘break’ stories and place conversations in
the public sphere as it always has. People have always discussed what was in the
news, and long before the sharing that defines Web 2.0 we had online chatrooms and
forums, and indeed before we even had the Web itself we had newsgroups and digital
bulletin boards. What we are seeing with social networks is a commitment within its
communities to the sharing of, and conversation about, stories that often come ‘from
the ground up’, e.g. the CEO who’s fires a senior employee in front of a meeting of all
employees, or the campaign to raise funds for a sick child to get the treatment the rare
disease they suffer from requires. These stories often become ‘traditional’ media stories
broadcast to netizens and offline folk alike. Obviously this is a great thing for campaigns
as they grow in public awareness, which in turn increases their reach back on the
sharing is caring Web.
Over the last few years we’ve seen how both news and leisure programming and
publications have incorporated the Social Web into their offerings, with Twitter of all
the networks gaining the most from this interaction. In the case of print media, the use
of Twitter and Facebook has created a breaking news channel with instant feedback
and ongoing debate. I worked at the Galway Advertiser for most of the last year and
in that time it almost doubled its Facebook fanbase to 38,000. Breaking news stories
certainly pushed that reach, with significant levels of engagement being achieved,
however ‘virality’ was often achieved more by the soft content featured on a regular
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Ivan Morrin is a freelance Digital
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most recent major project was Web
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and Moblie Marketing modules of the
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by Irish Times Training and the IIA.
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Contacting Ivan:
Connect with Ivan on LinkedIn, find
him on Facebook at or just drop him
an email - ivan@ i-seo.ie

basis, e.g. the posting of attractive or interesting images of sunsets over Galway Bay,
or events in the city such as the Christmas Fair and Galway Arts Festival, as well as
occasional competitions and promotions. Varied content was key in attracting a new
like, which is currently happening on average every 14 minutes. The Facebook pages
of competitor publications have struggled to match that level of engagement, and I
believe that one of the reasons for this is their adherence to a publishing model which
restricts the types of content to hard news stories. The Advertiser has successfully
positioned itself as the Galway conversation, purely and simply because it mimics the
conversation that could easily be happening around the fire in Tigh Neachtain’s, that
is, everything and anything can and will crop up, including product promotions by
satisfied customers! In other words, Social as Traditional
What’s coming next? Twitter TV?
What can we see coming down the tracks? Could the Social Media platforms set up
online, possibly even digital broadcast TV channels of their own with programming
featuring news and current affairs, sports, entertainment, business, all sourced from
hotspot activity on their own networks? I think such a development is a distinct
possibility. As traditional becomes social, social will in all probability embrace
traditional to the extent where the merger of the two will be effectively seamless. Will
your brand, non-profit, club or band become one of the stars of the new media? Start
thinking about how to prepare for that now, because as we’ve all seen, this thing moves
fast and is gaining speed all the time…..
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A Little Help From My Friends #28
By Peter Donegan

Synopsis:
Just how did this Irish landscape gardener become an [expert ?] in social
media.

4 Takeaways:
1. Serendipity in alive in social media.
2. Face to face contact is still impor
tant.
3. People are willing to help.
4. Real life friendships can be made.

About Peter Donegan:
Peter Donegan began gardening at
the age of 5.
Peter went on to study horticulture
for 4 years and all the while working
and learning from the ground up,
Peter moved from teaching horticulture to landscaping in London before
becoming head of grounds for Dublin
City University. After leaving his post
as Contracts Manager in Dublin, Peter
moved to Scotland to work on garden
design and consultancy.
In 2001, aged 24 Peter returned home
to set up Donegan Landscaping. He
has since won a host of awards as
both designer and contractor for 17th
and 18th century gardens and show
gardens at National competition.
Peter is a regular speaker on the
horticultural circuit. He also writes
freelance and presents Dublin’s only
garden radio show and podcast, The
Sodshow.

When I think about how Eoin Kennedy managed to physically get my phone number
I really need to go back in time a fair bit. More than that I really need to pause slightly
and consider it because what you have is a gentleman from the PR industry having
coffee with a compost handling pencil doodling landscape gardener; both of whom
were introduced because we knew someone [who knew someone...] within the Irish
online world.
In Ireland, online, as a by the way, that sometimes unnecessary verbal verification [like
your Mam, phoning 42 different Mary’s in 53 different counties to find out if Johnny he’s your newest fictitious beau as a by the way - is of marriage material, if you get me...]
is something that takes the online off-line and makes meeting someone at a bus stop
as simple, if it’s done rightly, as the getting on the bus.
My journey all started with my good friend and total tech head Adrian McMahon back
in June 2008 when my website died on the day of the launch of my 2nd show garden at
Bloom. It stayed dead for almost 10 weeks noting only ‘account suspended’ and when
finally it was resurrected and rebuilt, Adrian thought me how to blog and introduced
me to twitter. I as a by the way bartered him for gardening services.
It was at a chance onliners face to face meet up that I bumped into Eoin and some of
his colleagues. Subsequently, he did a guest post on the gardening blog, I ended up
making a garden for a client of his - in that my online promotion of it played a role - and
somehow or other we kept in touch and remained good friends.
Somewhere in between all of this, I had started to podcast into the tail end of my
iphone as a means of giving gardening advice to a geographically distant Bernie
Goldbach down in Cashel, Co. TIpperary. With it’s popularity grew its duration to 10
minutes long and via a [all free gratis] chat with the legendary Krishna De; a logo by
no relation Luke Donegan; a little help from Mark Rock; a radio jingle by Brian Greene
and a name chosen via twitter – on August 5th 2010 The Sodcast was borne. A 20
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Peter lives with his family in the wee
small village of Ballyboughal (that’s
very near to Swords), North County
Dublin.

Contacting Peter:
You can follow Peter on Twitter and
like him on Facebook or visit his
website. You can also email him at
info@doneganlandscaping.com.

minute long weekly gardening podcast.
Throughout I’d been garden advice guesting on various radio stations, one of which
was Dublin City Fm and it was a chat with radio presenter John Byrne that led to a
meeting with the station and the idea of turning The Sodcast podcast in a radio show.
I rang Brian Greene. I was going to need a new jingle. Somehow or other Brian ended
up coming along to that meeting and on March 11th 2011, The Sodcast became The
Sodshow and hosted by Brian and Peter aired live on air and in podcast. Since then The
Sodshow has been awarded Irelands Best Podcast 2012 and again in 2013.
I guess what I realise with hindsight is that had this gardener not gone to that meeting
between the PR people and the bloggers way back in 2008, I would not be writing
this post. Far more importantly, I would not have got talking to Eoin, we would not
have done business together and since, I’m happy to note, we would not become and
remained friends.
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The social media paradox: not close but very personal #29
By Billy McInnes
Large sections of the general public are now using some form of social media regularly,
whether it be Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest or Snapchat and which social media platform
they use (and how frequently) tends to be defined by their age group. How well they
use it and what benefits social media brings (as well as disadvantages) is still open to
debate.
For example, one very public extreme is the online bullying of teenagers through social
media platforms and the suicides that have resulted from it. They demonstrate all too
clearly the potentially life-threatening (rather than life-changing) effects social media
can have.

Synopsis:
Although social media mimicks a lot
of human behaviour it is not the same
as real human interaction. We need to
be careful to understand the difference.

4 Takeaways:
1. Many people are using social media
platforms but the benefits and disadvantages are still unclear
2. Social media can very quickly lose
the social and become anti social
3. Social media platforms aren’t a true
social experience merely providers of
the illusion of interaction
4. Social media isn’t grounded in realworld relationships so it becomes too
personal too quickly

About Billy McInnes:
Freelance editor/journalist/trainer
Billy MacInnes is a former editor of
MicroScope magazine. He has written
about the IT industry, for a number of
publications, for more than 20 years.

Contacting Billy:
You can follow Billy on Twitter or
email him at billymaci@icloud.com.

We are all aware of social media etiquette (or the lack of it) and the way social norms
that apply to daily human personal interaction are frequently abandoned once people
are tapping on their phone screen or sitting in front of a computer. Why does this
happen? How can people’s comments on social media sites, for instance, escalate so
rapidly from normal to vitriolic? Why does the ’social’ disappear so quickly from social
media and become anti-social?
Let’s ask what is it about social media that makes us think it deserves the label of ‘social’.
In the main, it seems to be based on the ability to share something with other people,
whether it be information, photographs, music, video or commentary. People who use
platforms like Facebook and Twitter believe they are engaging in a social interaction
with other users. But are they?
Or is the truth that social media platforms are, for the most part, merely providing
people with the illusion of interaction? The interaction they enable people to share is,
by its nature, conducted through an impersonal reaction with a screen rather than via
a physical engagement with another human. And no matter what people believe, it
matters.
One difficulty with the illusion of interaction and conversation that Facebook, Twitter
and other social media platforms provide is that it bypasses the usual processes by
which we, as humans, accrue information and knowledge about another person to the
level where we feel able to comment with any degree of confidence about them or to
engage in a very personal way with them.
Usually, we define our level of engagement with another human being by how well we
know them and/or how we get on with them. We make judgements on those aspects
of their personalities that we like or find attractive and those we don’t. We arrive at a
conclusion, conscious or unconscious, of whether we like or dislike a person. We make
decisions on how trustworthy or not he or she is and what we feel we can say to them
and what we can’t.
These are conclusions we arrive at as social animals after we meet and interact with
other human beings. They are not available to us when we engage with other human
beings via social media. As a result, we frequently misjudge the level of “closeness”
we have with other people via social media networks. In many cases, we have little or
no relationship with a person outside of a social media platform but feel somehow
emboldened to be far more personal with them than we would ever be with someone
in real life.
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This is partly borne from another misunderstanding of our engagement with social
media. The illusion of interaction leads us to believe we have a closeness with someone
which, in reality, doesn’t exist. It’s no coincidence that most of the main users of
Twitter, in terms of followers, are pop stars. After all, they are people many ordinary
folk seek to develop a closer affinity with, in many cases to an extent way beyond their
relationships with even their closest friends and family, even though they are complete
strangers. That’s a phenomenon which existed long before Facebook and Twitter but
the difference is social media networks make ‘fan’ engagements feel more immediate
and personal even though that’s merely a consequence of them being more frequent
and intensive than the magazines and mail fan clubs previously relied on.
This applies equally to social media engagement between people on an everyday basis.
Where a conversation was previously limited in most cases to the physical and ended
when people were no longer in the same space, social media platforms allow those
‘conversations’ to continue relentlessly. And because they take place at a distance they
are not constrained by our usual social responsibilities and sensibilities. As a result,
they become more intense more quickly and frequently descend into vitriol and abuse.
What does this tell us about social media networks? That we very rarely become closer
to anyone by using social media platforms but we often become much more personal.
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Communities Old and New. #30
By Caitriona Redmond
The valley of the peeping windows they called it. The road where the net curtains
twitched and everybody knew your business. I remember coming home from school
one day to a scaldy tongue because my sister and I had been fighting on the walk
home. Neither of us saw anyone, but she knew. Oh yes, she knew.
Friendships, enemies and communities revolved around the garden gate. Arms
crossed, leaning on top of the gate, propping the chest up for hours of solving the
world’s problems, but in reality the gossip was about who had the newest TV, how
many channels they had and that dirt bird on the end hadn’t washed her windows in 3
months. Sure you can hardly see in as you walk past.

Synopsis:
We’ve always been yappers, talkers,
creating communities. Now with the
advent of the social media that much
hasn’t changed. We just engage with
one another in different ways. Making
connections used to be by introduction in person. Eyeball to eyeball, toe
to toe. Now we connect by following,
liking and engaging with social media
profiles. But really, has everything
changed. Are we still as social as we
used to be? Has the method of expression changed us for the better or for
the worse? How has this altering of
perspective changed me, my life and
my outlook?

4 Takeaways:
1. We have always been social.
2. Media has changed the manner in
which we are social.
3. We will always be social.
4. Where to from here?

About Caitriona Redmond:
Caitriona is an author, blogger, podcaster and stay at home mother. She
is also an IT trainer, former Irish PA of
the Year and lover of cake. She writes
the food blog “Wholesome Ireland”
about her struggle to eat well on a
budget, parenting, raising children in
Ireland and living frugally. She writes
for a number of online publications
including mykidstime.ie and flogastronomy.com and her first book will
be published in April 2014 by Mercier
Press.

The valley of the peeping windows has been replaced with blinds and thick curtains,
behind which screens flicker and mobile devices receive more attention that what is
going on at the doorstep. Conversations don’t often happen at the garden gate. Private
community groups on Facebook mean you know what your neighbours look like with
a duckface or their babies but pass them on the street with no makeup on and you’d
barely recognize one.
A neighbour dies and the traditional at-the-door collection happens instead on
Facebook and expressions of sympathy come from around the world on Twitter as well.
Connecting with people is so much more than a “like”, a “retweet” or a share. Eye to
eye contact, a handshake, a smile, and a friendly face ground us and bring us back
to earth. When our lives are lived online, it’s easy to neglect the tangible forms of
communication. Why pick up the phone when you can viber/whatsapp/snapchat/
facetime? Yet.
Our family is but one of hundreds of thousands affected by emigration. Parents can
speak to children and grandchildren living abroad everyday via Skype at minimal cost.
When my father was stationed overseas during my childhood he went to massive
expense recording tapes of him reading bedtime stories and talking to us (one
way), we’d get them once a month. Now the contact is instant and visual, it builds
relationships. When our family members return for the first Christmas in 2 years it will
be as if they have walked in from the next room.
Social media allows me to have a platform to share my experiences beyond the garden
gate, beyond the peeping windows. This has changed and enriched my life beyond
measure, not least because it has ultimately altered my career path and goals. I was
once a personal assistant in the property industry. I wouldn’t dream of returning to it
now.
Through the media I use I have built friendships for life, joined networks of like minded
people who aren’t limited by geographic location, rather pulled together by common
beliefs and aims.
There is an African proverb: “It takes a village to raise a child.”
My village goes beyond the garden gate, the road or the town that I live in.
It’s populated with qualified experts in their field, other parents, bloggers, social media
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Contacting Caitriona:
You can follow Caitriona on Twitter or
Facebook or check out her website.

users and more. I can call on them 24/7 if I need to; unlike in times past where advice
was limited to the working hours and if the phone rang after 8pm it was because
someone had died.
It’s often easy to forget about the real life impact that access to social media has when
you get sucked into page impressions, reach, uniques and engagement levels. When I
started on my social media journey, I had a goal.
That was to make a difference to just one person to make it worth my while.
As a result I invested a very small nominal amount in my domain, a friend assisted me
with hosting at a low fee and I was good to go.
If making a difference to one was what I was after, making a difference to many was
what I received. We’ve always been social; it’s the media that makes the difference.
Where to from here?
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F**k Facebook & Twitter. It’s time to reclaim your Community.
#31
By John Dineen
Three years ago I started building an education search engine called learnpipe. We built
the site up to a million visitors a month in Ireland and the UK. We never spent a dime on
advertising and 96% of our traffic came from an effective SEO strategy on Google. All
good? Well yes, up to the point when Google started rolling out the Panda updates to
their search algorithms. The effect was immediate and crippling. Our traffic decreased
30% overnight and fluctuated sharply from month to month. This undermined our
ability to commercialise the site and taught us the most valuable lesson we’ve learned
to date: you will never succeed by being someone else’s bitch.

Synopsis:
Letting someone else define the
rules for how you interact with your
community is always a bad idea. Build
your community on your website by
supporting the same social experiences that your users have grown accustomed to. This is the most effective
way to build a community that you
can engage with and leverage over
the long term.

4 Takeaways:
1. Your community is multi-platform
but its home is on your web site.
2. Build live, social experiences on
your website to grow your community
and to give them a reason to keep
coming back. Think - how can my site
look a little more like Facebook?
3. Support social engagement opportunities in context (e.g. live Q&A’s
on the pages that they relate to) is
incredibly powerful.
4. Social media is only relevant to you
if you are leveraging it to achieve your
business objectives. Without supporting social engagement opportunities
across your site, you are compromising your ability to meet your objectives.

About John Dineen:
John Dineen is the co-founder and
CEO of Pubble, a platform that is used
by brands around the world to support live, social experiences on their
owned media. John is a graduate of

Hold that thought. So why are the social networks growing so quickly while traffic to
websites of the majority of Fortune 100 companies is down over 25% year-on-year?
Because everyone is promoting Twitter and Facebook. Great for Twitter and Facebook,
not so good for you. Let me explain.
To get a major star to promote your brand is an expensive exercise, way beyond
what the average startup could aspire to. But how about getting every A to Z lister to
promote your service for free? Twitter was the first platform in history to benefit from
very high profile VIP’s promoting the service for free. This was a huge win for Twitter.
From major movie stars to musicians and politicians, all caught the bug of wanting
to acquire as many Twitter followers as they could. They took every opportunity to
promote their Twitter handle. Why? Because looking like Billy No Mates anywhere for a
VIP does not compute.
We’ve witnessed a similar phenomenon on Facebook. It’s not hard to think of movies
that launch with a Facebook page or think of TV commercials where the ‘Like’ is a
core part of the message. The net result of all of this activity is that the importance
of Facebook and Twitter has grown exponentially over the last 5 years. Despite
my headline, I am not inferring that this is bad, it’s just that too many people have
concluded that the social web is where “engagement” happens. With this approach
you are letting Twitter and Facebook set the rules for how you engage with your
community, who sees what updates, which posts get prioritized, etc. This is the social
web’s equivalent of Google’s Panda updates. Someone else’s algorithm is influencing
your capacity to succeed. This is why I want you to think: “Fuck Facebook and Twitter”.
So how does our relationship with the social web need to evolve? The most important
place that you live online is your web site. It’s where you sell whatever it is that you do.
Your website is where your community belongs and everything that you do in Twitter,
Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn should be designed to wrestle back the engagement
to your site. Why? It is really simple. If you build your community on your site, you own
the community and you set the rules. The only algorithm changes that will impact you
are the ones that you define.
Let’s go one step further - building the community layer on top of your site has another
very obvious upside: context. Supporting and surfacing community interactions
(questions, comments, reviews, photos, Live sessions) right on top of the pages that
those interactions relate to, enriches the host pages far beyond what is possible with
a traditional web publishing approach. If you build an engaged community, you will
scale way beyond what you can imagine is possible right now.
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UCC & UCD. He describes himself as a
“dad, grafter, product guy & hustler”.
He spends his time between Kinsale
and San Francisco.

Contacting John:
You can email John john@pubble.
co, follow his updates on Twitter and
learn more about Pubble from their
blog or website.

The key thing to understand here is that this is a change in how you think about your
web site, the types of experiences that you need to support there and how that sits
with mainstream social media. If someone told you 3 years ago that 80% of the content
that you consume on the web would be on a single page, you would have thought
that they were crazy right? They weren’t and more importantly for you, what I have
described above is becoming the reality. The entire web is becoming social. Streams
are replacing pages. Live is the new standard. This is not about the technology. A wide
range tools already exists to support stream type experiences right on top of your site
and they are incredibly easy to deploy.
The next version of your website will include Facebook type engagement
opportunities, curated content from the social web all packaged together to deliver
the type of experience that gives your fans a reason to visit a lot more frequently. Be a
leader and start working on this change today.
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Meeting through a virtual map. #32
By Bernie Goldbach
I can write on a blank screen but not as quickly as my senior infant can create on
Paper. Knowing that, but ignoring the warning signs, I started hammering away on my
keyboard at my least productive time of the day.
It’s worth sharing the process that pulled me through my low energy valley.
I start most writing tasks by asking Evernote leading questions. In this case, my
Evernote had hoovered and cached 22 blog papers from #congregation13. All of them
teased me with ideas I want to explore during the Congregation itself. Just as Eoin
Kennedy, the clever organiser had anticipated, the “blog papers” were more compelling
than blanket promotions.

Synopsis:
While teaching in the Limerick School
of Art & Design, Bernie Goldbach
discovered an obscrure map. It’s part
of the #icollab community at http://
bit.ly/icollabmap and it has attracted
more than 4000 views from people
who have discovered it while viewing related work about creativity or
research processes. It also shows up
as a layer in-app using Wikitude or any
other application that can discover
public pinpoints. Now the shared
blog papers of #congregation13 will
land on a similar virtual map that
thousands of people can see in-hand
through free apps.

4 Takeaways:
1. The buzz and collaborative energy
of #congregation13 deserves a special
place on the map of Ireland’s social
network.
2. We’ve discovered a powerful collaborative dimension by joining the
#icollab community with our third
level research.
3. Free apps like Wikitude will show
viewers the #icollab map layer that sits
at http://bit.ly/icollabmap.
4. It’s fun to techniques of virtual
connectivity--like using Google Maps
to see where people wrote their
thoughts.

About Bernie Goldbach:
Bernie Goldbach is a blow-in American living in Tipp. He works as a multimedia lecturer on three campuses of
the Limerick Institute of

Seeing those two dozen blog papers reminded me how I learned about the personal
dimension of #congregation13. In early October, Eoin Kennedy rang me while I was in
a busy campus break room. Eoin told me about Congregation.ie and described it as a
truly social networking event. He sealed my commitment by sharing wonderful visions
of Cong, the village. I hadn’t expected the explosion of blog papers that followed Eoin’s
call.
A lot of the content that sits among the Congregation13 blog papers would easily
slot into the third level social media modules I teach to young artists and creative
developers. I’m fortunate to work with faculty who trust me to produce content for
students who want to gain employment in Ireland’s smart economy. While in Cong, I
want to share some thoughts about the international dimension of what we’re doing.
By design, social media shared by the Limerick School of Art & Design (LSAD) has to
go international. We need snippets of our creative work to land in the newsfeeds of
students an ocean away because our Erasmus students bring culture and diversity into
our studios. We plant seeds about our creative multimedia and animation programmes
through things we tweet, newsfeeds we propagate with snippets of creative work, and
digital artefacts shared online. A program of Universal Analytics shows the ripples of
activity and interest related to work students share.
We’ve started placing our creative content on a layer on a map with other members of
#iCollab, an international collaboration of universities. It is a voluntary, self-organising,
unfunded initiative that brings people from Australia, England, France, Germany,
Ireland, New Zealand and Spain into a virtual collaboration zone represented visually
on a Google Map.
Seeing collaborators displayed as pinpoints on a map adds a meaningful dimension
to work. Some pinpoints correspond to venues where peer reviewed presentations,
demonstrations and scholarly work is presented. The pinpoints have text boxes that fly
out with descriptions of the work and hyperlinks to background information.
Some creative students in LSAD have pinpoints on top of “creative spaces” they have
described in essays for a media writing module. Other students on campus have
pinned their major research projects on the map, along with key frames or design
patterns related to their fourth year work. In separate work, these students hyperlink
back to the #icollab community’s map.
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Technology. He brought a green
screen laptop to Ireland in 1994,
started a daily web log in 1997 and
likes doodling in Wundering Moleskines today.

Contacting Bernie:
You can follow Bernie as @topgold
on good social networks such as
Twitter, Google Plus and App.net or
reach him by leaving a comment on
his blog or directly via bgoldbach@
gmail.com or text. He babbles on
Audioboo, check out updates on
LinkedIn, reads Facebook, follows
Flickr photostreams, YouTube subscriptions, and Instagram flows. Share
your RSS feed with him and he’ll read
or hear the things you create.

The #icollab map at http://bit.ly/icollabmap has attracted more than 4000 views from
people who have discovered it while viewing related work about creativity or research
processes. It also shows up as a layer in-app using Wikitude or any other application
that can discover public pinpoints.
Throughout the #congregation13 weekend, I expect to show people I meet in
Huddles how the information they shared as “blog pages” now can be spotted in a
virtual world alongside pinpoints of like-minded collaborators.
It delights me to share techniques of virtual connectivity with people who enjoy using
online networking to meet in the real world.
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Never write a guest blog post. #33
By Paul O’Mahony
(listen to the audio version of this post here)
Who wouldn’t like to be asked to write a guest blog post? Wouldn’t you be flattered to
be invited? To be featured alongside others you admire?
Wouldn’t it be nice?
Maybe it’s happened to you already? Maybe you’re already in demand as a guest
blogger?

Synopsis:
There was once an ambitious talented
Jo. She had vision, passion, stamina all qualities successful entrepreneurs
require. She pursued her dream - in
a transparent purposefully style. This
is the story of Jo - the disaster. The
failure, the abandoning of the dream...
All because she hadn’t a clue how to
connect with people - how to connect
for success. Maybe this story will help
you avoid fundamental mistakes
we’ve nearly all made.

There are blogs like TweakYourBiz - edited by Sian Phillips - that are always looking for
new fresh talent. The more professional looking the blog, the more likely the owner is
to have a clear vision & standards.
Other blogs are simply desperate for content. You’ll hardly be flattered to be invited
to compose for them - unless you have a mission to support people who need help on
their way to success.
But surely every opportunity to get your message out should be taken?
After all, no one knows who might stumble across your content by accident.
Your dream client, customer, supplier, investor or collaborator may be round the corner.
And how long does it take to tweak one of your blogposts into a guest blogpost?

4 Takeaways:
1. Don’t be self-centred

If it doesn’t take long - and doesn’t cost any money or cause you to be distracted from
key priorities - it looks like a no-brainer eh?

2. Don’t be dim

You might be about to make a stupid expensive mistake.

3. Help others succeed
4. People always want more than
content - they crave allies for their
cause - serve others.

About Paul O’Mahony:
I’m first born child of a Limerick bookshop owner & a remarkable mother.
(She’s 87 now). I think of my winding
life journey as a challenge to become
“me” - my own person, not copying
anyone else - consciously & unconsciously. A lifetime & continuing effort
to be the unique person I am.
You could say I’ve been building
“Brand Me”. Politically I’ve been
“revolutionary” - passionate about the
reputation of Ireland, the international
world, the working class & minority
groups, anti-imperialist, anti-racist &
anti-sexist. I still have strong convictions. I’ve been a poet since 1995. I

The first thing to do is SAY NO to yourself.
Do not get hooked by your ego into persuading yourself there’s a good business case
for writing a guest blogpost.
The story of Jo:
Jo was ambitious... she had energy & focus... she wanted opportunities – so she could
join the tiny group of successful business bloggers. She really wanted to turn herself
into a conference keynote speaker - quickly.
Every sliver of a chance to be published got her motivated (and composing into
the night). She was successful. Three years ago, in 2011, Jo had 37 guest blog posts
published. She got her name out there, all over the place.
Her friends were jealous.
Jo felt it wouldn’t be long before she broke through. Another year of say
50 guest blog posts - then speaker invites & offers from publishers would start to
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have an epic poem for sale in the
Kindle Store. I wish I was a better
golfer. If I had one food to take to a
desert island, it would be Irish fillet
steak (cooked blue). My musical taste
is catholic - particularly opera - and
especially live. I live in - and love Glanmire, an eastern suburb of Cork
city. I’m Brand Sociologist at ChangeAgents Branding. My skill is helping
people tell their stories better. I’m
strongly committed to more meaningful marketing because I’m fed up with
rubbish, mediocre marketing. I value
branding that both works and attracts
people & gets them to care about you
& your business.
Contacting Paul :
You can follow Paul on Twitter or
Instagram. You can see his full profile
on LinkedIn or connect on Google+.
You can also see Paul’s work on
Change Agents.

roll in. She had clear vision, passion, confidence & some stamina - the qualities every
entrepreneur needs.
Jo screwed up big time. She failed. Never made it past first base.
Eventually she took a job with a medium-sized marketing & PR company – and forgot
her dream (certainly seems to have put it on the shelf ). Today, she’s a bit inclined to
blame others for her failure.
Jo missed a trick. She never read “The Secret of Failure”. No one gave her a copy for
Xmas.
1. Jo pursued her own agenda : she should have been helping others achieve theirs.
2. Jo never researched the interests of those who invited her to be a guest blogger : she
should have found out why she was asked to blog.
3. Jo thought the editor was helping her : she failed to see that her job was to help the
editor succeed.
4. All tactics was Jo - she hadn’t a strategic bone in her body.
5. People could smell her self-interest - she never won a reputation for being a
genuinely helpful ally. As soon as Jo had her piece published, she was satisfied. People
were too polite & conflict-averse to put Jo right. Behind her back, the word went out.
They want more than content...whenever someone offers you the chance of being a
guest blogger - they want an extra person fighting for their cause. At the very least,
they want a collaborator - another member for their movement.
What should Jo have done?
In addition to having therapy to sort out her emotional intelligence...
Jo could have sat down & given herself some ground rules to follow.
She could have identified the kind of people she wanted as ideal collaborators - people
with whom she could do her best work.
She could have decided she’d only contribute to causes she truly supported.
She could have put others first & grown her skill at making a difference for others.
She could have attracted a community of supporters - people who’d have done their
best to make her a success - people who felt they owned her one.
The nitty gritty steps of the winding way to build your community...
Next time you’re asked to contribute a guest blogpost...remember: beneath the surface
there’s more to this than meets the eye.
More meaningful relationships
- more meaningful work
- more meaningful marketing.
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Women in Tech Groups: What’s the Point? #34
By Pauline Sargent
On Thursday the 28th of November 2013 in The Church bar in Dublin 7 women in tech
groups will meet for the first time in one place. Without doubt it is because of social
media that we are all meeting in person.
As you can imagine gathering such a diverse amount of groups together is challenging
yet social media tools such as Facebook and Twitter make it easy to get people on
board. It enables connections of like-minded people and movements such as women
in tech. We have had tweets and mentions about the event from all over the world.
Hello tech women in Afganistan!

Synopsis:
Women in tech groups are on the rise
nationally and globally with social
media cnetral to their success. It is a
sign of the times that these female
focused groups are popping up everywhere. The purpose of these groups
are a direct response for the demand
of many needs in education, business,
support, mentorship and job creation
that women feel are lacking in other
non-gender specific organisations.
They help create platforms for women
to expand their knowledge and get
connected with developers, entrepreneurs, investors and designers in
a space that is familiar where female
role models are plentiful. These gender specific groups’ demonstrate that
women are investing in each other’s
professional and personal successes.

4 Takeaways:
1) There are many women in tech
groups nationally and globally that
men and women can join, support,
sponsor or champion. The main
purpose of these groups is to create
an environment that will encourage
more women to work in or use technology for their business and lives.
2) List of women speakers for technology conferences are out there. What is
needed now is for conference organisers to start using them. No more all
male panels.

The reason for the event is to say #weAREhere. To let men and women in tech know
that these women in tech groups exist. We want people to come along on the night
and find out more about what we do, who we are, when we meet and how they can get
involved.
A recent tweet from Dena Walker promoted me to write and talk about the purpose
of the above event and in general women organisations. It is a good question that
generates a lot of debate on social media sites such as Twitter. Dena believes that
women focused groups are flawed and questions what is the purpose of these types of
groups, other than just being about women.
I guess the answer is simple, there is a demand and a great appetite for women in tech
groups. This is evident in the hundreds of women in tech groups nationally and globally
that men and women can join, support, sponsor or champion. And from what I can see
the main purpose of these groups is to create an environment that will encourage more
women to work in or use technology for their business and lives.
It is exactly why we set up DigiWomen. To provide a social platform for women in tech
to share their work, thoughts and experiences. To encourage them to become thought
leaders in what they do, collaborate more within the sector and be more ambitious
with growing their business & themselves.
A simple call out on Twitter for women to submit a picture saying they were a
DigiWomen and to promote their business was hugely successful. It generated great
pictures of real women, being creative, promoting their business and best of all it made
them visible.
There are plenty of examples of women and men doing great things with technology,
however, when it comes to attending conferences it is predominantly men attending
and men speaking. This gets tiresome and is damaging when there is constantly no
female role models at these events. The Web Summit was an example of one such
where out of over 200 speakers only 29 of them were female.

3) Recent research demonstrates
that having female focused themed
events/funding rounds does encourage more women to participate.

Helen Shaw’s article in Feb 2010 “Digital: Not Just Toys for Boys” highlighted the lack
of females at digital conferences in Ireland and in 3 years not a lot has changed. That
is why we need these women in tech groups. It is why we need social media platforms
such as Twitter and Facebook to make them visible. To help generate more interest and
awareness of the great things women are achieving in the technology sector.

4) Lean In. Lean Out. Having more
women in technology is a must for

There are men and women equally working at changing the ratio of men and women
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business and for society. And it is up
to men and women to champion this
by doing small, evidence based actions when it comes to promoting and
encouraging women in tech.

About Paul Sargent:
Pauline wears many hats in life and
likes it that way. Keeps things interesting.
She started out in the travel industry,
took some time out and completed a
degree in business management, had
some kids and got heavily involved in
community activism in her local area
Drimnagh. Having connected with
the great Hyperlocal community in
the UK, she created a Hyperlocal blog
called Drimnagh is Good in 2010 to
start talking Drimnagh up instead of
down.
Through the Hyperlocal work Pauline
could see the huge benefit of using
social media for social good and
wanted to learn more about all this
online stuff. A post grad in digital marketing was completed in 2012. As a
result Pauline’s day job is now working
on and in her business Social Zavvy
a digital marketing company. She is
also lecturing in the Dublin Business
School on the Fundamentals of Digital
Marketing and loves it.
Lastly, she is the founder of DigiWomen a new company working hard
at changing the ratio of women in
technology in the world. DigiWomen
were delighted to be awarded as
Digital Champions by the Dublin Lord
Mayor in May 2013.

Contacting Pauline:
You can follow Pauline on Twitter.

in tech but are they doing enough. In Ireland we have created some great lists that
provide details of women in tech and who talk about tech. They are Women on Air,
Catherine Cronin’s IT Women and DigiWomen. Plus John Breslin’s has highlighted the
great work of 72 women in tech in Ireland here and here. And there are many more to
be found globally.
What is needed now is for conference organisers to start using them and showing that
they are using them. It is not enough to say we tried and couldn’t get any. How many
did you try and what notice was provided to get these women to speak. What is your
event/ organisation/business doing to encourage more females to speak? Do you have
any positive guidelines in place to bring and attract more women to your events? What
is being actively done to change the ratio?
After all, recent research from Enterprise Ireland demonstrates that having female
focused funding rounds does increase the number of women applying for the funding
in the non-gender specific rounds. Similarly, CoderDojoGirls has shown that they have
helped increase the participation of girls who are interested in coding. They had an
average of nearly 20% girl attendance before starting CoderDojoGirls on March 22nd
2013 and it has increased to an average of 28% of girls attending every week. So it is
working.
Lean In. Lean Out. Whatever your take is on Sherly Sandbergs Lean In movement
having more women in technology is a must for business and for society. And it is
equally up to men and women to champion this by really thinking how they can
actively and effectively change the ratio of women in tech.
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Social Media: the Final Frontier. #35
By James Corbett
“Social media refers to interaction among people in which they create, share, and/or
exchange information and ideas in virtual communities and networks. Andreas Kaplan
and Michael Haenlein define social media as ‘a group of Internet-based applications
that... allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content.’”
The above definitions come directly from Wikipedia which is of course itself one of
the standout examples of the creation and exchange of user-generated content. The
same article refers to the Kaplan and Haenlein classification scheme which proposes 6
categories of social media - Collaborative projects (for example, Wikipedia)

Synopsis:
The first generation of Social Media
was all about the creation, sharing
and remixing of linear, passive content
(text, images, audio, video). The next
generation will be about the creation,
sharing and remixing of non-linear, interactive experiences. With malleable
narratives and content that manifests
in the real world, through 3D printing and additive manufacturing. For
digital natives Facebook and Twitter will be as flat and uninviting as a
monochrome command line prompt.
The Steve Who? generation will move
beyond the stifling interface of glass
slabs and finger swipes to immersive
interaction paradigms that allow for
true freedom of creative appreciation
and expression.

- Blogs and microblogs (for example, Twitter)
- Content communities (for example, YouTube and DailyMotion)
- Social networking sites (for example, Facebook)
- Virtual game-worlds (e.g., World of Warcraft)
- Virtual social worlds (e.g. Second Life)
What? Wait a minute.... World of Warcraft?!? And....Second Life?!? Didn’t
Second Life hit such a peak of inflated expectations in 2007 that it would make a
Gartner Hype Cycle blush? It did. And only now, 6 years later, is it dragging itself
through the ‘trough of disillusionment’. The mother of all troughs. But yes, virtual social

4 Takeaways:
1. Kaplan and Haenlein proposed six
different types of social media, two of
which have been completely ignored
by the mainstream – virtual game
words and virtual social worlds.
2. What we consider social media
today will be considered flat and unengaging by the users of tomorrow.
3. We’re moving beyond the sharing
of precast, linear content to the sharing of experiences.
4. Buckle in.... it’s going to be a bumpy
ride.

About James Corbett:
James Corbett was an old school
blogger for ten years before Twitter came to monopolize his social

worlds are finally on their way up the slope of enlightenment and destined to reach the
‘plateau of productivity’ within 5 years.
Or earlier. Gartner may need to update their chart sooner than expected because 2013
has been a breakout year for virtual reality hardware - the
Oculus Rift headset, the Virtuix Omni treadmill, the STEM wireless tracker system and
Leap Motion controller. Together these input devices mean that 3D virtual worlds have
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media activity. Just as he grew bored
with blogging he became (a little
too) obsessed with virtual reality. He
brought this obsession to 20 primary
schools around Ireland through a notfor-profit organization that has since
been rebooted as a for-profit under
the Enterprise Ireland New Frontiers
programme. He recently got his hands
on an Oculus Rift headset which
means he spends more and more time
inside the Matrix. He has yet to find
the glitch.

Contacting James:
James can be followed under several
Twitter accounts including but not
limited to @eirepreneur @MissionVHQ @3Dcamp and @miLKlabs

finally broken free of the shackles that were 2D peripherals (flat-screen monitor, mouse
and keyboard).
At last we can start interacting with immersive digital spaces in a natural, intuitive
manner. Essentially allowing us to ‘be there’. Anywhere. Which means experiential
learning, or learning by being, can take on new meaning in the classroom. Instead of
reading about the moon landing students can walk on the moon. Instead of learning
about archaeology students can be archaeologists.

The top five virtual worlds for 10-15 year olds are Stardoll (249 million users), Moviestar
Planet (95m), Moshi Monsters (85m), Minecraft (35m) and Wizard 101 (35m). For the
under 10’s the figures are even more impressive with Poptropic and Club Penguin alone
commanding 500m users. These are all 3D, immersive spaces. When these kids reach
college age do you really think the ‘flatness’ of Facebook is going to cut it?
Minecraft has been such a phenomenon as a digital sandbox that teachers are
adopting it in droves and have even designed their own version (MinecraftEdu)
especially for schools. Students have used it to build Medieval China, the Alamo and
countless other interactive virtual worlds. Is oft said that the best way to learn is to
teach. Kids who build these learning resources are thinking like teachers from moment
they place their first block.
The other breakout technology of 2013 has of course been 3D printing. It goes without
saying that the social media of tomorrow will have a natural bridge to the physical
world. The first generation of Social Media was all about the creation, sharing and
remixing of linear, passive content (text, images, audio, video). The next generation will
be about the creation, sharing and remixing of non-linear, interactive content.
It’s a new frontier, perhaps the final frontier, in social media. And it won’t be flat.
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Banking on Social. #36
By Liam Ó Móráin
All industries are trying to figure out how to leverage social media as a means to gain
insights into their customers and serve them better. The banking industry faces a
particular challenge in that its interactions with customers are subject to extensive
compliance and regulatory controls. All interactions need to be tracked as they occur
and stored for several years for audit purposes. Thus the overhead in terms of people
and infrastructure to manage social media traffic is considerably greater for banking
than for other industries.
Compliance and regulatory requirements mean that the banking industry needs far
more people and infrastructure to manage social media traffic than other industries.

Synopsis:
The banking industry, in particular the
retail side of the business, has, especially since the financial crisis, lost the
respect of a significant amount of its
customers. Banks are trying to regain
the confidence of its customers and
are grappling with how to use social
media to communicate and regain
their thrust. On top of this, regulators are being far more aggressive
and assertive on what banks can and
can’t say and do in addition to how
and what they may or may not communicate with customers. The blog
explores some of the issues banks
face in leveraging the power of social
to engage with their customers in a
meaningful way.

4 Takeaways:
1. Compliance and regulatory requirements throw up interesting challenges for banks.
2. Banks as custodians of customer
data need to mindful of their responsibilities when dealing with social
networks and fora.
3. Social as an information and retention strategy.
4. Listening 2U rather than @U
5. Social should be proactive rather
than reactive.
6. Light touch moderation in customer fora.

About Liam Ó Móráin:
JEngineer by profession,practical

Banks need to be especially careful in their use of customer data because of the
particular sensitivity of individual financial information. When banks draw on the
external social profile of a customer to complement internal sources and built a fuller
picture of the customer’s spending habits, they have to be particularly conscious of the
need to guarantee the privacy of this data.
Banks as custodians of customer financial data need to be especially careful to not
inadvertently expose customer financial data onto social networks.
Regulatory bodies in some jurisdictions place limits on banks’ ability to pitch their own
products. For instance, some oblige banks to show competing products at the same
time as their own.
Banks should use social as an information and retention strategy rather than a selling
tool.
Listening to and engaging with customers are two important approaches in social
media for companies. They offer some exciting opportunities for banks and other
industries to know and understand their customers and their products. Most industries
today just collect and solicit information about their products and what customers
might be saying about them. However, banks and others need to turn this approach
on its head and instead start to really listen to what the customer is actually saying and
talking about.
When ‘listening’ on social networks, stop just collecting data ‘@ U’ the customer and
instead listen ‘2U’ the customer. This is a very different but important change in
approach and mindset.
The current social engagement model, especially in banks, is reactive. Banks need to
switch to a proactive engagement approach. One example is to provide better and
more relevant content appropriate to the conversation or topic being discussed on
a social network or forum. Often bank lawyers and compliance hold up information
being delivered in a timely and relevant fashion and in a language and style
appropriate for the medium. Reactive engagement is still very relevant and important
in dealing with inbound questions and comments from customer but is just one
component of the social engagement model.
Social engagement needs to be proactive rather than just reactive.
“Self-help” has strong potential for the banking industry. Banks are borrowing the
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innovator. strategist by track record,
and actioned focussed. Working with
global banks on how to innovate
and create the bank of the future.
Thought leader in digital financial
services, advisor at the C-level and to
the board.
Fascinated about the potential “big/
smart data” offers companies and
consumers alike. Exploring how to
take advantage of its potential so
companies understand their current
business and customers better, create
new opportunities, and for consumers
to experience the web in a new and
engaging way!

Contacting Liam:
You can follow Liam on Twitter ,
connect with him on LinkedIn or via
Skype ID maigheo or phone +353 87
905 8386

technique of having customers help other customers, pioneered by companies like
Vodafone. A significant number of calls to help desks are of the type “how do I ...?”.
Switching these to a customer-to-customer self-help forum with light moderation will
result in significant cost reductions and improved customer experience.
Light touch moderation in customer-to-customer self-help fora offer significant cost
saving to banks and a better customer experience
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Evergreen Content Marketing - Write once, promote regularly.
#37
By Johnny Beirne
I have been meaning to write this blog post for a number of weeks now. Eoin Kennedy
and CONGgregation gave me that final push I needed to put fingers to keys. You see, to
attend this Un-conference, you have to blog your way in. What a genius idea.
So here is my congtribution (you see what I did there)
Evergreen Content Marketing
When it comes to Content Marketing, the re-use (and re-marketing) of Evergreen
content is a very efficient and effective practice that we should all use.

Synopsis:
Content is expensive and hard to
produce but you can lessen the
load, spread it further and increase
the shelflife by creating Evergreen
Content.

4 Takeaways:
1. Evergreen Content will not go out
of date.
2. Evergreen Content can be repack
aged and remarketed.
3. Tools can help in the automation.
4. Clever reuse of content can lead
to sales.

About Johnny Beirne:
Based in Carrick on Shannon, Johnny
provides training & mentoring in the
areas outlined below.
He is co-founder of The Digital Business Institute

So what is Evergreen Content?
Evergreen Content is content that will not go out of date anytime soon (if ever). In other
words, it may be a blog post, podcast or video that adds value in the form of advice
or education that has a long shelf life. An example of non-evergreen content might
be a specific ‘how-to’ blog post or video explaining a Facebook feature that becomes
obsolete when Facebook make a change.
Another great attribute of Evergreen Content is it can be repackaged and re-marketed.
Not only that but with inbound marketing tools like Socialoomph, this marketing can
be set to auto-pilot.
So here’s what you need to consider.
•    Write an ‘evergreeen’ blog post that entertains, empowers and educates.
•    Write a number of engaging tweets relating to the blog post.
•    Enter the tweets into socialoomph
•    Scehdule them to ‘tweet’ every 4 – 6 hours, depending on how frequently you
manually tweet.
Here is a screenshot from my Socialoomph account showing a number of scheduled
tweets directing people to the same eBook.

Past projects have included downloadmusic.ie and TEXT A TRACK.

Here is another example of re-purposing and re-marketing content.

He has 14 years business experience
in Business Management, Information/Communication Technology
and Business Innovation. Areas of
expertise include:-

In September I hosted my first webinar entitled “Increase Sales with Facebook – 30
Tips in 30 Minutes” to promote (and sell) our Online Facebook Marketing Course. For
this webinar I created 34 Slides, 1 for each tip, 1 about my background, 1 about clients
challenges and 1 about the course.

•     Innovation for the Small Business
(Innovation Officer for Leitrim County

The webinar was recorded and the video was sent to people who registered but could
not make it on the night.
The slides were saved as a PDF which is being used as a lead magnet to attract
subscribers to my mailing list.
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Enterprise Board for 3 years)
•    Professional Networking – online
and offline (See Business Networks
below)
•    Maximising business benefits of the
Internet
•    Website ‘Health Check’ Clinics (See
Website Clinics)
•    Social Media & Conversation Marketing (incl. Blogging for Business)
•    Public Speaking – events have included BizCamp Dublin, Open Coffee
Sligo, Leitrim Business Network, Sligo
Women in Business Network
In 2008 he won an IIA NetVisonary
Award for Mobile Innovation with
downloadmusic.ie

Contacting Johnny:
You can follow Johnny on Twitter, like
him Facebook or visit his website.

Cover designed by contractor on oDesk for $10.
I now use Socialoomph (for free) to send tweets multiple times a day (every 4 to 6
hours) promoting the eBook.
So the webinar gave me:
•    Sales
•    A video (leading to more sales)
•    An eBook (lead magnet getting me
new subscribers which may lead to
sales)
•    A blog post (plus this blog post) for
SEO
•    Evergreen content for re-marketing
Socialoomph sends traffic to my
subscribe page everyday on autopilot.

Other ways to repackage content include:
•    Create new blog posts by updating previous blog posts if something significantly
new is worth sharing
•    Create an eBook from your most popular posts. Use this as a lead magnet to get new
subscribers.
•    Tweet and auto-tweet with Socialoomph
•    Host a webinar using the above
Create a video from the webinar
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Riding the Festival Waves: Blogging for a town’s annual music
and arts festival. #38
By Sabine McKenna
September 2013 saw the 10th annual Skerries Soundwaves Festival take place, and the
first with a regular festival blog.
Rock and classical music gigs, theatre, magicians, exhibitions, workshops, a street party,
a “dancing at the crossroads”-type céilí, a Lego & Minecraft project & exhibition, a night
parade and fireworks…our festival has it all. And every year, our festival gets that little
bit better.

Synopsis:
What is it like to write the blog for a
ten-day local arts & music festival?
In a word, exciting. In a thousand
words… well, read on and find out!
This is the report of someone who,
more amateur than professional, took
on the challenge of creating a blog on
the festival website, learning as she
went along.

4 Takeaways:
1. Timeliness is most important. The
sooner after the event, the better –
but don’t let speed impact on quality!
Soon and good.

I had been blogging on and off on my own blog, Sabine’s Musings – a vanity blog,
really, where I pondered education and technology, wrote about cycling trips and the
beauty of Skerries. A mixed bag, and not updated as regularly as I would have liked to
(although that has changed of late).
The nuts and bolts
The Soundwaves team wants people to get active: to come to the events, bring others,
and have a great, great time. Afterwards, we want them to stay engaged – to connect
with us on Facebook and on our website, to come to more events before the end of the
festival, and in some cases ideally be so inspired that over time, they consider joining
our volunteer team of nearly five dozen.
We had a Facebook and Twitter presence, and on our website, there was an event
listing, as well as some background to the events. Skerries Camera
Club had been roped in and were taking photographs at events (another new
initiative), and a Flickr group account fed the latest pics directly to our website.
And yet there was one thing missing, I thought: A Festival Blog.

2. Pictures. Good photographs.
Definitely. Showing the acts and as
many of the audience as possible, in
high-quality photographs.
3. Always expect blogs to take longer
than you expect them to take... factor
in extra time for those writing blocks.
4. Do you know someone who is
good at proofreading? Cherish them.
Use them. Even if you are usually the
person who will find the one typo in
a 300-page-book, you won’t see your
own ones.

About Sabine McKenna:
Sabine is a Digital Educator in Skerries,
Co. Dublin, mainly working with children aged 8-14 (Coding using Scratch,
Keyboard & General Computing
Skills). Otherwise, she is a Social Media
Manager and Online Presence Manager for Small and Medium Businesses

People love looking at reports of events they’ve been to. They love looking at
themselves on photographs, well, most of the time anyway. And if they didn’t make
it to an event, they like looking at what they have missed, so they can decide whether
to go there the next time round. From the first day on, I tried to attend as many of the
events as possible and to capture the mood there in my blog entries.
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and for Not-For-Profit Organisations,
particularly in North County Dublin.
She is also a Minecraft fan and has set
up a website aimed at primary teachers who would like to use Minecraft in
school.

Contacting Sabine:
You can follow Sabine on Twitter,
connect with her on LinkedIn, add
her to your circles on Google+ or visit
her blog.

On our WordPress-based website, I added a category, “Festival Blog” (nothing beats
being clear in your naming of things!), where I uploaded daily blog entries. I had toyed
with the idea of having a separate entry for each event, but because I really wanted
to emphasise the overall atmosphere and coherence of the festival, I decided to blog
by day instead. I wanted people to think of the Soundwaves Festival as a mosaic with
many colourful pieces. And colourful the blogs were, too, thanks to our photographers.
There was a lot of learning-on-the-hoof. Take the photographs. I used the “gallery”
function in WordPress and had slideshows at first, but then realised that they didn’t
display properly in the automated email notifications that went out to our subscribers.
The tiled galleries that I went for instead looked really good in the emails – and on
mobile sites, too, an added bonus (we have a responsive design, so the site renders
pretty well at any screen size).
Time, I found, was one of the most important aspects of the whole undertaking. In
three ways.
Firstly, the time of publication: The sooner a blog post went up, the better – ideally a
post would be written after the event, in the blue of the night, and be ready for people
to look at when they logged on the next morning.
Secondly, the singularity of time, making it impossible to attend two events at the same
time: Time travel might have been very, very useful… as it was not available, having a
network of people who attended events I couldn’t make proved invaluable. Some of
them were other Soundwaves volunteers, some were photographers – and most were
very happy to send me short write-ups on gigs or workshops I couldn’t get to myself.
And thirdly, spent time. Thinking, finding photographs, writing, proofing, checking
facts... It all takes time! Usually more than you expect. And you need to allow for that.
It’s probably a good idea to be blogging about a festival, without volunteering for other
jobs as well. Leave the distribution of posters or printing of tickets to someone else!
Let the people know!
It’s no good to have a festival blog and no readers. As I was also looking after the
Facebook and Twitter presences of Soundwaves, I could make full use of those channels
to drive readers to the blog. The Skerries Community Association Mailing List, which
goes to over 800 people, mentioned the blog once or twice, as did the local fortnightly
magazine, Skerries News, on their Facebook account (more than 7,000 likes).
Our list of subscribers to the Soundwaves Website / Blog is comparatively small, just
39, and for next year, that would be one thing I’d address. It did go up by 30% this year,
even though we did not push subscription. In September, our website had just under
8,700 hits from just over 3,500 visitors. A lot of these were views of the event listings.
Still, the blog attracted its fair share, although it could have been better, given how
brilliant it is, really!
The most important outcome of our various activities on the web for our festival this
year was that the people in Skerries felt a lot more connected to the festival than in
previous years, better informed and more part of it. That was not just the result of
having a festival blog, but we’re sure that it played a central part.
In 2013, I came to festival blogging as an interested amateur – in 2014, I hope to take
the festival blog to a higher level, building on what I have learned.
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Twitter in the Classroom. #39
By Evelyn O’Connor
I’ve been experimenting with social media in education for a couple of years now. My
students have created Facebook pages for Romeo & Juliet; they’ve written, recorded
and promoted their own original songs via soundcloud and youtube; this week each
of my Junior Cert students has created a twitter account for a character in “To Kill A
Mockingbird” and we’ve been tweeting the trial as we read it in class (a brilliant idea I
got from my longtime twitter buddy @levdavidovic).

Synopsis:
This blog post describes some of my
adventures using social media in the
classroom, looking specifically at a
recent twitter project where students
tweeted as characters from “To Kill A
Mockingbird”. It also includes some
(very unscientific) research into their
level of internet access, confidence in
using technology and opinions as to
whether or not social media helped or
hindered their learning. I’m not sure
where we go next but it’s been an
interesting ride thus far!

4 Takeaways:
1. Social media can be a powerful tool
for increasing student engagement
& participation in the classroom - but
that’s not a given and it’s not universal.
2. The digital native / digital native
concept is a load of nonsense.
3. Edtech and specifically social media
gives students a voice and ownership
of their learning in a way they’ve often
been denied in the past.

It’s been powerful and positive on many levels. Watching them morph Juliet’s status
from ‘single’ to ‘it’s complicated’ to ‘in a relationship’ to ‘engaged’ to ‘married’ and
palpably feeling their despair as it ultimately all led to ‘RIP’ has been fascinating,
particularly as they register that this all happened in just 3 days! This led indirectly to a
lengthy D.M.C. on the relationship between suicide and selfishness (I have it on reliable
teenage authority that D.M.C. stands for ‘Deep & Meaningful Conversations’ which they
also tell me, are, like, sooo a feature of my classroom!). Ironically then the very social
media which has contributed to so many teen suicides can also be a powerful tool for
engaging with the issue in a very real way.
For their projects I insisted that each status update be accompanied by a relevant
quote and this led to a deep engagement with Shakespeare’s language, so it wasn’t just
about messing about on social media (so I could be ‘down with the kids’), it was actually
about challenging them, pushing them into the ‘zone of proximal development’ which
is where real learning happens. They also used the Facebook pages as a handy revision
tool when exams were looming; they came to see these characters as real people; and
they’ve written in a much more engaged and insightful way about Romeo & Juliet and
the choices they made than previous groups who didn’t get down and dirty with the
text but who, in many cases, simply swallowed and regurgitated ‘expert’ opinions on
the play.
There have been challenges though. Lots of challenges. Take this week for example.
We began by setting up our twitter profiles, which took a lot longer than I anticipated
and which confirmed for me what I’ve long suspected; that the digital native / digital
immigrant concept is a simplistic load of crap. Some of my students are self professed
twitter experts; others were all fingers and thumbs and sighs of exasperation. We also
learnt a lot about the impact of publishing public rather than private statements online;
because we were tweeting as if we were characters in the Deep South of Alabama, one
of my students used the word ‘nigger’ in her character’s twitter bio and then promptly
freaked out!

4. Social media integration in the
classroom is a steep learning curve for
pretty much everyone involved - so
that’s a good thing!

I reassured her that:

About Evelyn O’Connor:

- her account was new so no one knew she existed! And if ever something happened
online that she was uncomfortable with she should immediately tell someone (on
reflection, I should have shown her how to take a screen grab) and I also reminded her
that she had the power to simply delete the account!

Evelyn O’Connor is an English teacher,
a blogger at leavingcertenglish.net, a
tweacher on #edchatie @evelynoconnor, an Apple Distinguished Educator
class of 2013, an occasional contribu-

- she was tweeting as a character, not as herself

At this point we all learnt how to ‘protect’ our tweets and we’ve been privately tweeting
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tor on newstalk and thejournal.ie and
winner of the title Teacher of the Year
2012 without having to slip anyone
any brown envelopes - at least that’s
her story and she’s sticking to it!

the trial since. It’s been a great learning experience

Contacting Evelyn:

- for them and me - but it is a shame the sense of engagement with the ‘real’ world has
been lost. Ultimately when we’re done tweeting we’ll most likely make the accounts
public so we can share the experience (and the hashtag) with some of my many English
teachers twitter friends, and by extension share it with their class groups.

You can follow Evelyn on Twitter visit
her blog.

At the end of the week, I conducted an impromptu survey, which consisted of the
following:

The replies have been extremely varied and seriously eye-opening. I’m only sorry
I didn’t conduct an online survey - if I had I’d now have some lovely pie charts and
graphs to share with you. Instead, it was a ‘grab a scrap of paper’ kinda thang, as the last
five minutes of class flew past (I never feel like I have enough time with my students
but that’s a story for another day). Anyway, in the spirit of the Eurovision, here are the
results of the student jury:
INTERNET ACCESS: 66% have v.good or good internet; 15% mentioned that it can
be very slow or only works in certain rooms in the house; and 19% have poor or no
internet access.
COMPUTER ACCESS: 65% have access to a computer; 31% have access to a computer
only sometimes because it’s shared; 4% had no access to a computer.
COMPUTER SKILLS: …[and believe me, I know this is the world’s most unscientific
survey - ‘skills’ could mean anything - but I just wanted to get a general sense of
their level of comfort using technology] 23% described themselves as confident;
54% felt they were ‘ok’ at using a computer, with some leaving out the ‘a bit scared’
addendum and others inserting and underlining it; 15% only use it to buy things and
go on Facebook; and 8% described themselves as having ‘no skills’, with one student
describing her computer skills as ‘laughable’.
TWITTER SKILLS: 27% are twitter experts; 50% are getting to grips with it; 19% are
slowly learning and one student (4% in this sample) still feels clueless!
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MULTITASKING: 39% love multitasking; 57% find it ok and 4% find it really hard.
PARTICIPATION / ATTENTION: Here the responses were much more nuanced. 58% said
that it helped them to pay attention and many also included that they loved having a
job to do. One student (who’s normally quite giddy) said “I feel like I’m paying way more
attention”. Another said “It’s fine for now but I wouldn’t like to do it for the whole book”.
One commented “It helps me pay attention cause if I don’t tweet it’s noticed”. Another
said ‘It helps me to understand the story better’.
Meanwhile, 8% really didn’t enjoy the experience and felt like they were missing out on
the storyline. The remaining 34% gave really interesting feedback - one said she read
ahead every night (even though it wasn’t assigned for homework - I’m thinking maybe
it should have been!) so she’d be prepared for the tweet up the next day. One said it
was ‘fun and different’ but she was anxious about missing out on the storyline.
Quite a few felt ‘distracted’ but really liked having a job to do.
In the other comments section, one comment really stood out: “spending time
teaching people to use the internet is annoying - it’s 2013!” (this was underlined!).
Embarrassingly, I feel some of this sentiment may have come from me, as I did find
myself astounded - and frustrated at times – at the amount of time it took to set up
what I considered to be a really straightforward class project. I now need to find a way
to differentiate so that those who are enjoying the experience continue to benefit
and those who are finding it more of a hindrance don’t feel they ‘have’ to keep going.
Ultimately, it was also a steep learning curve for me: it made me stop and think and
question the assumptions I was carrying around with me about their access to and
confidence with technology. As far as I’m concerned, that can only be a good thing, for
them and for me!
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Building New Worlds Locally. #40
By Mary Carty
When I was 5 years old I asked my Mum would I be moving to America when I
was eighteen. It was the beginning of the 1980s and things were tough. My older
neighbours were all heading off to pastures new and I vividly remember the cream
buns that made their way back to our house after one such leaving do. The shame is,
we are back spinning on that same old step yet again.
Anyone from the West of Ireland knows and understands this story too well. In so many
ways, it’s etched deep into our DNA. And even if we don’t set sail for the New World, at
the age of 18 when college beckons in a far flung town we too never return home.

Synopsis:
Thoughts from a creative entrepreneur on why CongRegation is so
necessary right now. How to build
new, sustainable worlds locally and
internationally, with the power of the
interweb. And the opportunities that
lie ahead, should we be brave enough
to make it happen.

4 Takeaways:
1. A rural location is not a barrier to
success.
2. Ask for help.
3. Don’t be afraid to share your learning with others; the good and the bad.
4. Time to buck the trend and make
things happen. Now.

About Mary Carty:
Mary Carty is a creative entrepreneur.
CEO of BAFTA nominated studio
Spoiltchild.com. Over the past ten
years she has built a startup and run
a digital agency. Carty is passionate
about building long-term, profitable
businesses whose core product or
service comes from creative practices.
She mentors startups, helping them
scale and source investment, while
selling and communicating their story
from day one.

Contacting Mary:
Connect with Mary on Twitter, email
or read her blog.

That is why events like CongRegation are so important, making things happen locally;
binging people in to see the beauty at our door, rallying our communities around us,
making things happen now, choosing ourselves, making our futures.
With the advent of the internet it is possible to do great things where we are right
now. Greatness does not depend on a postcode or a High Street or a Capital City. No.
The web has been a fantastic democratising force not bound by geography or history.
So when I first saw mention of CongRegation on Twitter I was excited for these very
reasons. Why not use the opportunity that the web, in all its forms, brings us. I know
from experience what amazing things that can come your way by reaching out,
sharing, asking for help and most of all, telling your own story in your own voice.
When Spoiltchild was set up 10 years ago from our kitchen, this is exactly what we did.
In those early days, we were trying to figure out who we were and what we were about.
Help from colleagues and friends in the industry was so invaluable to us. Later, we
cofounded BizCamp, an unconference for early stage businesses, as a way to give back
and share. And guess what, we learned even more still; way more than we gave away.
Whenever I’m asked where the company is based I’m more than happy to say
Bettystown, Co. Meath. Sometimes, I get a confused look. Surely you should be based
in Dublin, how do you get work in, how do you meet your clients and the questions go
on. I love to remind these friendly questioners that the internet is a wide open field and
my clients are worldwide citizens.
So, to my vision for CongRegation:
-

To help build confidence in people locally.

-

To use the web to create and build sustainable futures.

-

To share the stories and the culture and the inventiveness of the community.

-

To take opportunity into our own hands no matter where you live.

-

To be inspired by everybody present.

-

To realise that there is a phenomenal tide of talented, innovative, get-things-done
people on the way who will help out.

-

Then go home and get cracking.
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-

Review progress at CongRregation2014

Unfortunately, this expat Rossie can’t be there on the day. But I will be there in spirit (via
Twitter) cheering on the beginnings of something magical.
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Don’t Get Lost in Digital Marketing Without a Compass #41
By Lorcan Kinsella
It was this time two weeks ago that Eoin Kennedy Founder of Congregation called me
while on route to Galway. It was a miserable evening, but through the bumps and lack
of mobile coverage, he explained, that he was organizing a social media gathering
in Cong, Co Mayo, taking place on November 30th. My first thought was, how do I
get to Cong? But he went on to say that it was an “un-conference”, in that everyone is
a speaker with 100 presenters in 7 venues and your passport in is, to blog your way
in! I certainly thought this was a novel idea and a great opportunity to hear what is
happening on the ground.

Synopsis:
If you are a Start Up, SME, Entrepreneur or an existing Multi-National
looking to carve out your own social
media DNA, there must be a moment
of truth or honesty of where you see
your business within the market place
and where you see your audience.
Connecting with that audience and
building your business will only be
achieved by when you connect with
the strategic goal of what you want to
achieve. If you are up for the challenge and you are passionate, then it’s
time to enjoy the journey!

4 Takeaways:

Being involved in digital marketing consultancy and lucky enough to lecture on the
topic , it gives me an opportunity to meet the cold face of an amazing mix of start ups,
SME’s, multinationals all trying to get a better understanding of what digital marketing
is and how it can work effectively for their business. I say digital marketing, because
even though a lot of people now think that social media is the ‘new’ marketing, it is an
important aspect but not the entirety of what is needed to be successful in building
your business.
Three or four weeks ago I attended the Web Summit in Dublin and I took time out to
just look at all the people there observing the different speakers. When you looked at
their faces you could see that they were nearly being seduced by the 100’s of millions
and the billions of dollars that these innovative entrepreneurs had amassed.
I was thinking this must be an overwhelming place for any entrepreneur who may
be starting out in business and is looking for inspiration for the new “Dropbox” idea.
The only place to start in my view is with yourself and your business. There has to be
a moment of truth. I believe that when you are very clear what you want to achieve in
your business or the goal you want to attain and that might be €1m or 10,000 likes on
facebook, it has to start with strategy and the goal you are looking to achieve.

1. Be Honest
2. Be Passionate
3. Be Strategic!
4. Always have a compass

About Lorcan Kinsella:
Lorcan Kinsella is a digital marketing
consultant and lecturer working with
companies, business owners, and
entrepreneurs both here in Ireland
and internationally. He specialises in
digital marketing planning covering all aspects of digital marketing
from social media to brand management. Lorcan is also the founder and
moderator of Social Media Marketing
Ireland Group on LinkedIn. As a keynote speaker on digital marketing he
has spoken previously at the How 2.0
and Market Ireland conferences.

One of my heroes in the digital marketing space is Gary Vaynerchuk. For those of you
who do not know who he is - Gary is co-founder and CEO of a social media brand
consulting agency, video blogger, co-owner and director of operations of a wine retail
store, and an author and public speaker on the subjects of social media, brand building
and e-commerce. The director of operations of a wine retail store is the part that I am
very interested in.
Gary used to host Wine Library TV. Episodes consisted of wine tastings along with other
wine related topics. The show debuted on February 21, 2006 and for the first 18 months
Gary had very little traction and within a couple of short years he had over 100,000
people tuning in to watch him talk about wine and more importantly the turnover of
his wine store went from $3.5m to $75m.
When considering digital marketing or social media for your business, the common
denominator is strategy and the end goal. When Gary started out on his journey with
Wine Library TV, he did not have a crystal ball, but he had a passion and a goal that he
was going to use the medium of social media to sell his product. This might not be the
same for everyone, however, that is where it is important that if you are involved in
business – you must ask the question “what is my strategy or GOAL?”
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Contacting Lorcan:
You can connect with Lorcan on
LinkedIn, follow him on Twitter or
like him on Facebook.

My message to you is to take time, not to go onto Facebook or LinkedIn or Twitter or
any other social media platform time bandit, but grab a piece of paper and get honest
about exactly what you are looking to achieve in your business.
What channel are you looking to use specifically for your business, NOT your
neighbour’s business! Get honest and be passionate, before you go about setting your
strategic end goal. You will find the importance of your relationships that you build will
turn out all the more valuable and sometimes it helps to have a compass.
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5 Social Media Tips from Alfred Hitchcock. #42
By Sabina Bonnici
Consider this blog post a mash-up of disciplines and centuries. Alfred Hitchcock was
born in 1899, and was a master storyteller in the 20th century, whose techniques and
approaches still underpin modern filmmaking. What can he teach us about social
media?
Here’s 5 insights from the man himself, and lessons to be gleaned when using social
media today…
1) “Man does not live by murder alone. He needs affection, approval, encouragement
and occasionally a hearty meal. “

Synopsis:
What insights can we take from one of
the master storytellers of the last century, Alfred Hitchcock, which might
apply to social media today?

4 Takeaways:
1. A great story is brilliant, but it’s
even better with social interaction.
2. Push your audience’s emotional
buttons to create a more engaging
conversation.

The social media take on this quote? A great story is brilliant, but it’s even better with
social interaction. Discussion on Facebook about the final episode of Breaking Bad
peaked at a staggering 28.5 million interactions from 14 million people. Don’t even get
me started on Twitter stats for the same episode. The bottom line is that we can’t help
but to talk, debate, comment on, and criticise the stories we love. Social media provides
us with an easy way to seek consensus (or indeed start arguments!) about the stories
we consume. Consider what type of social interactions can be had around your story or
brand, not just about the story itself.
2) “To be quite honest, content, I’m not interested in at all. I don’t give a damn about
what the film is about. I’m more interested in how to handle the material to create an
emotion in an audience.”

4. Get personally involved in social
media and share what goes on behind
the scenes.

Whatever form your story takes, whatever your storyline or brand message is, think
like Hitchcock and think about the audience - what emotion do you want to create in
them? What need does your product fulfil? Brands and stories engaging in social media
should go beyond just using a brand “tone of voice” to send out a set of scheduled
messages. Think about ways to push your audience’s emotional buttons to create a
more engaging conversation. (Check out the Chipotle Video that went viral, that led to
an app, that led to in-store purchasing. Cleverly done.)

About Sabina Bonnici:

3) The audience as voyeur.

3. The majority of social media users
are ‘Lurkers’ - develop content with
them in mind.

Sabina Bonnici is a producer of all
sorts, telling and spreading stories
across multiple platforms. Having
started her career in traditional media,
producing radio, television, and short
film, she was soon lured by bright,
shiny, digital things.
Since setting up FizzyThinking in
2006, Sabina has worked with startups, creative agencies, established
brands, and cultural organisations.
She has strategised, produced, and
launched a broad spectrum of awardwinning digital goodies. A selection of
work can be viewed at www.fizzythinking.com.
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Sabina is currently developing transmedia experiences as well as helping
Science Gallery to create their digital
strategy. In addition, Sabina also
delivers cross-platform storytelling
workshops and lectures.
Contacting Sabina:
You can follow Sabina on Twitter,
email her at sabina@fizzythinking.
com or visit her website.

One of the techniques that Hitchcock made famous was to turn the audience into the
voyeur by employing certain camera angles and purposefully framing on-screen action.
The social media equivalent of the voyeur is the ‘lurker’, someone who prefers to simply
consume information posted by others rather than actually join in the conversation.
Sound like you? Don’t worry, you’re not alone. Turns out that the vast majority of social
network audiences (68% of Facebook users, and 61% of Twitter users) are deemed as
lurkers.
Hitchcock’s technique resulted in the audience as voyeurs becoming more personally
engaged with the characters of the film. The parallel to be drawn in social media, is that
although lurkers may not actively contribute to the conversation, they may actually
be loyal customers or fans. In social media, identify your passive and active audience
numbers through statistics apps like Facebook Insights, and develop content which
appeals to both.
4) “The only way to get rid of my fears is to make films about them.”
Hitchcock got personally involved in making movies, but also in marketing them. He
frequently starred in self-referential trailers for his films, for example watch “A Guided
Tour with Alfred Hitchcock” which refers to locations from North By Northwest as
possible tour destinations. He also stood out from other directors of his time with his
infamous cameo appearances in most of his movies.
In social media, there is a huge opportunity to get personally involved. We build
relationships with people first, products second. As the creative or business brains
behind an organisation, product or story, make an effort to get directly involved in the
social media conversation.
Hitchcock was extremely candid about his methods and philosophies. He also curated
and promoted other people’s work from the same genre as his own during his TV series,
Alfred Hitchcock Presents. Take Hitchcock’s lead and share as much as possible about
what goes on behind-the-scenes of your business or story. It can make for engaging
content on social media, and content that will most certainly be unique to you. Position
yourself as an expert by promoting relevant work from others related to your field,
stories, or people/partners who work with you.
5) “In the distant future they will have what I call ‘the Tickles’. People will go into a
big darkened auditorium and they will be mass-hypnotized. Instead of identifying
themselves with the characters on screen, they will be that character, and when they
buy their ticket, they will be able to choose which character to be. They will suffer all of
the agonies and enjoy the romance with a beautiful woman or handsome man. I call
them ‘the Tickles’ because when a character is tickled, the audience will feel it. Then, the
lights come up and it’s all over.”
Back as far as 1963, when the internet was just a binary digit blip in a motherboard’s
eye, Hitchcock prophesied interactivity for audiences that was truly immersive. Okay, so
this one isn’t really a tip, more of an idea... could stories and brands eventually achieve
this? With technology like Oculus Rift (a virtual reality headset for immersive gaming)
and Google Glass becoming available, maybe the Tickles are just around the corner...
Sources:
http://stryvegroup.com/breaking-bad-finale-stats/
http://www.visioncritical.com/blog/sharers-and-lurkers-your-invisible-socialmedia-audience
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This is a story about a radio station. Radioactive International
2012 - present. #43
By Brian Greene
Radioactive has its history rooted in the
Dublin Radio scene of the mid eighties to
the mid nineties. Its pre history formed the
skills and experience of its founder working
on various community pirates and shortwave
international stations on Dublin’s northside and
radio communication skill learned in the world
of citizen band radio and training from the
amateur radio brigade.

Synopsis:
Radioactive morphed from the airwaves to an online radio station. This
is the story of that journey.

4 Takeaways:
1. Its never the tech its always the
people
2. make art, be the best in your world
3. don’t be told. don’t wait to be
asked. take it. do it. do it now.
4. have fun doing it.

Armed with this knowledge and a wide interests in counter culture of all varieties
radioactive took to the airwaves in 1992 on the FM band in Dublin and retired its
transmissions in 1996. Along the way it pissed off every major right wing media outlet
but found favourable reviews in the Irish Times radio column and feature spread in
the Hotpress. But it was present on the airwaves for its people not the D4 editors and
columnists.
Radioactive “the early years” has an archived history web page.
Back on Radioactive (FM) it was learned that making radio needs a few good
ingredients.
1. a passionate starter person - a person that can start it up and get it going
2. a crew of people that care enough to keep it going

About Brian Greene:
3. a reason to exist and to continue to exist.
Brian Greene is a audiophile and
radio anorak.
Works as a Digital Media Officer for St.
Patrick’s Mental Health
Services. Brian is not the founder of
Radioactive, but let us say he knows
them well.

Contacting Brian:
You can follow Brian on Twitter or
connect on LinkedIn.

In 1996 Radioactive passed the batten on to another collective of radio enthusiasts and
divested its interest in its own equipment and radio frequency.
16 years later (20 years after it first started) the crew got together for a reunion. 50+
people gathered at the Dark Horse Inn (formerly the White Horse Inn) in Dublin, it was
July 2012. Again the reunion proved the main point of this article.
Radio stations are not about transmitters or studios or money or buildings or
giveaways.
Radio stations are about the people in them and the people that listen (in that order).
Having said that many of the 50+ at the reunion were audience of the 90’s alt culture
pirate radio station, and the rest were veterans of the craziest radio station to ever
grace the airwaves of Dublin.
At the reunion the group were asked would you like Radioactive to return? and
everyone was up for it. The assembled had travelled far to be at the reunion, the 20
years had scattered Ireland’s young all over the globe.
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It was conceived that any return would be international and to aid this it would be
online. The core idea was not to build an online version of before but to return and do
more of what it did worst (best) on radio. This distinction is made as Radioactive does
not rule out returns to the airwaves.
August 2012: formal calls for “DJs” were sent out and 20+ signed up and paid up to fund
the return.
September 2012 the station relaunched and its initial wave of energy saw another 20+
“DJs” join. 40 hours of unique and new radio programming was now streaming online
and available on demand / podcast.
There has been 1000+ hours of radio produced in the 14 months since its return and
85,000 listens.
I use quotes on the word “DJ” as they are more than that, while the returned station
is more musical than its counter culture political FM forerunner, the “DJing” is more
curation meets sound art and the music is out of this world, If you give some of the
most versed music lovers the platform, they will curate radio programmes to blow your
mind, over and over.
Radio still needs starters to get it going. It still needs people to care to continue to
make it happen, And it still needs that reason to exist.
Of the three, it needs the people. And while a venture can get lucky with the group of
people that self amalgamate, by and large the people part needs all the work. Behind
the founder and the starter is an organiser, who collects the subs, pays the bills, does
the admin, and keeps the ship ship shape and primed for broadcast.
Relationships and contact between people is key. This for Radioactive International is
probably the biggest new item on the learning curve.
20 years ago 50+ crew would gather for a 4 hour station meeting is a run down pub
on a run down street in Dublin, the same bunch of loyal volunteers would attend
fundraisers almost weekly.
Fast forward 20 years and the geographic spread online, and all the technology you can
think of, nothing can replace the group think of a good group think in. And while most
involved are still in reach of Dublin city, time pressures on everyone make meet ups
rare and not as well attended as would be good for the meet up.
This is acceptable - times have changed - people have changed - society has changed.
What technology gives in one hand it takes away with the other.
Has Radio changed? no so much. The “industry” is as much in a time warp as it every
was. The whole world is post iPod generation with streaming services like Spotify
advertising on commercial radio. Poacher and the Game Keeper happy in bed
together? I think not.
Radio at the edges beyond the iPod / podcasting wave is struggling to find its voice
and its audience, but where there are players like Radioactive International there
is a force to be reckoned with and no one should underestimate their ability to be
important to radio’s future.
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Radio needs a big arse kicking in an industry full of arse kissing.
Radioactive Intentional is flying the free radio flag again online.
Tech Spec
How Radioactive makes and disseminates its programmes:
- Linode LAMP server in the cloud
- Shoutcast / DIY scripts / Open On Request
- MP3 and Show Notes to WordPress
- When programmes are 3 months old they are warehoused at Amazon S3 with direct
access to the public, freeing space on the production server.
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Silver Surfers. #44
By Nicola Donnelly
Persistence of an age-related digital divide
The numbers of older people in Ireland with access to and using the internet are
increasing. In 2012 the CSO found that in the 60-74 year old age group 21 % use the
internet every day or every other day. This figure has grown from just 9% five years ago.
However, the numbers remain low in comparison to other age groups. For example,
53% of 60-74 year olds have never used the internet, compared with 3% of those aged
16–29 (CSO, 2012).
What are older people doing online?

Synopsis:
Access to public and private services,
information and social interaction is
vital in ensuring independent living
for older people. However, as many
of these services increasingly move
online there is a risk that older people
who do not use the internet may risk
being left behind.

4 Takeaways:
1. Internet use among older people is
growing in Ireland but remains low.
2. The older ‘silver surfer’ market is
ripe for expansion and potential for
the private sector to help grow this
segment and in turn grow their own
target markets.
3. Older people are interested in getting online and getting ‘social online’.
4. Barriers to internet use among
older people include costs, lack of
skills, lack of confidence and lack of
knowledge about potential benefits.

About Nicola Donnelly:
Nicola Donnelly is Communications
Officer for CARDI (The Centre for
Ageing Research and Development in
Ireland). In this job she is engaged in
the task of translating tricky research
papers into something people want
to read and hopefully policy makers
take on board. She is 10 years in the
communications business having promoted everything from Irish beef and
blooms to charity fasts and emergency appeals. Still learning something
new every day on the job.

Of older people who are using the internet regularly 38% most often visit Google, 19%
most often visit Facebook and 13% visit Ryanair for holidays and travel. Of people aged
65 or over regularly using the internet 38% have online banking facilities, 18 % have a
Facebook account and 33% have a Skype account (Amarach Research 2011). A study
commissioned by Older and Bolder in 2011 found that older people were keen to
learn about using the internet but many felt marginalised as a result of more and more
services migrating online (McDaid, 2012).
Internet use- benefits for older people?
Evidence about the potential benefits of internet use by older people is mixed. Its
benefits may include strengthening social networks with family and friends and
reducing social isolation through the use of Skype and social media such as Facebook.
A recent study in the US on internet use among people aged 50 + showed a reduction
in depression by between 20-28%. Research by UCLA showed that internet training
in older people could enhance brain and cognition function. Some other research
suggests that internet use among older people does not significantly improve
cognition or social inclusion. However, more recently, research from the US Pew
Research Centre found that once older people were given the necessarily skills and
training to use the internet it became a fixture in their everyday lives with 70% of over
65s saying that once they started they typically used it every day.
Barriers
A report recently published by CARDI identified some barriers to online use among
older people. These included difficulties accessing internet and broadband services,
costs in gaining access to these services and ICT devices, lack of skills and availability
of appropriate training, concerns about online security, and lack of confidence in using
new technologies. The research also found that there was a lack of knowledge about
online services and how these might benefit older people.
Overcoming barriers and getting online
Getting more people from all age groups and sections of society online is a stated
goal of Ireland’s National Digital Strategy. Older people are identified as a specific
target group for training and targeting awareness. To date 36% of the recipients of the
Government-funded internet training scheme Benefit have been people over 65. There
are many private and voluntary sector initiatives including Google/Age Action Silver
Surfer Awards. Google have also recently launched a new initiative Silver Surfer
Towns to encourage the uptake of internet use among older people across Ireland.
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Contacting Nicola:
You can contact Nicola by donnelnc@
gmail.com or on Twitter.
For info about her work at CARDI
please email nicola@cardi.ie or visit
www.cardi.ie

Such initiatives and training schemes may go some way towards bridging the online
divide but other more individual actions may also have an impact such as children
showing older adults the potential uses and benefits of internet use and demystifying
the online world.
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Charity Begins Online - How Non-Profit Organisations use Social
Media and the Internet to Fundraise #45
By Brendan Phelan
FUNDRAISING ONLINE
In a relatively short time, we have seen how social media has changed how we do
business, how we buy and sell, how we learn about the world around us, and how we
communicate with each other. It has also changed the fundraising industry and how
our favourite non-profit organisations and causes communicate about and fund the
important work that they do.

Synopsis:
Social networks such as Facebook,
Twitter and Youtube represent an
opportunity for many non-profit
organisations, although, in Ireland at
least, we are only starting to warm up
to that potential.

4 Takeaways:
1. Online Fundraising is an essential
part of any non-profit’s strategy – and
Ireland is catching on
2. Social Media is key – both for raising funds and building relationships
3. Non-profits should think long-term
and make the followers, fans and
friends feel like part of the family
4. Make the effort – it’s worth it

About Brendan Phelan:
Brendan is Director of Chapterhouse
Consulting. Brendan has worked as
a fundraising consultant for over 20
years for major development projects
in the US, the UK and Ireland. He also
teaches Marketing and Digital Marketing at Rathmines College, Dublin.

Contacting Brendan:
You can follow Brendan on Twitter,
contact him by email or the Chapter
House Consulting website.

In a 2012 survey of Irish charities conducted by The Wheel, 22.7% of those surveyed
said that they conduct internet appeals and seek online donations (as compared with,
for example, 51.4% of Irish charities which co-ordinate events in order to raise funds)
. However, when we contrast these findings against non-profit organisations in the
US or UK, our relatively low levels of online fundraising seem poor. Through research
conducted by the Non-profit Research Collaborative (also in 2012) in the US, we find
that, across the Atlantic, 80% of non-profit organisations incorporate online fundraising
as part of the overall fundraising strategy.
Similarly, in the Annual State of the Non-profit Survey, 84% of UK charities reported
that they either were already using social media for fundraising, or planned to in the
next 12 months (http://www.theguardian.com/voluntary-sector-network/2012/nov/01/
charities-social-media-fundraising).
In terms of actual sums raised online, the importance of Online Fundraising is
even further highlighted. While other forms of fundraising have seen only small
increases (and some reductions) in recent years, online fundraising is increasing
disproportionately and, in 2012 alone, online fundraising in the US increased by 10.7%
on the previous year (Blackbaud Inc).
USING FACEBOOK and TWITTER
A 2012 survey, published in the Stanford Social Innovation Review (Winter 2013), found
that, while 70% of Americans learn about causes from traditional media (TV, print,
radio etc), 47% of respondents in the US learn about such causes from social media and
online channels. With the younger generation in Ireland, the UK and US increasingly
using the internet as their main source of news and information, can we complain
when they seem less interested in getting involved in causes about which they may be
less aware?
An outstanding example of the success of online fundraising using social media
occurred in 2010, soon after the earthquake in Haiti. The American Red Cross used
Twitter, Facebook and Youtube to generate an unprecedented online buzz and raised
$35 million in less than 48 hours (http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/8460791.stm)
The American Red Cross undertook a similar approach raising funds for the relief
work after the recent typhoon that hit the Philippines. In this case, Facebook placed a
request for $10 at the top of all newsfeeds for the Red Cross.
However, these levels of success require work. Ventureneer.com published research
that indicated that to utilise social media well, nonprofits should allocate at least 25
hours of staff time per week and, as a minimum, tweet at least once daily, and publish
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content to their blogs and update their social media profiles at least once a week.
Bearing in mind that content needs also to be sourced and written, we can see that all
of this takes time. But, particularly if there is a cohesive strategy behind this activity, it
is worth it.
In the 2012 Fundraising Effectiveness Survey commissioned by the Association
of Fundraising Professionals and the Urban Institute, a major concern regarding
donor retention was highlighted. The survey found that the average nonprofit
donor retention rate is only 41%, compared to a customer retention rate of 94% for
businesses. In his blog, Patrick Dorsey of Avectra suggests that one reason for this
problem with retention is that non-profits are not fully embracing Social CRM by
creating an integrated and centralised database that captures and utilises all data
on an individual donor in order to understand what he/she really wants from their
relationship with the organisation.
CROWDFUNDING
One of the most interesting and obvious advances in online fundraising has been the
rise of crowdfunding. With crowdfunding, a large number of individuals can contribute
funds towards a new or existing non-profit or commercial venture. Each campaign has
a specific goal and deadline, and progress reports are communicated on a regular basis
as the campaign counts down to that deadline and goal.
According to Massolution’s 2013 Crowdfunding Industry Report, crowdfunding
continues to go from strength to strength, with $2.7 billion raised in 2012 across 1
million campaigns, and with a forecasted $5.1 billion for 2013. While 59% of that 2012
figure is attributable to the USA, 35% was generated in Europe. While not all funds
generated through crowdfunding are donations - some funds given are in exchange for
some return or other (e.g. equity, interest, or reward) but crowdfunding can certainly be
a useful tool in a fundraiser’s strategy.
7 SUGGESTIONS for ONLINE FUNDRAISING
1. Tell a good story
56% of individuals who support a non-profit organisation through social media say that
compelling storytelling is what motivates them to take action (www.adlibbing.org).
2. Use pictures and video
Often the best way to tell your story (and to get it liked, shared or retweeted) is to use
pictures and video. Be informative, compelling and entertain.
3. Have a strategy that encourages followers and fans to become supporters
41% of non-profit organisations attributed their social media success to the fact that
they had a detailed strategy regarding what they wanted to achieve online (4th Annual
Non-profit Social Network Benchmark Report, US 2012). That strategy may be to
ultimately raise funds but it should be remembered that support can also be given by
just spreading the word (e.g. retweeting, liking and sharing).
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4. Test and Measure
Utilise available analytics to see what communications work for the organisation. Feed
this back for future communications.
5. Think about thanking
Beth Kanter (bethkanter.com) describes how, when she used social media to raise
funds for the Surf Rider Foundation in memory of her late father, she used Facebook to
individually thank donors. Including the link to the fundraising event triggered further
donations from friends of the donor who saw the thanking post.
6. Think long-term and inspire
People become involved in charities for a multitude of reasons but ultimately they want
to do good and be involved in a positive cause. Focusing on the problem alone is rarely
the way forward. Donors (online and offline) will be more encouraged to become part
of the solution – the inspirational vision – so that is what non-profits should ensure is at
the core of their communication. It is also very important to remember that the donor
is as much a part of ‘the team’ as those working within the organisation itself. So treat
them as such (e.g. share the good news) and don’t use them just as an ATM that you
can go to when times are bad.
7. Spread the burden throughout the organisation (but assign overall responsibility to
one ‘Social Media Manager’)
Frequently, the task of handling social media is shunted onto the newbie in the
charity office but, regardless of who undertakes the work, training is needed so
that they understand what their role is – to build a relationship and a community of
potential support. However, when non-profit organisations encourage social media
communication throughout their staff, they create a culture where the best people –
those who are at the coalface – can communicate honestly and personally with friends
and supporters.
8. Maintain and integrate good records
Find a Social CRM that suits your organisation in order to track and communicate with
supporters. Find out who your supporters are and they will be easier to involve and
retain.
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More than a Jumble of Monochromatic Boxes - Do more with
QR. #46
By Robert Purcell
My interest in QR (Quick Response)
codes began around 2009 - I
stumbled across a photo of a QR
code on the side of a building with
the URL; www.28weekslaterdvd.co.uk
underneath. Curiosity led me to research
what these squiggly square things were.
I downloaded a QR reader onto my first
gen iPhone from the App Store and
scanned the image to see if it worked. It
did.

Synopsis:
In this blog post, I share some
thoughts on Quick Response (QR)
codes, why they still persist despite
claims they’d been usurped by
Augmented Reality (AR) apps and
the trends that will promote future
adoption. I put forward that it is poor
campaign execution and poor customer education that has limited their
success heretofore. I’ve also put my
creative skills to use and immortalised
the King of Cong, Eoin Kennedy, in a
QR code.

4 Takeaways:
1. QR codes have yet to go mainstream and that the explosive growth
of Smartphone and Tablet ownership
will promote adoption.
2. Poor campaign execution and
customer education has limited the
success of QR codes heretofore and
not the requirement to download a
QR code reader App.
3. QR codes longer need to look like
obscure black and white boxes but
pieces of art in their own right.

After that, pretty much any time I encountered a QR code I’d scan it. I became a QR
junky. I thought they were brilliant! You could stick these Q’Rky little things anywhere
providing a link to digital content. I even downloaded an i-nigma App onto my wife’s
Nokia 2330 (I think!) to test, which had a fairly primitive camera compared to the
iPhone. It worked!
A QR code provides quick and easy access to data from a printed medium to a
digital medium. They simplify access to information and value added digital content.
Furthermore, they bridge the gap between offline and online worlds; between
outbound and inbound marketing.
A few years ago it was reported that Augmented Reality (AR) was stealing the march on
QR codes. You had Apps like Blippar, Layar and Junaio that enabled marketers to layer
multimedia content over images that could be accessed via an AR App. This simply
hasn’t happened. QR codes persist because they are easy to generate with minimal
cost.
QR codes have not broken through in Ireland to the same extent they have in US,
Japan and the rest of Europe, but they are on the increase. The latest issue of State of
the Net (AMAS) reports 60% of Irish marketing professionals have invested in mobile
channels, mobile sites, apps and/or QR codes. I for one believe QR codes have yet to go
mainstream and that the explosive growth of Smartphone and Tablet ownership will
promote adoption across an ever-expanding range of media.

4. Used effectively, QR codes can
boost your social media presence.

About Robert Purcell:
Robert is a Marketing Manager with
An Post with responsibility for developing product and service offerings
in support of the Post.Trust Certificate
Authority division. He’s previously
worked in Advertising, eLearning

Source: O2 Media
Consumers are increasingly using their Smartphones and tablets to shop online and
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and UX Design. He holds a Masters
in Business Studies; is a graduate of
the Marketing Institute of Ireland and
completed a Professional Diploma
in Digital Marketing with the Digital
Marketing Institute in 2012. Robert
is a member of the IIA Social Media
Working Group. He’s a self-confessed
iPhone App Fanatic and has a deep
passion for all things marketing and
digital.

they’re looking for the path of least resistance. 20% will be influenced by magazine and
press when deciding what gift to buy this Christmas. Stick a QR code on it!

Contacting Robert:

Step 1: Open browser/ App (if don’t have App, download from App Store).

I don’t accept the argument that the requirement to download a QR App is a barrier
to adoption. We put Facebook and Twitter calls to action on print media and expect
people to “Find us”:

Step 2: Enter retailer name.

You can follow Robert on Twitter,
connect with him on LinkedIn or
email him at robert.g.purcell@gmail. Step 3: Choose appropriate Facebook page if none provided.
com.

Indeed, many Apps now have a barcode scanner integrated into them for example,
eBay, Amazon and Google Search. The November PayPal App update sees the rollout of
a new feature that will allow users to pay for things at select merchants by scanning a
QR code. It’s worth noting that 55% of Smartphone owners will use their Smartphone
to showroom while in store shopping this Christmas (O2 Media). Go showrooming in
the Arnotts Electrical department and you’ll notice the amount of product packaging
that contains a QR code. Interestingly Kensington appeared to be the only brand that is
using trackable URLs in their QR codes.

In my opinion, its poor campaign execution and poor customer education that has
heretofore limited the success of QR codes. My take-home on QR codes:
1. Use at a minimum size of 1 inch by 1 inch.
2. For the love of god, use a URL shortener – the shorter the URL that needs to be
encoded, the less complex the resulting QR code, the greater the scan success.
3. Educate. Don’t assume your customers have scanned a QR code before. Introduce
them to QR codes by way of a nicely crafted infographic or a piece of text.
4. Make sure you can track the number of scans. A/B testing.
5. Provide a clear call to action that states what they will get and why it’s worth their
time.
6. If linking to a URL, ensure that the site is mobile-friendly.
7. Your QR campaign should be age aware. Your target segments are more likely to be
your Internet savvy Gen Y, Z’ers.
8. Give value to your customers. Free stuff, video clips, product information,
competitions are all nice ways of rewarding your customers that scan.

QR code generators such as Visualead and QR Hacker really have come on in recent
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years to the extent that they no longer need to look like obscure black and white
boxes but pieces of art in their own right. Up to 30% of a QR code can be obstructed
or removed and still scanned. This allows the design of the QR code to be customised
which, when done correctly, can potentially elevate it to become the central artwork in
a piece of print marketing.

I really like the HubSpot “Lazy Tweets” tactic of arming your employees or email
subscribers with pre-created tweets for a marketing campaign or promotion. The tweet
text has a “Tweet This” button underneath it - all your loyal fans have to do is press the
button to help out with the promotion. Why not take this concept and apply it to select
print marketing replacing the button with a QR code?

Put QR codes to work for your business and boost your social media presence. Change
the content behind the QR code daily to keep the promotion fresh! Have fun with
them! Stick a photo of a buddy right in the middle of one! :)
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Social media & today’s graduates. #47
By Ruairi Kavanagh
‘Where do you bury a dead body? On the third page of Google search results’
Lori Randall Stradtmann, author of Online Reputation Management for Dummies
While it’s easier than ever to find the information you think you need, it’s also easier
than ever to find the wrong information and it’s more difficult than ever to hide
something that you might not want found. The web is not a good place to keep a
secret.

Synopsis:
While the number of graduate jobs
continues to slowly recover across
most sectors, the reality is that the
employment market for today’s jobseeker is incredibly challenging. Recruiters are leveraging all tools available to ensure they’re finding the right
people, so students and graduates
need to do the same. An impeccable
CV and application can be undone
by a careless social media profile or
indeed, the lack of any online profile
at all. What should graduates be aware
of when considering their online presence in today’s jobs market?

4 Takeaways:
1. Better to be seen and heard than
unseen and not heard.
2. Use good judgement; use the
filters and privacy settings on social
media-that’s what they’re there for!
3. Your social media profile won’t get
you a job, but not having one could
stop you getting one
4. Combat negative content with
positive content. Remain engaged,
remain visible.

About Ruairi Kavanagh:
Ruairi Kavanagh is a journalist, author
and media relations specialist, with
particular previous experience in relation to military and law enforcement,
public affairs and the medical/emergency response sectors. Currently he
is editor of gradireland.com and the
gradireland range of print products.
The undisputed leader in terms of

With students and graduates engaging with employers more than ever through social
networking platforms, the two-way flow of information theoretically should be of
benefit to both. Of course a company needs to be aware of its online reputation, and
monitor comments and postings which may portray a negative aspect. But, in a highly
competitive and stressful job market, with recruiters seeking any and all tools at their
disposal to whittle down the massive amount of applications they receive, reviewing
and analysing the social media profile of candidates is a continuously increasing trend.
But, this isn’t a warning to students and graduates to close their facebook accounts
and delete their twitter feed. Quite the opposite in fact. A recruiter finding something
questionable in a candidate’s social media profile is a problem, and it can be a big
problem, but an applicant’s CV will find a much quicker route to the bin if they cannot
be found online at all.
If you’re a graduate or jobseeker, one of the most important things is to actually know
what your web presence is, how searchable you actually are online. Setting up Google
alerts with your name is a first step, and then you can refine and improve this with
social network search tools like topsy, socialmention and bottlenose. In addition to
keeping an eye on their online profile, these tools and performing this sort of social
media ‘self-analysis’ does provide graduates and students with an insight into how
the web and social media networks actually ‘think’ and how people and companies
interface and interact.
Of course, the downside is when there is negative material online about you. It
may or may not be accurate, but that fact is it is there and a recruiter is unlikely to
investigate its authenticity when scanning your online profile. It’s important to react
and counteract where possible. If there is blatantly slanderous or defamatory material
online, you can ask google and other search engines to remove it. The recent case
of a student being incorrectly identified in a fare-dodging video has shown how
increasingly aware students and graduates are of their online profile and the potentially
highly-damaging impact when it involves an innocent party. If there’s something
negative on a site somewhere, you can react by driving other constructive comment
online, via posting on sites, writing blogs etc, interacting with forums; make yourself
visible and contribute positively.
Whatever the dangers of negative material finding its way onto social media platform,
students and graduates should not shy away from including their facebook, twitter
and LinkedIn (in particular) handles on their job applications. If you don’t have them, it
looks like you either have something to hide or, possibly worse, that you aren’t aware of
the relevance and importance of social media in the jobs market.
Ultimately, it’s all about common sense. A good social media presence; showing
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graduate information and advice,
gradireland.com has over 120,000
registered users and on average, has
over 5.5 million page views per year. In
addition, gradireland also run sector
leading events and competitions, such
as the National Student Challenge,
which combines online psychometric
testing with a live-event for finalists.

creativity, achievement and consistency, can be of huge benefit to a jobseeker.
Remember, it’s fine to show your personality online, but you don’t want to appear
flippant, irresponsible or show a lack of judgement. Recruiters are using social media
to make a well-rounded impression of candidates, so they will use it to verify what you
have on your CV. Jobseekers can also use it to boost their credentials. For instance, a
consistent, well written blog shows that an applicant can collate ideas and thoughts in
a cohesive and creative manner.

Contacting Ruairi:

Having the right sort of social media profile is vital in giving students and graduates
and edge too, because they need to know what their peer groups are doing online
since they effectively are the competition in today’s jobs market. If employers can see
them, and not you, then you have a problem. Remain active, remain engaged and
like any other real life or virtual setting, use good judgement and good manners, they
never go unnoticed.

You can follow Ruairi on the Grad
Ireland main Website, Grad Ireland
Competition site or their Blog. You
can like their Facebook page or follow
them on Twitter. You can also email
Ruairi at Ruairi.kavanagh@gradireland.com.
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How to Generate Sales Leads with Slideshare. #48
By Helen Cousins
Social Pixie Dust doesn’t exist
Social Media is over-hyped as a sales tool. It isn’t a sales tool at all actually. A
VentureBeat article entitled “Social commerce is like a unicorn: beautiful, alluring,
and almost totally imaginary” goes on to tell us that “Social media referrals represents
just 1.55 percent of all traffic to major e-commerce destinations. And when that tiny
trickle of traffic arrived, only .71 percent of it actually results in any kind of sale.”

Synopsis:
Slideshare is a social platform that is
not as crowded as the others. Consequently, it’s a place where it’s easier
to stand out. Because it is visual, it is
a great place to tell your story or to
explain difficult concepts to a relevant
audience. It’s also a good place to
generate sales leads.

4 Takeaways:
1. Slideshare is a great way to tell a
business story.
2. It’s worth investing time and
money into producing content that
is useful for your intended audience
as opposed to having a purely selfpromotional focus. People will share
good stuff. Promotion is a natural
by-product of the good stuff.

Social Media’s primary function is, (not surprisingly), social. That is not to say that it
has no business benefit. It does, but social media doesn’t lead to sales in volume,
although there will be exceptions to prove the rule. Social Media platforms are useful
mechanisms for discovery, learning, networking and communication.
You might think it odd then that I have chosen to write about sales leads, when I don’t
subscribe to the notion of Social Pixie Dust as a solution for increasing sales. But bear
with me, because building a reputation can be effected through some Social channels,
and reputation matters in a consultative sale. It matters a lot.
What’s in it for them?
If your services involve using knowledge that is complicated or technical, nobody cares.
They only care about “what’s in it for me?” If you work in Corporate Finance as I do,
it’s a subject that has the capacity to scare and bore people in equal measure. Boil it
down to “how do I get the best deal on a funding round?” and relevant people will pay
attention. Relevant because someone about to raise equity funding needs corporate
finance even if they don’t call it that and privet is as close as they’ve come to hedging.
Social media can be a great way to tell the story of what you do to people who want to
hear it. Social Media can help to match you with relevant people.
Blogging Makes You Smarter

4. You can generate sales leads from
Slideshare if you are willing to put the
work into crafting a story and having
an online community.

Ok it doesn’t really, (although CongRegation is full of smart bloggers). However
the process of blogging forces you to research your topic and to clarify your thinking,
which is the foundation of CongRegation. Blogging makes you explain more yourself
better. This pays off in the real world because you will be sharper when discussing the
topic you blogged about. You’ve done the training (blogging), now you’re running the
race (for real). Slideshare is another medium in which to tell a story. And for the reader,
it can be a powerful experience. It’s like the film version of a book.

About Helen Cousins:

The Slideshare that I wrote

Helen Cousins is a Corporate Finance
advisor who assists technology companies to raise finance. She’s a chartered accountant by profession and
loves gadgets and tech. She blogs and
can also be found lurking on Twitter.

I found in my work that there were a lot of misconceptions about what Venture Capital
is and about how to raise it. It doesn’t suit everyone, yet the tech sector in Ireland
craves it. I also found it difficult to explain how I could add value to the process of
raising it. The people who need my services are busy and stressed. They won’t read
lengthy proposals from me, (though in the end, that is what they will get). They need
something that is pleasant to read and easy to absorb in under ten minutes.

3. Slideshare is social and works well
in tandem with other networks, particularly LinkedIn and Twitter.

Contacting Helen:
You can follow Helen on Twitter, connect with her through LinkedIn, visit
her website or email her at Helen@
xbs.ie.

I wrote an article for “Accountancy Ireland” about raising Venture Capital. I did a lot of
research for that article and I was seeking ways to recycle the material so that it would
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serve as both an information resource to the tech sector in Ireland and as marketing
collateral for me. Writing the article required similar discipline to blogging and similar
benefits. I decided to publish a Slideshare.
I am comfortable with crafting words, but when it comes to visuals I am simply a handy
amateur. I retained Mr Ed Fidgeon Kavanagh of Clear Presentation Design to design
the presentation. This means I paid him money for design because I value it, although
it’s not in my own personal skillset.
I’d already done the hard work (30 years of it) and the ground work was completed with
the Accountancy Ireland article. I wrote a script for the Slideshare, four well - spaced
pages in a MS WORD doc, with about 1,600 words, (including comments for Ed – a
bit like stage directions I suppose), which is not as long as this post. It took about
3 hours to write the script. The
original article took about 12 hours
including research. We then spent
about 6 weeks working up the 80
slides, off and on. (I say “we” but
Ed did most of the work once the
script was written.)
Publishing
The Slideshare was uploaded
late on October 17, 2013 and I
began promoting it on Twitter and
LinkedIn the next day. I’ve been
on Twitter and LinkedIn for almost
four years and I’m no rock star on
there! But I have a reasonably engaged network and some very nice folk began to share
it with their networks too. (You know who you are – some of you feature here but there
wasn’t room for you all). There were quite a few tweets and by Friday night it was on the
front page of Slideshare as “Hot on Twitter”.
Front Page
It bounced along nicely all weekend getting views and on the following Tuesday, I
woke up to this tweet from Slideshare:
Being featured on the front page brings a lot of traffic, about 1,000 views for each of the
two days in my case.
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Analytics
It got about 3,000 views in the first week and has been ticking along nicely since
then. Six weeks after launch, it’s got over 4,600 views now. These are not stratospheric
viewing numbers but who is looking at it is more important to me than how many. I
took some screen shots and downloaded some analytics last week to share with you. I
upgraded to the Pro version of Slideshare a week after publishing, which gave me these
analytics.
You can see here that the first week accounts for the most of the views.

Here’s a map of the views.

Most views came from Ireland (28%). I used “Ireland” in the Slideshare title as I want
work from Irish companies. However, surprisingly, the second biggest source of traffic
was the US (21%). The UK came in 5th place with only 3%.
So where did the traffic originate?
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There was another surprise for me here as the “Direct” source is the biggest slice at 43%.
Slideshare comments; “Direct traffic is traffic coming to your pages from email links, if
they visited your file from a bookmark, if someone directly typed the file URL, or if we
could not determine the referring URL.” So, traffic is being referred by ‘dark social’. Most
likely it’s being shared by email. This suggests that people found it useful and wanted
to bring it to the attention of colleagues. “Social” however, (Twitter, LinkedIn, G+ and
others), only accounts for 9% of the views.

It was teriffic to see lots of views from Palo Alto, a US city which includes portions of
Stanford University and is headquarters to a number of Silicon Valley high-technology
companies. The list of cities from which views originated is truly global, including Ho
Chi Minh City, Montreal and Perth. From Albania to Zimbabwe, this Slideshare has now
been viewed in 92 countries.
So What? So Leads.
I mentioned that I only upgraded to Slideshare Pro after one week, which was after
the bulk of the initial sharing was over. I could still access analytics going back to the
upload date, but I missed the opportunity to add the lead generator early on. So I’ll tell
you about it now, because it’s rather nifty. This allows me to add “one-click” button, (an
envelope icon), with a tailored message inviting people to contact me. It prepopulates
the form with a lot of their own contact data, depending on their browser options.
In short, it makes it easy for folk to contact me. I have received 3 leads to date in this
way from companies who were completely unknown to me before. In addition, I have
received 4 enquiries through email, 3 of these emails were from companies who knew
me from twitter or events, and 1 email from a previously unknown company. So 7
relevant, quality leads in 6 weeks is a good result. You don’t need Slideshare Pro to
generate leads, but it does make it easier for prospects to contact you.
Who’s Who?
Some of the companies that contacted me were previously unknown to me. I can only
guess that they got referred to the Slideshare by a trusted colleague, perhaps by email.
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There are 64 tweets and 57 LinkedIn shares, yet only 9% of views came from social
media. I think the number of social shares is not so important as the quality of them.
Many of the tweeters added their own commentary and are either well known in the
tech scene and /or have a position of authority because of their employer, such as the
Enterprise Ireland advisors. If people see sectoral leaders commenting on content,
they are more inclined to read and trust what they read. In addition, those early
tweets flagged it as being “Hot on Twitter” on the Slideshare front page which in turn
generated further views.

It’s Social Spock, and yes as we know it
Slideshare is like any other social network, and has its own like button. You can also
comment and follow people. I got some followers there with this Slideshare and started
to follow people too. Last week, US Venture Capitalist David Skok followed me back. I
have been reading his blog for a few years. His blog is the one other VCs recommend
that you read. I’m more than a little pleased that he saw any merit in following me, but
that is vanity. Leads are reality :-)
Slideshare – It’s a wrap
•   Slideshare is a great way to tell a business story.
•   It’s worth investing time and money into producing content that is useful for your
intended audience as opposed to having a purely self-promotional focus. People will
share good stuff. Promotion is a natural by-product of the good stuff.
•   Slideshare is social and works well in tandem with other networks, particularly
LinkedIn and Twitter.
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•   You can generate sales leads from Slideshare if you are willing to put the work into
crafting a story and having an online community.
CongRegation is a brilliant idea. It’s the un-conference where all the attendees are
speakers. I am the un-speaker on this occasion because I can’t attend. However, Eoghan
suggested I write this post anyway and I hope it adds something to the treasure trove
of insights contributed by others.
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Lessons from 1914. #49
By John Heffernan
Do you know who this guy is?

Synopsis:
As it is November, my reading diet
has contained a lot of WWI books and
I am struck with the history of WWI
big battles the similarities to the Irish
education system in a more socially
media rich society.

4 Takeaways:
1. ”If everyone is thinking alike, then
somebody isn’t thinking”. George S.
Patton.
2 . It is very hard to nail flowing water.
3. Fixed fortifications are a monument to the stupidity of man. Anything built by man, can be destroyed
by him
4.

Tear down these walls.....

About John Heffernan:
John Heffernan is currently an IT trainer in a private school, former teacher,
former lecturer, former software
tester, former blogger ( seeing a trend
here...), early Social Media adopter,
innovative educator, educational
technology consultant and Digital
Humanities/history geek.

Contacting John:
YYou can follow John on Twitter and
you can find out more about him on
About.Me.

Ok only the history geeks will have a chance guessing who he is.
Andre Maignot ...the French Minister of War who built the famous Maginot Line in the
1930s. A series of concrete fortifications, tank obstacles and other defenses, the Line
was meant to forestall another direct attack from Germany like the one the French
experienced in World War I. At the time, it was hailed by military experts as a work of
genius. It was to save another French generation the slaughter of the First World War.
When the Germans finally did invade France in the spring of 1940, however, they
sidestepped the Line by sweeping through Belgium and the Netherlands. The Blitzkrieg
lasted all of six weeks and the French surrendered on June 22. The French had planes
and tanks too but thought the concrete walls would give them protection but it ended
as a self inflicted trap. In a war of movement and flexibility, sticking to a rigid plan
created for a different age proved fatal.
The colossal failure of the Maginot Line may have inspired the adage, “Generals always
fight the last war.”
The generals Joffre, Foch, French, Gort believed in what they were doing would win the
war; simply put they wanted more of the same.... more men, more artillery and more
artillery shells.
Where does this apply to education? Coming to it…..
The social media world is flexible. The technology world is flexible. The knowledge
world is flexible. The world’s best universities know change is coming and they are
trying to meet it on its own terms by engaging with MOOCs.
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Social media depending the measure that you use is nearly a decade old.
Whole industries have emerged and others evolved due to this new medium. How
invested is education in social media?
In a perfect society education should lead and guide society but in reality it lags
behind.
We are teaching and learning in a society that is producing so much information and
knowledge with barriers that are now so low. Instead of a school competing with a
school down the road, the challenges will come from those further afield.
As our education systems surrounds itself in high walls designed to keep out rather
than platforms to reach for the stars. Whether these platforms are Facebook or any
other, students and teachers should be able to connect and engage with each other
and not be afraid to do so.
In essence, in a sentence, education should be enlightening a student’s future rather
than illuminate a teacher’s past work practice.
As we see the education system building high walls to protect itself from the outside,
the whisper from Andre Maginot should not be forgotten.
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There’s nothing social about Corporate Communications #50
By Joy Redmond
I came across a blog post by Ed Rex recently in which he wrote: “Saying a company
has a view is like saying a restaurant has a favourite food.” I chuckled when I read this
thinking he meant that companies were incapable of having any view other than what
they wished to convey.
The word communication came to us from the Latin word commūnicāre, meaning
“to share” i.e. the meaningful exchange of information between two or more living
creatures.
The phrase corporate communication is something of an oxymoron; do we really
believe there can be genuine dialogue between a corporation and a punter?

Synopsis:
The phrase corporate communication
is something of an oxymoron; do we
really believe there can be genuine
dialogue? Is corporate social media
glorified multi-channel push marketing?

Social media for corporations is effectively multi-channel push marketing: I’ll bombard
you with our company’s marketing messages, our calendar of events, upcoming
product launches, competitions, giveaways and so on while simultaneously cramming
across our, and only our, point of view across various platforms and multiple devices.
Let’s take a brief look at the twitter stats of three household brands in Ireland
(November 27th 2013).

Looking briefly at the twitter stats of
three household brands in Ireland
(Diageo, The Irish Times and Google),
little evidence of genuine engagement was found.
Yet we ask should companies be more
social?
The author contends that business
entities (no matter how small) are not
people – they are paid for products
and services and our job is to present
the company’s public(s) with a clear
consistent message that delivers,
reassures and minimizes cognitive
dissonance.

4 Takeaways:
1. The phrase corporate communication is something of an oxymoron
2. Companies don’t have to be social
3. The role of corporate communications is to present a clear consistent
message not be your friend
4. ‘Views my own’ are fine as long as
….

So where do these few telling stats tell us?

About Joy Redmond:

Well none were sufficiently bothered to follow any or many of their followers back. It
appears they didn’t spend much time reading other people’s tweets, well favouriting in
any case so what exactly does their social media activity involve?

Joy Redmond has been working in the
web industry (both agency and client
side) since 1996. Joy hid out briefly

Each company’s most recent five tweets comprised of a tirade of one-way comms
detailing company marketing messages, their calendar of events, upcoming product
launches, competitions, giveaways and so on. Pretty one-sided, isn’t it?
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in academia, dabbled in entrepreneurship but has always worked in
marketing communications roles in
High Potential Start-Ups (HPSUs),
technology and/or web companies.
Describing herself as a pre and post
launch marketer, her specialities are in
corporate communications (messaging, collateral and content), research
and content curation. Joy has been
published widely in both academic
and trade publications and the press
(online and offline.)

Contacting Joy:
You can follow Joy on Twitter, connect with her on LinkedIn or email
her at info@joyredmond.com.

But not all companies only hammer out self-serving tweets, right?
Correct, it’s not all one-sided. If you love us, we’ll love you and favourite and retweet
any mention of our company that is favourable or even borderline positive, who knows
we might even write a blog post about it or some other form of integrated anecdotal
marketing.
However, if you express any opinion contrary to our viewpoint (we are necessary, we
solve your problems, we are the best, end of!), then we’ve to pull out the big guns. This
is what we call damage limitation and/or crisis management and a negative tweet will
be whisked off the public domain to a secure private customer service platform such as
Zendesk before you can write #fail. We’ll work with you offline to resolve your issue and
if you’re content and mention this happy outcome online well then heck we’ll love you
and favourite you and retweet you, who knows we might even write a blog post about
you or some other form of integrated anecdotal marketing all about you.
So should companies be more social or am I just bitter?
IMHO no, I don’t have a problem receiving impersonal pieces of self-serving
information from a marketing machine. We can at times be poetic, whimsical, random,
messy, grumpy and sometimes irresponsible but that’s ok because we’re human and
we can get away with that. Business entities, on the other hand, (no matter how small)
are not people – they are paid for products and services that we perceive as helping
us to work smarter, live better and longer and enjoy our time on this planet. The
role of corporate communications, for me as a professional in this space, is to present
the company to their public(s) with a clear consistent message that reassures, gives
comfort and minimizes cognitive dissonance.
What we need to do is package a given company as an authority, powerful, in control
and very definite as to what they’re doing. We want to know we’re paying for reliable
utilities, sturdy sports equipment and healthy non-GM food items etc. So engaging in
#zeitgeist might get a few more followers and a good deal of resources to chat about
what’s trending with randomers, but will it really add value to the brand and enhance
our reputation among customers, users and investors?
So when you’re developing your “social media strategy” you might ask yourself how
social do you want your company to be?
Anyway, when Rex wrote: “saying a company has a view is like saying a restaurant has
a favourite food,” he wasn’t cynical about corporate communications like me. Instead,
he was referring to the phrase ‘views my own’ as I quote him: “The current assumption
seems to be that, on Twitter and elsewhere in the media, you speak on behalf of your
organisation unless you explicitly say so. We need to reverse this; views should be
considered personal until proven corporate. The personification of a company or a
country into a sentient being that can hold views, pass judgement and be ‘shocked’
by news events is an unhelpful metaphor that we should avoid at all costs. Instead,
we need to treat our organisations as what they are: groups of people with different
opinions, ideas and values. If we do that, we’ll be more innovative and our leaders
will be more accountable. And there’ll be no more need for you to waste 12 precious
characters writing Views my own. It’ll go without saying.”
To conclude, that is of course all very laudable and yes we want to tweet and engage
with people not companies and yes a company’s greatest asset is its people. So go forth
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and be yourself, have conflicting opinions, speak your mind, don’t toe the party line if
you know in your heart it’s wrong, contradict yourself, make grammatical slips, be true.
Just remember that if you have your company name in your twitter handle or your
company’s twitter handle in your bio, someone like me will come knocking on your
door suggesting you might prefer to use a slightly smarter photo, perhaps refrain from
using foul language and do not, under any circumstances, associate our brand with
#ImaCeleb
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How the ‘open kitchen’ metaphor can help Irish charities to prepare for the challenges of social media adoption #51
By Sean Brady
Too many charities leap into Social Media before considering the risk to reputation
that this new way of connecting with their ‘Community of Interest’ can bring. The need
to create an Online Communication Plan with charters and policies in place before
Social Media adoption requires a change in attitude which I find is best illustrated
using this metaphor. The lure of Social Media platforms such as Facebook, Google,
Linkedin, YouTube and Twitter is made stronger when you consider the grants available
to registered charities. This is a cautionary tale however there is light at the end of the
tunnel.

Synopsis:
To prepare a charity for the cultural
change necessary when successfully
adopting social media, just social
(social media for just causes) has employed the ‘open kitchen’ metaphor
to illustrate the importance of getting
the organization in order before making the jump to social media. This
metaphor relates to the trend in some
restaurants to have an open plan layout to excite the customers with the
activity and drama of the kitchen.
Like social, this step can come at a
price and should be taken with caution, as in the metaphor, the wall cannot be put back once it comes down.

4 Takeaways:
1. Charities have significant potential over their for-profit Enterprise
counterparts as they will typically
have, what we call, “True Followers”
and access to Social Media grants to
supercharge their campaigns however
it is important for charities not to rush
into major Social Media engagement
before developing an Online Communication plan. This is why we use the
‘Open Kitchen’ metaphor.
2. In order to clean your ‘Kitchen’, a
charity may need IRM professionals to
ensure compliance to Data Protection
and other Quality standards with an
appropriate Social Media policy for
their staff and supporters.
3. The new Office 365 donation from
Microsoft offers a Social platform to
help with this clean-up. Just Social is a
Cloud Partner and can migrate charities to Office 365 and provide training
to their admin and users to improve

I first came across this metaphor when Luca Machetti gave a talk on Social CRM (
Customer Relationship Management ) at the ‘Get Social’ Seminar at DCU. He shared the
‘Open Kitchen’ metaphor as a cautionary tale about the importance of having SCRM in
place before engaging with Social Media on a major scale. I was impressed with the
concept and share this idea in my presentation titled ‘Socialising your Data’ at the IRMS
(Information and Record Management Society) conference in the National Library.
Interestingly, the audience strongly related to this metaphor as one of the purposes
of this society is to advice their Information and Record Management members with
the tools and techniques to ‘clean up’ their clients’ data for compliance to Quality ISO
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sharing and collaboration while reducing their IT overhead costs.
4. An Online Communication Plan can
be viewed as ‘Social Media Water’ for
possible Social Media fires that can
erupt at any time. Need to know how
issues will be escalated and properly
managed to protect reputation.

About Sean Brady:
Sean Brady is a Software Engineer
with a Master in Internetworking
which has lead him to create CloudAssist.ie to
simplify the migration process to
Office365 for Enterprises. Sean also
launched an non-profit organization
in 2012 called Just Social ( Social Media for Just Causes ) that aims to help
Irish Charities to socialise their data
using free Office 365 donations and
other Social Media grants. Just Social
was picked at Web Summit last year as
the ‘Best IT idea for the NGO space’
Just Social is a Non-profit organization which is funded by UCIT and
helps charities to access Social Media
technology grants and IT Volunteers
to supercharge their campaigns while
advocating the importance of strong
governance and Data Protection compliance to protect their reputation.
Just Social is a Microsoft Cloud Partner
and can now offer Office 365 migration services to charity sector so they
avail of the Office 365 donation as a
foundational platform for their Social
Media Strategy. Proudly sponsored by
CloudAssist.

Contacting Sean:
You can follow Sean on Twitter,
connect on LinkedIn or by sean@
justsocial.ie.

standards and Data Protection. The image of the two cleaning ladies on Channel 4 TV
show ‘How Clean is your House’ comes to mind where expert cleaners Kim and Aggie
visit filthy homes accompanied by a dramatic score of horror movie music and then
transforms them to a presentable abode. The feedback that I got was that, while IT
systems can significantly improve the ability to collaborate and socialise information,
the information itself must be first assessed and categories with the correct metadata
so appropriate permissions, retention and security policies are implemented. Like in
the Channel 4 show, it takes a small army of cleaners under the stewardship of Kim and
Aggie to make this transformation however at the end of the show there is clear advice
to the residents on how to maintain this environment so that they can bring friends
over and be Social. Being Social means that the wall between your operations and the
public is removed but first you need a plan on how the ‘kitchen’ to cleanup the mess
and then to allocate responsibilities to ensure that this standard will be maintained
afterwards.
An Online Communication Plan is like having ‘Social Media Water’ ready for a possible
‘Social Media Fire’. Be ready for problems and how to fix them before they happen. We
first ask the Social Media manager of the charity to apply the ‘Open Kichen’ metaphor
honestly to their vision for the organization to see if they are ready.
The Light at the end of the tunnel is software donations that are available to charities to
help them with this ‘real-world’ challenge. One example is the new Office 365 donation
as a Social Platform for managing the organization data while maintaining compliance
to the Data Protection Act with features such as Data Loss Protection.
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It’s All About Engagement. #52
By Paul O’Kane
The author Douglas Adams famously concluded that: “it is no coincidence that in
no known language of the galaxy does there exist the expression ‘as beautiful as an
airport’ ”.

Synopsis:
Dublin Airport’s social media activity
is about engaging with its audience
across a range of platforms. We’re
mainly sharing stories, platforms will
come and come and go, it’s the story
that interests and engages people.
We have attempted to create a tone
which isn’t corporate or po-faced and
thus far we think it has worked quite
well.

4 Takeaways:
1) Social Media is about telling stories
- you need to pitch your story in an
engaging way
2) Be careful with commercial messages. Nobody buys a newspaper for
the ads.
3) You can do it in-house. You don’t
have to hire a consultant

Airport design has come a long way since – at least on earth anyway, as I can’t speak
for the further outreaches of a faraway galaxy. But the fact remains that a lot of people
don’t get a warm fuzzy glow about airports. Some do, but many don’t.
Airlines take you places for business or pleasure, and you pass through the airport on
the way to where you actually want to be. I’m being facetious in part, but typically
airports are seen as faceless monoliths.
Social media has allowed Dublin Airport the freedom to attempt to try and change that
view and engage directly with our customers through a range of platforms.

About Paul O’Kane:

Sometimes with social media, as in life, it’s easier knowing what you don’t want to do.
We didn’t want to be po-faced and Corporate with an uppercase C, but flippant also
wasn’t really where we wanted to go either.

Paul O’Kane is Public Affairs Director
with Dublin Airport

No OMG!!! ROFL from @DublinAirport, thanks very much. Tone was essential and we
wanted to be friendly, open and have a bit of a sense of humour.

Authority (DAA) which owns and operates Dublin and Cork Airports. He is
responsible for all public relations and
sponsorship activities at Dublin

We were fortunate that we started more than three years ago, as that gave us time to
find our feet in relative isolation. Sadly, that’s no longer an option for big companies or
for public figures.

Airport and also heads the company’s
award-winning social media team.

We started with Twitter and when I look at them now, our early efforts are quite risible.
But we got better and we learnt as we went. We’ve since branched out into Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube, Flickr, and even Soundcloud.

4) Keep the interns well away from it.

Paul has been with DAA for seven
years and prior to his current role coordinated the public relations aspects
of Dublin Airport’s €1.3bn capital
development programme. Before

So what are we doing on social? We’re sharing stories with our audiences and building
engagement. We do share occasional commercial messages, but we take the view that
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joining DAA, Paul spent 15 years as a
newspaper reporter, working for The
Sunday Tribune and The Irish Times.
He holds a MA (Hons) in Journalism
from Dublin City University and a BA
(Hons) in Modern History & Politics
from Queen’s University Belfast.

in some respects, social media is exactly the same as traditional media. You expect to
see advertisements in a newspaper, but nobody buys the paper for the ads.

Contacting Paul:

Thanksgiving for example we asked people at the airport to message us on

You can follow Paul and the DAA
on Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest,
Instagram, Twitter Ask, YouTube,
SoundCloud and Google+. You can
also email Paul paul.okane@daa.ie.

So on Twitter we post news, information, images, answer customer queries, and run
occasional campaigns to directly engage with our customers. On

Twitter or Facebook telling us what they were #thankful for. In return, we gave them
goody bags with a selection of products and an online voucher for our retail outlet The
Loop.
We’re currently tweeting a daily #irishfact to mark the Gathering, and last year, we ran
a hugely successful month-long multi-layered campaign to support our sponsorship of
Dubliners at the Dublin Theatre Festival
We benchmark ourselves against our airport peers internationally, as we don’t have a
comparable business in Ireland and aim to keep abreast of best practice and trends in
other sectors.
So far, we’re doing quite well. We were named the World’s Best Airport
Twitter Feed in the Moodies Awards for airports and airport retailers and have won two
other awards for our social media activity.
When ranked by passenger numbers, Dublin Airport is the 83rd largest airport in the
world. When ranked by Twitter followers, @DublinAirport, which has 48,000 followers,
is the 7th largest airport in the world. On Facebook, we’re the 14th largest airport in the
world and on Instagram, we’re second largest.
We don’t buy followers or likes and all of our social media activity is carried out inhouse by members of the communications and customer relations departments.
While we have built a significant level of engagement on social media over the past
couple of years, we’re very aware that it’s an evolving medium. As it grows and changes,
so will we.
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Vlogging a Passion for Food. #53
By Marta Miklinska
In this speech I’ll tell about how I started by blog 5 months ago, how I managed to get
this blog out there thanks to unique videos and also about the video expectations for
the coming year.

Synopsis:
We’ve all seen how video can be a
game changer. People still think about
video as a form of entertainment, and
certainly the videos need to be engaging. Videos also offer tremendous
value in terms of communication and
authenticity. For a marketer, video and
visual content can be used to attract
potential customers. The benefits of
using videos in marketing are numerous but they are particularly helpful
when products are complex and difficult to explain over the phone or via
a written manual. With this in mind,
64% of survey respondents from an
eMarketer study said that they plan to
use more video content in marketing.
However this means that it is more important than ever to ensure that your
business’ video marketing content
stands out from the crowd. Success
in the video arena does not necessarily require 72 zillion YouTube views.
Sometimes a well-calculated strike
from an expert who’s highly credible
with your target audience can make
all the difference.

4 Takeaways:
1. Successful marketers have YouTube
channels that clearly focus on specific
target audiences
2. Facebook and Twitter are among
the most important sources of traffic
on YouTube
3. Within traditional SEO—Google
prioritizes web pages with YouTube
video embeds
4. Don’t spend on video too much too
fast and don’t try to adopt a new approach without due forethought.

So, I started my blog 5 months ago when I realised that I can merge my passion for
cooking & local food with digital marketing, which is what I do for living. I did a proper
research before I started, of course, and noticed that majority of blogs look the same;
recipe – picture – recipe – picture. I thought; no one will want to engage with me if
I don’t offer unique content. I wanted to make my blog fun and different as well. So
that’s how an idea of creating cooking videos was born. I am a very lucky girl because
my brother does videos so I approached him and asked if he would be interested in
working with me over weekends. Since then we’ve done 5 videos which led me to
meeting some incredible foodies, food producers, chefs, food journalists and food
organisations from around Ireland.
Here is a link to my videos.
I will continue creating new videos because I deeply believe that video, if done right, it
can be well received through almost any channel.
So, of all your marketing efforts planned for 2014, it’s definitely suggested you work on
video integration of any and all marketing campaigns. Making videos available across
mobile and internet-based platforms will more than amicably pull weight for your
business while also allowing other marketing angles to naturally run their course.
The tremendous growth of social media has made it a valuable marketing tool for
businesses of all sizes. I believe most brands now understand the impact social media
can have on their business, yet many are still dealing with the challenges that come
with its reality like for instance generating enough content for consistent storytelling.
But did you know that more than 4 billion dollars video clips are viewed every day?
68% percent of video viewers discuss video hyperlinks. So it’s obvious people prefer
video. On top of this, consider that after 72 hours, a common person can maintain
about 10% of written text that they have read, 65% of a picture they have seen, or 95%
of video clips they viewed. Think that video might be beneficial with interacting your
concept to your audience? Just a bit don’t you reckon?
Videos should continue their upward ascent in the social media marketing toolbox
hierarchy. In particular short videos because people are getting busier every passing
day therefore the best promises come from the rise of applications such as Vine, with
its 6-seconds video capabilities, and Instagram, with its 15-seconds video capabilities
complete with filters and integration within Facebook. And I am now seeing more and
more companies embrace these short videos as quick, inexpensive and efficient ways
to tell their brand story. Without a doubt, this is one trend we can expect to grow in
2014. If pictures tell a 1,000 words, videos can tell a million!
Summing Up
It is predicted that social media marketers will have to watch out for networking video
based sites. Whichever way the other social media networks go, in 2014 almost all
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About Marta Miklinska:
PMarta has six years agency experience providing marketing strategies
and creative solutions to a broad
range of clients within the hospitality and retail sectors and assisting
them with their online and traditional
marketing deliverables. Marta plays a
central role to her digital department
with her knowledge and expertise
stretching across multiple areas of
digital marketing, from SEO, PPC,
email campaigns, video campaigns
to social media. In her spare time she
runs a cooking and food photography
blog.

Contacting Marta:
You can follow Marta on Twitter, connect with her on LinkedIn or check
out her Food Blog.

marketers will realize that it’s absolutely essential to spend money and time on videos.
As 2013 draws to an end, what 2014 exactly holds in store for the social media is
something that will be exciting, I’m sure!
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Focusing your Way to 140,000 Facebook Likes. #54
By Emmet McNally
At Focus Ireland we are very proud of the 140,000 friends we have attracted to our
Facebook page. But we are even more proud of the fact we gave kept these 140,00 plus
friends there!
Overall we use our Facebook page for the following purposes which are integrated
into our Communication and organisationsl KPIs:
>Raise awareness and breaking down stereotypes of issues surrounding homelessness
and the current situation in Ireland,

Synopsis:
Facebook is an essential tool for Focus
Ireland in communicating with it wide
group pf stakeholders. They have
grown to over 140,000 likes by committing resources to the platform and
actively engaging.

4 Takeaways:
1- Develop a clear strategy outlining what you want to achieve. Set
clear goals. Don’t just go on facebook
“because everyone else is.”
2- Remember – Your Facebook pages
needs to be a personality first not a
business.
3- Find the right voice.
4- Lastly – an obvious point but one
many pages fail on. Make your content varied, interesting and tailored
to social media audience. Don’t just
post links.

About Emmet McNally:
Emmet’s background includes establishing two online businesses and
from there he began working on a
consulting basis for a number of different charities. Emmet now manages
Focus Irelands online presence. He has
grown their online audience to well
over 140,000 fans on Facebook and
over 25,000 followers on Twitter with a
rapidly growing website.

Contacting Emmet:
You can follow Emmet work on
Twitter, Facebook or check out their
website.

>Give a voice to our customers – the chance to share their personal stories and how
homelessness has affected them
>Raise funds and publicity for our various fundraising events, promote our text line,
>Recruit volunteers
>Publicise the work of Focus Ireland from advocacy and communications e.g. specific
political campaigns, conferences etc to the services we provide
>Act as a contact/help/support for people who are homeless or who may need help
The primary purpose of our page (and one we take very seriously) is to engage our
friends in a two-way conversation. When this conversation is of interest to them it helps
us to build awareness and support for our work to combat and prevent homelessness.
It also helps us in our very important work to break down stereotypes. Our priority is to
keep the friends we have on our page and build a relationship with them.
When our friends talk to us, we listen and we aim to respond. We’re interested in what
they have to say, whether we agree or not. We encourage conversation and debate on a
range of social justice issues relevant but not limited to homelessness.
With this high level engagement goal as our ultimate target, from the outset we have
felt that setting targets for specific numbers of fans or ‘likes’ per week/month could
distract us from doing just that We set about encouraging conversation and interaction
on our page so that it was a place for our fans to talk and indeed debate on a range or
social issues relevant to but not limited to homelessness.
Remember - It’s a personality first , not a business…
Unlike many corporate organisations we do not approach running social media as a
“business” . Why? Because we run Facebook as a personality first and foremost and
not as a business. We have an enormous amount of respect for Facebook and for our
friends. It is this respect that has allowed us to reach our organisational goals. We also
feel that in the case of a charity like Focus Ireland people respond better on a social
media platform like Facebook when we are not constantly bombarding them with
“asks” every day.
Our audience on Facebook is over 140,000 – that is a larger audience than many media
outlets such as papers and radio stations. But our audience is even more valuable to us
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in many ways as each and every one of them has made a conscious choice to connect
with Focus Ireland and engage with us on an ongoing basis. It is important for an
audience of this size that we ensure our content on Facebook in always interesting,
varied and fresh.
We respect that Facebook is a constantly moving forum, to which we respond
appropriately and proactively. We don’t have specific weekly objectives, rather we
go much further than that - we look on our Facebook page as 60 minutes an hour, 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days of the year. Our Web and Social Media Officer has a
passion for Facebook and his expertise in this area means we can dedicate a great deal
of respect to the time sensitivities that this forum carries.
Social media is viewed by most people as almost like a “real time” conversation.
Our friends expect prompt responses to PM’s, comments and posts and we aim to
deliver. We respond to the majority of regular posts within the hour. This is critical to
developing a meaningful connection with our supporters. It also ensures that the more
sensitive posts can be dealt with effectively and responded to as appropriate as we also
use Facebook as a medium for people who are homeless or at risk to contact us to seek
support. We then can put people directly in touch with our services staff who will work
to help them.
Setting the appropriate tone for Facebook...
We respect, understand and appreciate that Facebook is an informal forum and we aim
to speak in the same tone and language as everyone else there. We allow for a large
degree of flexibility and trust in our communication on Facebook and we believe this
is of paramount importance, both in terms of remaining human and responding in a
timely manner. We work hard to ensure that our friends have a meaningful emotional
connection with Focus Ireland. That they want to hear what we have to say and that
they also want to support us in some way. This can range from supporting a specific
campaign, volunteering, making a donation or it might even simply be sharing a post
on their own personal page to spread the word about our work.
We respect that once people engage with us they expect, and want, stimulating
interaction along with accurate information. We gather interesting and relevant
content as a team in Focus Ireland. We make sure we always vary the content to
reflect the range of work we do across services, policy, advocacy, public awareness
and housing. We also ensure we post on issues that are not always directly about the
work of Focus Ireland but of a wider range of relevant issues that our fans might be
interested in.
We are in constant contact with all of our staff to develop engaging content for our
Facebook page. For instance - It may be that our advocacy team is running a specific
campaign and we would post on this to inform people and ask them to support it. This
might mean them emailing their local TD calling for action on the issue. For example
we recently supported the ‘’Turn Off The Red Light” campaign by enabling our fans to
quickly and easily email their local TD with a prepared message that they could then
personalise. This resulted in a big wave of emails being sent to every TD in the country
from their constituents. (www.torl.ie)
At other times we talk to our staff down in our services such as the Coffee Shop.
For example, our “A day In The Life Series”, tells the story of the work done by our
staff members which has been highly successful at providing people with a real
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understanding of what the issues are and how we help our service users. The key
objective here is that it is only by opening up all channels that we can find the most
interesting and engaging messages for our friends. We also include posts about the
people we work with to provide them with a voice and a chance to talk about the
problems they have faced and how they overcame them with support from Focus
Ireland.
This can inspire people to support us and it also means our audience get to understand
the issues faced by people who are homeless or at risk. They see they are people
that are just going through a difficult time and that once they get support they can
overcome these problems. It’s important that our audience understands the problem
of homelessness can be solved and we do put forward solutions to the issues.
The return on investment…
We are greatly rewarded in return. Our Facebook page combats stereotypes around
homelessness. It gathers financial donations through our Facebook app and our text
donation line. It recruits volunteers through our volunteering tab - Facebook has
been the main source of volunteers for or our flagship fundraiser the ‘Key to a Home’
collections – as well as advertising jobs in our organisation. We raise awareness about
events so people can sign up to take part in something like the Focus Ireland Four
Peaks. We collect clothing donations for our customers when the weather turns bad.
We also use Facebook to crowdsource new fundraising ideas and events and to make
headway with key political priorities by endorsing public support.
Our customers are also greatly rewarded. As we previously touched upon - our
Facebook page enables and empowers people who are currently or at risk of
homelessness by sharing their stories. They also talk directly to us through our private
mails and we advise and inform them and those who know of somebody who needs
support.
Focus Ireland is about people. It’s about the people who help and it’s about helping
people. And it’s about connecting the two. Facebook has a very similar philosophy and
the main plan we have for Facebook is to continue to embrace this in a way that helps
us to work towards our aim of ending homelessness. We have the largest Facebook Fan
Page is the Non-Profit sector in Ireland. It’s a testament to our reach that 1 in 14 women
in Ireland who are Facebook are a Fan of the Focus Ireland page.
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Spend a Penny, Pay a Pound #55
By Jason Roe
It was 2009 and I found myself caught up in a really strange situation. It was my first 15
minutes of fame that ended up on the websites of CNN, Sky News, Wired and in papers
like the Financial Times, not to mention a slot on RTE Six One News. Up until now, I’ve
never written or spoken about the saga in public.
It was a sh*t storm caused by a seemingly simple and insignificant blog post about
one customers online journey to avoid the extra booking fees of a Irish low cost airline.
Some believe it may have been a tipping point where consumers just had enough of
the bullsh*t and bravado.,

Synopsis:
It can take a lot for a story to go viral
but It turns out that it’s actually quite
easy to kill a story too. Jason talks
about his personal experience of
being at the centre of a story that is
going viral.

4 Takeaways:
1. You can never really be prepared
for a story going viral. Always ask for
and accept help.
2. Work hard at getting your points
your points acrross in an interview.
3. At a certain point, the crowd takes
over.
4. It’s easy to kill a story if you are will
to say anything to deflect attention.

About Jason Roe:
Jason Roe is into #startups and
#opendata. Working in Predict @
PredictInsight and founder of Parkya
@TeamParkYa, Board Member of the
IIA since 2009. You can catch him on
twitter.

Contacting Jason:
You can follow Jason on Twitter or his
website.

So what happened? I was heading to a blog awards event. I decided to take a flight but
wanted to avoid the crazy booking fees by buying a voucher. I inadvertently discovered
that the price on the booking form reset to 0.00. I never booked a free flight.
At the time, there was no contact method available on the airline’s website other than
a premium phone number. I decided to stick up a blog post about my experience.
This pricks a lot of influential ears, the community went nuts and the re-tweeted it over
100 times, and then the story died off. 100 re-tweets seemed like a lot back then when
Twitter was only getting into its groove.
This is where a story like this typically ends.
Then a number of strange comments started arriving in on the blog post. I looked up
the IP addresses the commenters were coming from, and low and behold, they are
the very same airline’s head and regional offices. I revealed each one of them as staff
members of the airline while trying to keep very calm and collected.
My blog started going offline due to being bombarded with traffic from visitors trying
to read the comments. My hosting company Blacknight pulled out all of the stops to
keep the blog alive.
The re-tweets kicked off again. The staff members got more abusive and slipped up.
They started calling the blogging software that I use, Wordpress, names. This gets
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picked up by the Wordpress founder Matt and his Team. They weren’t too happy about
people talking smack about their software and decided to let their community know
about what is going on.
A message arrived from an up and coming travel blog. They offered to do an interview
and seemed to think that it would be a great news story, later pitching it to CNN.
I’m cautious and reach out asking people how to manage the PR fall out. A good friend
Damien jumps in and sends me over some reading material. I’ve never had to do this
before so I’m freaking the hell out. I quickly insert “freelance web developer” into all of
my interviews and take the worse PR photo ever in my mum’s living room!

The story exploded and it ended up as one of the most popular news stories for the day
on the CNN website.
Over the next week the story appeared on all of the major online publications, CNET,
Wired, Sky News, boingboing, The Guardian and more.
This rolls on and on for a while until the story is softly killed by the airline. It turns out
that the best way to kill a negative story is with an even more negative story. The airline
announces that that they are considering charging for using the on-board toilets with
“Spend a Penny, Pay a Pound”. In a matter of 24 hours the story is dead and the press
are building up a head of steam about this new debacle.
The moral of the story: It’s easy to kill a story if you are will to say anything to deflect
attention.
Prepared for Congregation. Re-posted from Jasonroe.me.
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Villagisation - The Antidote to Globalization. #56
By Tom Murphy
We are wired to live in a village environment. Hanging out in small family groups who
are closely associated with other family groups to provide greater protection and a
more effective way of acquiring the materials to survive.
Engagement and participation in group activities is vital for the survival of ourselves,
our friends and families, and our group. Conversely, rejection hurts, ostracization is
painful and exile is a death sentence.
Our brains have been developed over hundreds of thousands of learning how best to
work in groups and make social conformity a norm. This brain still requires close and
frequent interaction with others to stay healthy.

Synopsis:
Socila Media ameliorates the impersonality of globalisation.

From an evolutionary point of view things have changed in the flash of a cursor. We
now live in a gloablaized world created by data connectivity and increases in transport
capacity. These paths of growth have been turned into super highways by supply chain
management techniques originally developed to handle the expansion of Walmart.

4 Takeaways:
1. We are wired to work in village
sized units which has its good points
and bad points.
2. Globalisation and big data make
life easier and negates some of the
bad points. Nosiness, etc.
3. Social media regrounds impersonal
big data by through human participation.
4. We end up with a villagisation
process where we have the benefit
of good human relations across time
and space but at the cost of too much
privacy being lost again.

About Tom Murphy:
Occasional contributor to Technology
Voice.

It has become a massive challenge for governments, as tariff controls are increasingly
becoming rendered meaningless. Every imported item very likely has in some way an
exported component and vice versa.
Just like the internet no one has a switch that they can turn any of this off. Globalisation
exists as an emergent effect of human commercial activity.
But running alongside and in counter-balance to this undoubtedly beneficial but rather
soulless phenomena is villagisation. (A concept that emerged during a conversation
with Bernard Goldbach.)
While our physical neighbours have importance as in the kind of people they are,
(noisy or not, etc.) our real neighbours can be anywhere in the world. Facebook, Twitter
and other services do an amazing job of helping us to find, renew and keep alive
relationships with people that in previous generations would have been lost to time
and distance. Separated forever by great continents and wide, deep, stormy oceans.
However, that online social activity generates an awful lot of information about us.
Living in our original villages privacy was a hard won thing.

Contacting Tom:

Everyone knew everyone else’s business. Your every move, sound and gesture was
available for public assessment and consideration.

You can follow Tom on Tumblr.

This had a natural importance. Small groups often gathered together to battle
whatever life presented need to know that all the players were on the same team.
Things may have come full circle. Globalization made the world smaller, The internet
made it more connected and social media has become the glue that binds us together
as modern day villagers to the forces that run our world.
The upside is without changing our natures as human being we have adapted very
effectively to a digital world. Skynet’s inability to run a Facebook account sowed the
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seed of it’s doom.
The downside is that we are once again under the eye of our nosey neighbours. We can
no longer run away to the big city to let her our hair down and kick loose with no one
either knowing or caring.
As Bernard recounted in our last chat a woman was refused entry to the States because
her online blogging history showed a history of mental illness. Barred by gossip. (Just
because it is on a self-reported blog doesn’t make it true.)
So, the mentality of village life reasserts itself. Conform, don’t rock the boat, and a host
of other restrictions both implicit and explicit that anyone familiar with Irish rural life or
rural life elsewhere would be deeply familiar with.
Villagisation has its upside. It is a necessary and essential antidote to impersonal
globalization but all good things come with a price but at least this time the price is
something that we are thoroughly familiar with.
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Musing of a Marketer at the Close of 2013. #57
By David Glynn
It’s easy to be feeling fraught as the modern marketer must be an expert in producing
quality content, a social media guru, a PR genius, a ninja in SEO, PPC, email marketing,
advert design, radio adverts & video production.
Don’t get me wrong I am a complete marketing nerd and to give you an example last
night on The Late Late watching the cast of Anchor Man wear the Irish Soccer jerseys
my reaction was oh to be a marketer with 3 Mobile and the possibilities it extended to
have world stars wearing your logo on their chests.
A few thoughts of wisdom that I learnt this year:

Synopsis:
Customer is King and understanding
them is paramount.

4 Takeaways:
1. Know your target market and
deliver timely relevant messages to
them.
2. Do Social Media well and be unique.
3. Do not forget traditional marketing: local papers events, sponsorship,
exhibitions, face to face networking.

On your website:
•   Remember your customers probably don’t work in your industry so try and speak
without industry language and make all booking processes seamless.
•   Remember you have about 10 seconds before they move on to the next website.
Have your contact details or a contact form easily visible on your website.
•   Mobiles are everywhere so it simply has to be responsive and work seamlessly.
•   Google analytics are amazing so no excuses for not knowing your customer and their
journey on your website.

4. Be bold & brave in your Marketing.

•   Know your customer segments therefore send timely marketing messages that are
relevant to them.

About David Glynn:

•   Make your marketing messages clear and simple so there are clear call to actions.

David Glynn is the Marketing Manager
with the 4* McWilliam Park Hotel in
Claremorris, Co. Mayo.

•   My new year’s resolution is to stop using stock images and use real life customers &
staff photos. I hope you remind me if I break this in 2014 as it requires more thought
and obviously permission to create campaigns without the crutch of stock images.

Contacting David:
You can follow David on Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube or the McWilliam
Park Hotel website.

•   Decide what channels of Social Media suit your business and don’t waste time on
them all better to do 2 well than several.
•   Encourage customer to like you on Face book, follow you on Twitter but reward
them with special offers and promotions.
•   Promote these channels within your business as nothing looks as good as customers
using social media while in your business so their friends see your melt in the mouth
banoffi pie and hot chocolate.
•   Your customers are your ambassadors and they will refer new customers to you
whether they know it or not so be good to them. It’s easier to retain a customer than
find a new one.
Staff.
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Ask your staff for their feedback and opinions regularly.
They are on the frontline serving your customer’s needs and wants.

Offline to Online.
Our website has increased in traffic year on year but this is also due to a lot of offline
marketing which can’t be forgotten about in this social age.
For example this week we have competitions in the Buy and Sell Magazine & the
Christmas RTE Guide but we have shared the competitions online via Social Media
therefore extending the reach.
Online reputation management is critical nowadays.
We need to ensure guests receive excellent service so that they leave positive Trip
advisor comments.
A lot of our time now involves dealing with 3rd party booking engines that takes
bookings away from your own website and result in high commissions for the hotel.
It is important that a Hotel protects its own name against bidding which is difficult
given the large ad spend of these companies.
Another internet phenomenon is the Flash Sale where the customer can purchase
discounted rooms in a 24 hour period.
The downside is that it’s difficult to make any profit from the sales due to the low cost
but it is possible to gain large exposure for your brand.
However we have seen positives this year as we have got many customers to contact
the hotel first enabling us to get them book direct and avoid large commission.

Twitter
Our Twitter account @mcwilliamph has allowed us to build relationships with
journalists from National newspapers and radio including stations.
We have even had successful radio interviews with shows such as The Right Hook on
Newstalk and The Sunday Business Show on Today FM.
I like Twitter’s conversational nature and am guilty of talking about my passions for
running and rugby especially at the weekend.
Last February we issued our own Promissory Note as a deal was reached with Europe.
Our note had good value deals at the hotel and was picked up on twitter by journalists.
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We have been able to tweet photos of our Easter bunny on tour, Santa’s sleigh and his
helpers on tour.
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These photos were tweeted to press and media while on the go and a selection are
available to see on Facebook.
This year we have been closely trying to get proficient in ‘News Jacking’.

Events such as the birth of the Royal baby were quickly adapted to advertise our
christening packages and the Forbes announcement was adapted to say “McWilliam
Park Hotel was the best place to stay.
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To finish.
•   Marketing is evolving at a tremendous pace and is exciting.
•   To me the biggest challenge is where to find your customers and tell them your
message.
For example, using radio to get your name out there, while also ensuring that your
business appears when people search for it online.
Here some of our radio adverts here.
One last tale.
Lastly one brilliant example I must share with you.
2 colleagues were discussing where to bring young families for a few days break away.
One of my colleagues gave a glowing report of a hotel he stayed in last week so much
so that his colleague immediately contacted them by telephone to make a booking.
Easiest sale ever?
No the phone went unanswered and on the 3rd attempt my colleague went else where
Potential Lifetime customer gone
Has this happened in your business?

